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ABSTRACT
Work has been carried out to investigate the applicability of Neutron 
Induced Emission Tomography (NIET) to areas of non-destructive testing 
within the nuclear industry. The principal application was the scanning 
of irradiated nuclear fuel rods.
In addition to its medical uses, tomography has been employed in many 
areas of non-destructive testing. However, the applications have 
generally used transmission tomography to examine structure. NIET 
provides a method of determining the spatial distribution of 
radionuclides produced by the action of neutrons by activation or 
fission processes. This has applications as an extension of neutron 
activation analysis and as a method of non-destructive testing for use 
in the nuclear industry.
The work has involved the use of a number of experimental tomography 
scanners. Various test objects have been scanned using both emission 
and transmission tomography and computer programs were developed to 
collect, process and reconstruct the data.
High resolution detectors were used to scan single and multi-energetic 
radionuclides in test objects designed to model various characteristics 
of nuclear fuel rods. The effects of scattering on image quality were 
examined and a method of scattering correction based upon the use of an 
additional energy window was applied.
The work showed the viability of using NIET to study the distribution 
of radionuclides within objects such as irradiated fuel pellets. It 
also demonstrated the need for reducing the scattering component within
ii
images. The use of narrow energy windows and a high resolution detector 
were shown to be succesful in reducing the effects of scattering. The 
employment of scattering correction using additional energy windows was 
shown to be necessary when scanning multi-energetic radionuclides.
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INTRODUCTION
The word tomograph means image of a slice. It is the aim of 
reconstructive tomography to produce an image of a slice through an 
object free of interference from other slices. This is performed by 
measuring projections of the slice and the nature of the measurements 
determines the property of the slice to be reconstructed. The most 
common form of tomography is X-ray transmission which produces images 
of the distribution of attenuation in the object. This is widely used 
in medicine and as an industrial method of non-destructive testing. The 
measurement of photons emitted from an object forms the basis of 
emission tomography where the property of interest is the distribution 
of radionuclides within the object.
Emission tomography is widely used in Nuclear Medicine for obtaining 
information about physiological function but also has other 
applications. In industry for example, tracers could be used to measure 
deposition within pipes. Objects which have been irradiated in a 
neutron flux, either for the purpose of neutron activation analysis or 
as components of a reactor core are ideal subjects for inspection with 
emission tomography. This introduces the concept of Neutron Induced 
Emission Tomography (NIET) where emission tomography is used to examine 
irradiated objects. This technique can be used as an extension of 
instrumental neutron activation analysis for elemental analysis and 
also as a procedure in the nuclear industry for examining such things 
as irradiated nuclear fuel rods. This work was carried out with the 
assistance of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment at Harwell who 
aim to use NIET as a method of examining irradiated fuel as part of 
their research.
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and also some basic theory of the interactions of photons with matter 
in Chapter 3. These form a basis for the discussion of emission and
transmission tomography in Chapter 4. This describes the problems 
caused by attenuation in emission tomography and some of the 
corrections which can be applied. Also considered are radiation
detection, spectroscopy and the effects which scattered photons can 
have on an image and how these effects can be reduced. The use of high 
resolution detectors for NIET is discussed together with the
implications of this on the rejection of scattering.
The prototype scanning system used for the majority of the work is 
described in Chapter 5. This was developed at Harwell and is capable of 
performing both emission and transmission tomography scans. Also 
discussed is some development work which took place at the University 
of Surrey. Problems of alignment which can be encountered due to 
changes in the centre of rotation are described in addition to the
methods of data collection and analysis.
The results chapters describe transmission and emission scans performed 
on a variety of test objects. These included the use of both high and 
low resolution detectors and single and multi-energetic radionuclides. 
The effects of scattering on the images are discussed with special 
reference to the problems encountered with multi-energetic spectra.
Finally a preliminary scan of a section of irradiated nuclear fuel is 
discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS OF TOMOGRAPHY
1.1 The Introduction of Tomography
Computerized tomography (CT) has become established as a powerful tool 
in clinical diagnosis and radiotherapy planning. Over the last few 
years it has been appreciated that there are many areas of 
non-destructive testing which can also benefit from computerized 
tomography. However, although industrial applications are increasing, 
the most widespread use is still in medicine which was the source of 
the original impetus to the research. The introduction of the first 
commercial medical CT scanner in 1972 (HOU72,AMB73a) by EMI Ltd created 
a great stir in the medical world, providing the first two-dimensional 
images of cross-sections through the body without interferance from 
underlying and overlying tissues.
A great deal of the work in reconstructive tomography is essentially 
based upon the mathematical foundation laid by Radon in 1917 (RAD17)
when he showed that mathematical reconstruction from projections was 
possible. Bracewell and Riddle applied mathematical reconstruction in 
the field of radioastronomy to produce images of the two dimensional 
brightness distribution of a radio source from one dimensional 
measurements, (BRA67). The first ionizing radiation tomography was 
performed by Oldendorf (0LD61) who demonstrated the feasibility of 
transmission tomography using a simple rotate-translate mechanism (see 
later), an isotopic source and scintillation detectors. He used a 
simple back-projection technique to reconstruct the image (see Chapter 
2). Independent work was performed by Cormack who produced a 
mathematical and computational method for reconsruction and applied
tnis to projections measured 01 A-ray transmission tnrougn simple 
phantoms, (COR63, COR64). Meanwhile, Kuhl and Edwards were 
investigating the possibility of using gamma-ray emission tomography 
for nuclear medicine, (KUH63). The development of the EMI scanner is, 
however, the one that provoked the greatest interest and led to the 
widespread research into the medical applications of mathematical 
reconstruction.
1.2 Medical Tomography
1.2.1 Transmission tomography
The original EMI scanner, developed by Hounsfield (HOU72) was a 
transmission device employing X-rays to produce an anatomical map of a 
cross-section through the body. This provided a great improvement in 
the clarity of image available when compared to other methods 
available. The detail present in the image and its freedom from 
contributions from other layers made interpretation much easier. The 
most common technique for imaging the body was, and still is, 
radiography using X-rays. In its simplest form this entails passing 
X-rays through the body and detecting them with a photographic film as 
shown in Figure 1.1. This process relies upon recording the X-ray 
shadow caused by the attenuation of the photons within the body. The 
areas of highest density cause the greatest attenuation and hence will 
lead to less exposure of the film. The shadow diagram produced is a 
two-dimensional representation (projection) of the three-dimensional 
body. All the information is superimposed upon the film and it takes 
experience to interpret the images produced. The arrival of the EMI 
scanner provided a solution to this superposition problem.
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Figure 1.1 X-ray radiography.
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Figure 1.2 Conventional non-reconstructive tomography.
an earner attempt to produce images or a selected single slice was 
conventional non-reconstructive tomography. This relied upon blurring 
the information from all areas other than the required slice so that 
only the relevant information was focused. This longitudinal or focal 
plane tomography was first described by Bocage in 1921 (B0C21) and can 
be performed as shown in Figure 1.2. The X-ray tube and photographic 
film slide in opposite directions and this effectively focuses the 
apparatus on the relevant slice. It can be seen that the projections of 
the points in plane B remain in the same place on the film whereas 
those of plane A move relative to one another, thus blurring the image 
across the film. Hence only the image of plane B remains in focus.
The use of focal plane tomography does not overcome the problem of 
superposition completely as the image still contains the blurred 
background from overlying and underlying planes. This lowers the image 
contrast and there can still be problems in interpreting the image. The 
use of reconstructive tomography produces a solution to this problem by 
producing an image of a two-dimensional slice which is almost 
completely free of the effects of the surrounding medium. This makes 
interpretation of the image much easier. Practical limitations of the 
scanners require that axial cross-sections are measured. Hence the 
images produced are of transverse planes rather than the longitudinal 
planes which are generally used in radiography, (HOU73,AMB73b).
As the performance of medical CT scanners has improved so has their 
complexity. The original scanner employed a single detector and an 
X-ray tube mounted opposite each other as shown in Figure 1.3a. The 
detector-tube assembly moves across the body in a series of steps and 
is then rotated through a fixed angle. This process is repeated until a 
total angle of at least 180° has been covered. This system has the 
advantages of a well collimated parallel beam of radiation and is
slow and the collection of data for one section takes a few minutes. 
Such a long scanning time is unacceptable for imaging objects subject 
to movement, such as the human body, and so faster machines have been 
developed.
The next stage of development was the multidetector system. This 
comprises an X-ray tube and an array of detectors as shown in Figure 
1.3b. This type of system works on the same principle of translation 
and rotation but it is possible to rotate through larger angles and 
hence the overall scan time is reduced to less than one minute.
The major change in the development of medical CT scanners was to use 
rotational movement only, the translations being effectively replaced 
by the use of many detectors. The two basic variations of this geometry 
are shown in Figure 1.3c and d. These are the rotate-rotate and the 
rotate-stationary systems.
b.
c. d.
Figure 1.3 Transmission tomography geometries.
The rotate-rotate system employs an X-ray tube and an array ot 
detectors which measure a fan of radiation which extends across the 
body. The tube and detectors rotate around the patient through 360°. 
This system is very fast, a single scan being complete in 1-5 seconds. 
The problem with this system is that it is not possible to calibrate 
with a patient in the machine. In order to calibrate a detector it is 
necessary to be able to measure the unattenuated photons arriving from 
the X-ray tube. In a translate system this is possible by making the 
measurements when the linear motion is at either extreme, i.e. where 
the measurement paths no longer pass through the patient. This is not 
possible with the rotate-rotate system where the majority of the 
detectors are always measuring attenuated paths.
The rotate-stationary system utilizes a single X-ray tube and a
c
complete ring of detectors. The detetors remain stationary and the
A.
X-ray tube rotates around it. It is necessary to tilt the ring slightly
to prevent the irradiation of the detectors nearest the tube, this is
called nutation. This system is very fast (1-5 seconds per scan) and is 
easily calibrated as the paths between detectors and X-ray tube are 
never permanently attenuated by the patient, however it requires a 
large number of well matched detectors. Other systems have been 
suggested using multiple tubes and detectors but these are not in
general use.
In medical imaging a primary requirement is to minimize the absorbed 
dose to the patient. A further requirement is for a quick measurement 
both for patient comfort and to lower the effects of movement. It is 
obvious that when producing an image of the chest, the movement of 
breathing will cause a blurring of the image. All imaging systems have 
a requirement for high resolution and accuracy. However it is usually 
necessary . to balance these requirements against those of dose limits
place in medical transmission tomography have been to increase the 
number of detectors, to optimize the performance of the detectors and 
to adopt an efficient scanning geometry. These have all led to an 
increase in speed, resolution and accuracy without a corresponding 
increase in the dose. The same principles apply when optimizing systems 
for industrial uses, however in many circumstances a simple scanner is 
sufficient as discussed later.
One particularly interesting system has been developed for performing 
high speed cardiovascular tomography where it is necessary to overcome 
the problems of movement. This is called the cardiovascular CT (CVCT) 
and is capable of performing a scan in 50 ms with a scan repetition 
rate of 17 scans per second. The device does not employ a rotating
X-ray set but instead it steers a high intensity beam of electrons
around a large tungsten ring to produce the X-rays. In fact four rings 
are used and two detector rings to provide the facility of collecting 
eight slices per scan. The scanner can be triggered by an
electro-cardiograph (ECG) signal and a series of scans recorded. The 
reconsructed images can be displayed as a cine sequence and the
dynamics of the heart studied, (PES85).
1.2.2 Emission tomography
Transmission tomography using X-rays is not the only area of tomography 
used in medicine. The other form is emission tomography, of which there 
are two types:- single photon emission computerized tomography, SPECT 
or ET and positron emission tomography, PET. Both forms of emission 
tomography are used to reconstruct a two-dimensional image of the 
distribution of a radioactive source by detection of the emissions from 
the source. The two differ in the method of measurement and the type of
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isotope used. However, Doth rely upon using a radionuclide to label a 
chemical which will be used to study a particular process within the 
body.
PET scanners measure the coincident detections of the two photons 
emitted as the result of a positron annihilation. A source which emits 
positrons is attached to a chemical and introduced into the patient. A 
positron which is emitted will travel a short distance from the point 
of emission and lose energy by scattering. The positron will then 
annihilate with an electron with the result that two photons are 
emitted at almost 180° to each other. The photons are not exactly 
antiparallel due to the effect of the momentum of the particles prior 
to annihilation. If the two photons are detected in coincidence it is 
possible to define a path in which the original positron emission took 
place. Given a sufficient number of measurements it is possible to 
reconstruct the distribution of the positron source. The measurements 
are carried out by a ring of detectors around the body or by position 
sensitive detectors or an array of detectors at either side of the 
body. Medical applications of PET include studies of oxygen 
distribution, glucose utilization and neurotransmitter metabolism, 
(NAH84).
In many ways single photon emission tomography was a natural 
progression of nuclear medicine just as transmission tomography was for 
radiography. ET scanners measure the photons emitted from a radioactive 
source which has been introduced into a body. However, unlike PET, the 
system measures single photons and cannot make use of antiparallel 
coincidences to define the path in which the emission took place so 
collimators and energy windowing are used. The scanning may be carried 
out using either pupose built machines utilizing rings of detectors or, 
more commonly, it may be performed using existing gamma cameras. A
10
gamma camera is a large imaging detector wnicn nasicany proauces a 
two dimensional image of the photons incident upon it. Hence it can be 
used to measure two dimensional projections of the emissions from three 
dimensional radionuclide distributions. The system was developed by 
Anger (ANG52, ANG58, ANG64).
The early work in emission tomography performed by Kuhl and Edwards was 
a form of conventional tomography which they described as body section 
methods. Measurements were simply back projected (see Chapter 2) onto 
high contrast film. This produced a similar effect to focal plane 
tomography as all the information was blurred across the film and 
superposition effects produced the final image. ET is now performed 
using mathematical reconstruction methods applied to digital data in 
the form of projections taken from gamma camera images for example.
Whereas transmission tomography gives anatomical information about the 
body, emission tomography can provide unique physiological and 
biochemical information as it provides information about the presence 
of a tracer. Examples being the study of liver or kidney function with 
ET or when a positron emitter is attached to glucose to study brain 
activity and function. Hence, emission and transmission tomography are 
generally complementary. In practice emission tomography cannot produce 
the same quality of image as transmission due to various causes such as 
limited photon statistics and the presence of scattered radiation. In 
medicine it is necessary to limit the radiation dose received by the 
patient and hence the amount of activity administered must be kept as 
low as practicable. This limits the observed count rate and as the 
counting time is often restricted the overall count can be statistically 
poor, which leads to noise in the image.
11
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many areas using various radiation probes such as neutrons, heavy 
charged particles, microwaves and ultrasound. This is in addition to 
the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) which is also known as 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging (ROT85,TAY88). MRI may 
eventually replace X-ray transmission tomography for many medical uses 
as it gives good anatomical images and does not use ionizing radiation. 
However, MRI cannot give the functional information as obtained from 
emission tomography.
The benefits of tomography using various probes are now being realized 
in industrial areas of non-destructive testing.
1.3 Industrial Tomography
While the majority of work on tomography has taken place for medicine 
the first tomography device to use true reconstruction was developed to 
solve the industrial problem of finding the density of steam inside 
atomic reactor heat transfer tubes, (KAL61). Tomography is now being 
applied in many areas of industry, however the emphasis still lies with 
transmission tomography.
1.3.1 Industrial transmission tomography
Various methods of tomography have been suggested for non-destructive 
testing which do not use a computer for reconstruction. These are 
similar in principle to longitudinal focal plane tomography but produce 
axial images. The methods all rely upon simple back projection onto 
film and are based on the idea of rotating the test object and a sheet 
of film in synchronism and projecting an image onto the film from an 
X-ray set. The rotation of object and film act to form a simple
12
superposition of images to produce a final image of a cross section 
with all other information blurred. This is shown in Figure 1.4. These 
systems have generally been considered for industrial use 
(CRA78,L1N78,LIN79) but the idea has also been suggested for medicine 
(PET74). However, the only advantage of these systems over those using 
mathematical reconstruction is cost. The improved image quality 
available from computerized systems generally leads to their use.
Film
X-rays Test object
Figure 1.4 Simple back-projection tomography.
The most widespread application of tomography to industry and 
non-destructive testing is computerized transmission tomography using 
X- or gamma-rays. Although other radiations are also used, for example 
neutron tomography is being researched as an extension to neutron 
radiography (KUS85,PFI85,SPY87a,SPY87b). Another form of tomography in 
use does not make use of reconstruction but is based upon measurement 
of Compton scatter from a defined scattering volume which is scanned 
through the test object (HOL84,BRI87,HOL88).
Computerized tomography with X- and gamma-rays has spread into many 
areas of industry and has been applied to objects of widely different 
dimensions. The range of physical dimensions studied was discussed by
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Burstem et al. (BUR84) who described the scanning of a 2m diameter 
rocket motor using photons from a 15 MeV linear accelerator to give a 
resolution of 2mm. The other extreme quoted was the scanning of a 
laboratory mouse using 90kV X-rays to give a spatial resolution of 
0.05mm over a 25mm diameter. This work is described in more detail by 
Seguin et al. (SEG85).
Other applications of transmission tomography include the study of gas 
fluidized beds (MAC85), polymer testing (PER85), inspecting live trees 
and utility poles for decay (0N084,MIL87), the oil/brine concentrations 
within porous rock (GIL84,WAN85) and the structure of an ancient 
Egyptian cat (FAL87). Various aspects of industrial transmission 
tomography are described in papers by Gilboy and Reimers 
(REI84a,GIL84,REI84b).
An interesting application of tomography is that of scanning rapidly 
moving objects as performed at the Ballistic Research Laboratory in the 
USA (ZOL85). They have constructed a scanning system comprising a ring 
of detectors and twenty-one 1 MV flash X-ray sources. The system is 
capable of time resolution of a few microseconds with a spatial 
resolution of 2mm in a 200mm object. This is a very specialized 
application which demonstrates the possibilities available from 
tomography.
The potential of transmission tomography has also been recognised by 
the nuclear industry and research has been performed to examine 
applications for scanning valve assemblies, unirradiated fuel bundles, 
heat exchangers and pressure vessels for example (PIE82,AEC85,ALL85). 
These all used photons, however neutrons have also been considered for 
industrial transmission tomography (KRU80).
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Positron emission tomography is not widely used in industry but is 
being applied to trace fluid flow within aero engines and bearing 
assemblies. The work is a collaboration between Rolls Royce pic, 
Castrol, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and the University of 
Birmingham. Oil is labelled with a positron emitter and is then traced 
within a running engine by detecting the positron emissions using two 
large multiwire proportional counters. The technique has been used to 
study the dimensions and locations of fluid volumes under different 
operating conditions of the test objects (PET86,LIN87).
1.3.3 Industrial emission tomography
Emission computed tomography can be used with tracers for industrial 
applications in a similar manner to the above PET system. Tracers can 
be used to study fluid flow or deposition within pipes and heat 
exchangers for example. ET can also be used to monitor processes within 
the nuclear reprocessing industry.
An example of industrial emission tomography using non-ionizing 
radiation is the measurement of flame temperature distribution by 
infrared emission computed tomography (UCH85).
1.3.4 Neutron Induced Emission Tomography (NIET)
Neutron Induced Emission Tomography (NIET) is a phrase used to describe 
the process of performing emission tomography to determine the spatial 
distribution of a radionuclide or radionuclides which have been 
produced by the action of neutrons rather than having been introduced 
as a tracer.
15
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decay of either activation or fission products. The action of neutrons 
can lead to activation, the production of a radioactive nucleus from a 
stable one, or fission, the splitting of a nucleus into two nuclei with 
a release of neutrons and energy. Hence, NIET is used to study 
distributions of activation or fission products.
Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is a sensitive technique used to 
determine the quantity of various nuclei within a sample. A small 
sample is prepared and then placed in a known neutron flux for a set 
time. The sample is then removed and after a set period a measurement 
is made of the spectrum of the delayed gamma-ray emissions. It is then 
possible to perform a quantitative analysis of the spectrum and by 
knowing the relevant irradiation and cooling times and the activation 
cross sections the quantities of many of the nuclides in the original 
sample may be determined. This technique is combined with emission 
tomography in NIET to give the spatial distributions of the target 
nuclei within the sample. The technique can still supply quantitative 
information but not to the accuracy of activation analysis. An 
alternative method was used by Spyrou et al in the form of neutron 
induced prompt gamma-ray emission tomography where the emitted 
gamma-rays were measured during irradiation with neutrons 
(SPY87a,SPY87b).
NIET has been used to examine the distribution of water borne 
preservative in timber by activating samples of timber previously 
dipped in a preservative containing sodium, boron, fluorine, chromium 
and arsenic. The samples were then scanned to measure the distribution 
of active sodium, chromium and arsenic (SPY87c).
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Activation of a sample by neutrons or the production of fission 
fragments generally leads to very complicated gamma-ray spectra 
containing numerous peaks due to the presence of many radionuclides. 
Hence it is necessary to use a high resolution detector to separate the 
various components of the measured spectrum. Therefore, NIET must be 
performed using a high resolution detector and an analysis system 
capable of resolving and measuring the particular energy peaks of 
interest. This is an unusual situation in tomography where it is normal 
to use detectors which are optimized for efficiency rather than 
resolution. The use of high resolution detectors with their associated 
low efficiency leads to longer scanning times but has the advantage of 
allowing improved rejection of scattered radiation.
The use of NIET as an extension of neutron activation analysis is one 
whereby radionuclides are produced deliberately in order to perform an 
analysis. A further use of NIET is to determine the spatial 
distribution of fission fragments and activation products formed as 
byproducts of nuclear power generation. This could be performed in 
order to locate particular radionuclides within drums used for medium 
and long-term storage or disposal, to detect active deposits in pipes 
or heat exchangers or could be used to scan irradiated fuel rods 
(DAV86).
There is a requirement to determine the spatial distribution of various 
fission products within irradiated fuel rods in order to gain 
information about the neutron environment in the reactor and the 
chemistry of the nuclides themselves. Information gained from the study 
of irradiated fuel can be used to improve the design of the fuel 
elements (BAR79,LAW83,PIC84). The design and construction of nuclear 
fuel elements is described by Frost (FR082) who also discusses some of 
the tests and measurements carried out on irradiated fuel.
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At tne Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE) Harwell, research is 
carried out to study the distributions of fission products within 
irradiated fuel elements. The observed distributions relate to factors 
such as the neutron flux, the mobility of the radionuclides and the 
temperature distribution. Radionuclides of interest include 
Caesium-137, Cerium-144, Zirconium-95, Ruthenium-106, Niobium-95 and 
Caesium-134 (BAN83). The standard method used to measure the 
distributions is gamma-scanning or isotope mapping using a rectilinear 
scanner. The irradiated fuel is allowed to cool for a period and is 
then transferred to a hot cell where it is scanned longitudinally to 
obtain activity distributions along its length. The fuel pin is then 
cut open to produce an axial section which is polished to give a smooth 
surface. This face is then scanned using a fine collimator to give a 
two dimensional map of the activity distribution. This process is 
complicated, produces loose radioactive waste and risks disturbing the 
distribution of fission products at the active face. NIET provides a 
simple and non-destructive method of scanning irradiated fuel which 
does not run the risk of disturbing the distributions. In addition, as 
NIET is non-destructive it is possible to place the scanned fuel rod 
back into a reactor to continue irradiation and so study the progress 
of the fuel through many irradiation cycles.
The work described in this Thesis has been performed in collaboration 
with AERE, Harwell with a view to eventually installing a tomographic 
system in a hot cell to perform NIET on irradiated Advanced Gas-cooled 
Reactor (AGR) fuel rods. The work has also provided an investigation 
into other applications of NIET in the nuclear industry.
Similar work has been performed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
in New Mexico, USA as an extension to their gamma scanning programme to 
study Light Water Reactor (LWR) and Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) fuel
vbak / y , r n i o o) . n u w ever, tii± s  iias ueen a v e ry  r iu u te u  iu n ii o r tom ograpny  
using as few as two projections. Their early work involved scanning a 
fuel rod diametrically at two or more angles to form projections. These 
projections were then used to calculate the source intensities of 
succesive rings defined by the step size within the projections. This 
was described as the geometrical unfolding technique (PHI76). However, 
this was found to be highly dependent on the noise in the projection 
data and filtered back projection was found to be the best choice in a 
comparison (PHI81) with geometrical unfolding and two iterative 
reconstruction techniques MART and MENT (see Chapter 2). The group 
performed theoretical and experimental comparisons in order to reach 
this conclusion.
Fuel rods are scanned in 101 steps of 0.127mm and reconstruct®/ onto a 
101x101 matrix. However, in order to limit the scanning time only 2,4 
or 6 projections are measured with angular increments of 90°,45° and 
30° respectively. In order to improve the appearance of the 
reconstructed images the measured projections are used to provide 
artificial projections by interpolation. Thus, two measured projections 
could be used to produce a set of 181 projections over the range from 
0° to 180° (PHI81). This system will improve the images obtained from a 
few projections but does not add information it merely acts to smooth 
the result. Even using six projections the system is very undersampled 
for reconstructing onto a 101x101 array as there is very little angular 
resolution. Hence, for the Los Alamos group to use so few projections 
and to interpolate the rest it is necessary to assume that there is 
little angular variation in the test object. This may not necessarily 
be the case.
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Tne present worK performed with AERE, Harwell makes use of at least 30 
projections over 360° in order to keep the angular resolution 
comparable with the radial.
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CHAPTER 2
RECONSTRUCTION FROM PROJECTIONS
2.1 The Aim of Reconstruction
The aim of reconstruction is to obtain a 2-dimensional representation 
of a particular characteristic of a plane within an object from a 
series of 1-dimensional projections of the plane. If information about 
the object is known in the form of 2-dimensional projections then it is 
possible to reconstruct a true 3-dimensional representation of the 
object. In order to describe methods of reconstruction it is first 
necessary to examine how a projection is formed and to present the 
notation used.
The property of the object which is to be studied is described by the 
function f(r,0) in a polar coordinate system as shown in Figure 2.1.
Ld.fr)
I
y
X
Figure 2.1 Reconstruction coordinate system.
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This function contributes to the measured signal m  a manner which is 
dependent upon the method of measurement. In the ideal case a line 
integral is taken across the function and this is called a ray sum and
can be described by an angle and perpendicular distance to the origin.
rw jS ^
A collection of ray sums at a given angle is called a projection, a ^is 
given by:
The physical significance of the raysum depends upon the nature of the 
measurements taken and will be discussed with reference to emission and 
transmission tomography in Chapter 4.
Equation 2.1 descibes a transform from one 2-dimensional space (r,0) to 
another (1,00 and is called the X-ray transform. This can be 
generalised to higher dimensions, however in its 2-dimensional form it 
is the same as the Radon transform denoted by operator R. Hence 
Equation 2.1 can be written as:
It is assumed that the function f(rf0) is continuous, bounded and of 
compact support ie. continuous and finite within a given region but 
zero elsewhere. This can be expressed as:
p (1,90 = f(r,0) dm -(2.1)
[Rf] (r,0)=p(l,0') -(2 .2)
f(r,0) = finite and continuous for 0 < r < E -(2.3)
= 0 for r > E
It is important to note that the function is zero at r=E.
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An infinite number of projections will provide a unique reconstruction 
of the function. That is the function f(r,0) can be found if the 
Radon transform is known for all 1 and 9*. This is the theorem of 
uniqueness (KAT78). In practice only a finite set of estimates of the 
ray sums will be available. These will contain errors due to the 
randomness of the events contributing to the ray sums and also they are 
of finite width and thickness and are therefore beams and not line 
integrals. Hence the theory of uniqueness is not satisfied because a 
2-dimensional function is not uniquely determined by a finite set of 
ray sums even if these are known precisely, which they are not. However 
it is true that a finitely discretized 2-dimensional function is 
uniquely determined by a finite set of values of its line integrals 
(KAT78). It is on this basis that reconstructive tomography can be 
realized in practice.
If we consider the ideal case where the uniqueness theorem is satisfied 
and the projections can be formed from the function using the Radon 
transform then the inverse Radon transform will provide a 
transformation back from the projection space to the real space. The 
inversion transform is given by (HER80) as:
f(r,0) =
2ty
otv 
dfr 
o ■
dl£j?(l,0O 1__________  -(2.4)
( 1 -  r c o s (^ -  0-) )
-E
The inner integral of this equation contains a singularity when 
l=r cos(0 -0*). The integration must be evaluated using the Cauchy 
principal value theorem (SPI74). This states that if a function F(x) is 
continuous for a<x<b except at the position x<> such that a<x/b then if 
£i and £2 are positive it is possible to define the integral of the
In some cases this does not exist for ci K £2 and it is necessary to 
take £1 = £2 = £ and use:
-\b f r
1
F(x) dx = lim < F(x) dx + F(x) dx
0 /
^ I j Cl ^ x0f £
-(2.6)
This is the Cauchy principal value of the integral. If this principle 
is applied to Equation 2.4 while integrating by parts the equation 
becomes:
f(r,tf) = i 
2*
dQ' lim 
£•*0
0 v/
dl p(l,0O q. (1 - rcos(0-6')) -(2.7)
where qf (d) = i if |d| < £
otherwise
This shows that the value assigned to a point by the reconstruction is 
mainly determined by the line integrals or raysums passing through or 
very near to the point. The contribution of any line integral to a 
particular point is inversely proportional to the distance d (ie.
when |d | < z.
2.2 Collection Geometry
There are two geometries commonly used for data collection. These are 
the parallel and divergent cases and they are shown in Figure 2.2. In 
the case of parallel geometry each projection comprises a set of 
parallel raysums with a common projection angle O'. Each raysum is 
uniquely defined by the projection angle (90 and the perpendicular 
distance to the origin (1). For divergent geometry each projection is 
made up of a set of raysums diverging from a common point. In this case 
each raysum is defined by two angles, one defines the position of the 
source point on an outer circle and the other specifies the angle of 
the raysum itself.
L(ty)
Q. b.
Figure 2.2 Parallel (a) and divergent (b) geometries.
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L (l,fr) = L ( ^ )  -(2.8)
When data are collected, a set of projections are recorded for discrete
values of 1 and &  or y and f i  and generally the sampling intervals Al,
AB', and b f i are equally spaced.
If data are collected using divergent geometry it can be reconstructed 
in one of two ways. The equations and methods of reconstruction can be
defined for both parallel and divergent geometries and it is possible 
to reconstruct divergent data using specifically devised techniques or 
the data can be "rebinned" by interpolation into parallel form for 
reconstruction using parallel methods.
All the experiments performed as part of this research have used 
parallel data collection and hence only the parallel forms of the 
reconstruction equations will be considered.
2.3 Realization in Practice
It is not possible to make an infinite number of infinitely thin 
measurements at all possible angles and hence it is necessary to make a 
finite number of measurements, each of finite width. As described 
earlier, it is possible to use such measurements to reconstruct a 
finite image and so the image is produced in the form of a square array 
or matrix. Each element of the matrix is described as a picture 
element, cell or pixel and represents the mean value of the function 
f(r,0) throughout the area of the cell. The use of a finite square 
array also has the effect of limiting the spatial frequencies to those
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below a maximum of km where
km = l/2t -(2.9)
and t is the array spacing.
2.4 Back-Projection or Linear Superposition - The Summation Technique
The simplest method of reconstruction is that known as back-projection 
or the linear superposition or summation technique. This was the first 
method used for reconstructive tomography and is basically the same as 
that used by conventional tomography where the imaging system is moved 
relative to the body to blur the information from all areas other than 
the slice of interest. The technique is described by its title in that 
the measured projections are simply projected back to a common object 
region. This can be seen by considering an optical analogy.
If a light beam is directed at a pin as shown in Figure 2.3 a shadow is 
cast. This shadow can be used to create an image on a piece of 
photographic film and the result is a projection of the object. This 
can be repeated at many angles to produce a set of projections as shown 
in Figure 2.4. If the object is removed and lights are placed behind 
each film so as to project the images from the films back into the 
original region, then the light beams will add to produce an image of 
the object (Figure 2.5).
The process can be described by:
p( r cos{0 -S') ,0* ) d£h -(2.10)
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Figure 2.3 Simple projection.
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Figure 2.4 A set of projections.
Figure 2.5 Simple back-projection to form an image.
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integral with a summation.
f (x,y) = p( x cosfr + y sin ft, ft,) AftV 4 4
0 = 1
-(2.11)
Where ftj is the jth projection angle, Aft is the angular distance
term selects those rays which pass through (x,y) so the density at each 
point is the sum of all the raysums passing through that point.
It has to be noted that this simple method does not provide a good 
reconstruction as each raysum is applied to all points along its path. 
The result is formed by the superposition of a set of straight lines 
and this produces a star artefact around regions of high density as can 
be seen in Figure 2.5. As the number of projections is increased the 
star pattern becomes a general blurring of the background. This takes 
the form of a 1/r function. The resulting image is the true image 
convolved with the blurring function as will be shown in Section 2.5.2. 
This is given by:
Where r is the radial distance from a point, f(x,y) is the image 
obtained by back projection and f(x,y) is the true density function.
In order to use the back-projection technique it is necessary to 
overcome the star pattern blurring problem. This has been attempted by 
looking for high density areas in the image, calculating the 
corresponding star pattern and then subtracting this from the image 
(MUE71). This is a very crude technique and has been superceded by more
between projections and there are M projections. The x cos ftj + y sin ft-
A
f(x,y) = f(x,y) * 1 -(2.12)
r
A
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accurate mernoas wnicn moairy tne aata uy convolution or nitering. to 
introduce these methods it is necessary to consider analytical 
solutions in general.
2.5 Analytic Reconstruction Methods
i
Analytic reconstruction is based upon solving the Radon transform 
equation (Equation 2.1) directly. It is necessary to limit the spatial 
resolution of the image by band-limiting. The image will contain no 
spatial frequencies above the maximum km and this leads to various 
consequences in terms of reconstruction; i) the image is reconstructed 
on a square array of points with spacing t where t is given by Equation 
2.9, ii) the projections may be sampled at the same interval t and iii) 
Fourier transform integrals can be replaced by discrete Fourier 
transforms.
The two analytical techniques described here are Two Dimensional 
Fourier Reconstruction and Filtered Back-Projection. The latter being 
the corrected version of back projection.
2.5.1 Two dimensional Fourier reconstruction
This is a technique which was originally developed by Bracewell in the 
mid 1950s (BRA56) but at that time the calculation of the two
dimensional Fourier transform (2DFT) proved to be prohibitive due to 
the power of the computers available. The development of the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and the wide availability of high 
speed computers has since led to the use of this technique.
As a basis for this technique it is necessary to represent the density 
function .f(r,0) as a two dimensional Fourier integral. For this it is
30
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f(x,y) = F(kx,ky) exp[ 2ni(kxX + kyy)] dkx dky -(2.13)
The use of the Fourier integral effectively expresses the density 
function as a summation of sine waves represented by the complex 
exponential. The parameters kx and ky are the wave numbers in the x and 
y directions. The Fourier coefficients are given by the inverse Fourier 
transform:
This equation can be rewritten for the case where the (x,y) axes have 
been rotated to the new axes (1,m) shown in Figure 2.1. Here m is 
parallel to the raysums of a projection p (1,0‘). The angle of rotation 
is given by:
r oo r <o
F (kx , ky) - f(x,y) exp[ -2ni(kxX + kyy) dx dy -(2.14)
■00 -00
-(2.15)
and k is defined by:
k = (kx1 + k/)^ -(2.16)
The Equation 2.14 can be rewritten as:
F (kx , ky) - f(x,y) exp[-2nikl] dl dm -(2.17)
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Or:
r OO r  oo
F  ( k x  , k y  ) - f(x,y) dm exp[-2nikl] dl -(2.18)
This can be compared with the Radon transform, equation 2.1 and it can 
be seen that the integral with respect to m is the projection pd,©*). 
Hence:
It can be seen that this is the Fourier transform of pd,^) with 
respect to 1 (ie P(k,0O). The result of this is therefore:
This is a very important equation and represents the Projection Theorem 
or Central Section Theorem. This states that the two dimensional 
Fourier transform of a function is the same as the one dimensional 
Fourier transform of the Radon transform of the function with respect 
to the first variable. That is, the 1DFT of p(l,0O determines the 2DFT 
of f(x,y) along the line at angle 0* in Fourier space.
The projection theorem provides a basis for reconstructing the required 
function from the projections. This is performed as follows :- the 
lDFTs are calculated for the projections. The finite set of transforms 
obtained provide a finite set of lines passing through the origin in 
Fourier space. These lines are specified by polar coordinates and do
F ( k x , k y )  = p(l,0>) exp[-2nikl] dl -(2.19)
F ( k x , k y ) = ' P ( k , W -(2 .20)
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information is interpolated to provide an array of uniformly spaced 
samples in Fourier space. This is the 2DFT of the density function and 
so an inverse two dimensional transform is performed. This yields the 
function of interest f(x,y). The process is shown in Figure 2.6.
This is a very direct method of reconstruction and is simple in 
principle. However it can be difficult to implement in practice due to 
the need for interpolation and many Fourier transforms which require a 
great deal of computing power.
Fourier plane
F
Fourier plane
P
Figure 2.6. Two dimensional Fourier reconstruction. (Taken from BR076)
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The use of back projection produces an approximate reconstruction which 
can be related to the true function by considering the Fourier 
representations.
The back projection equation (Equation 2.10) can be written in 
Cartesian coordinates as:
The projection values can be written in a Fourier representation as:
Hence if the two Equations 2.21 and 2.22 are combined we obtain:
f *
f(x,y) = p(x cos O'+ y sin0,0) dO-
J o
-(2.21)
pdrO) = P(k,0') exp[2nikl) dk -(2 .22)
A
f(x,y) = P(k,0j exp[2nik(x cos®~+ y sinO)] dk dO' -(2.23)
and this can be written as:
■if -co
P(k,0) exp[2nik(x cosO+ y sin0)]|k|dk d0* -(2.24)
0 -/-o0
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The division and multiplication by | k | makes the right hand side of the 
equation have the form of a two dimensional Fourier transform in polar 
coordinates and it is possible to write:
A
f(x,y) F -(2.25)
This can be rewritten as:
A
f(x,y) * f(x,y) -(2.26)
This shows that the back projected image is the same as the true image 
except that the Fourier amplitudes are divided by the magnitude of the 
spatial frequency. That is, the back projected image is the same as the 
true image convolved with the inverse Fourier transform of the 
reciprocal spatial frequency. However this is equal to the reciprocal 
of radial distance.
This is the 1/r blurring function described in Section 2.4.
This result suggests that it is possible to use the back projection 
technique provided that the data are treated to remove the blurring 
effect. This is possible in two ways, the extra processing can take
-(2.27)
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processing, or filtering the back projections, can be related to 
Equation 2.25. If the projection theorem (Equation 2.20) is applied to 
Equation 2.25 it is possible to write:
F(kx,ky) = F(kx,ky) -(2.28)
i k l
A A
where F(kx,ky) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f(x,y) and 
hence:
f(x,y) = ^  j|k| F ( k x , k y K  -(2.29)
The procedure for obtaining the true image can be seen from this 
equation and is described by:-
i) Obtain the projections,
A
ii) Derive the back projected image f(x,y),
, A
111) Fourier transform the image to obtain F(kx,ky),
iv) Multiply the Fourier coefficients by the spatial 
frequency radius|k|,
v) Inverse Fourier transform the result to obtain the true image
f(x,y).
It is possible to perform this procedure using a computer but the need 
for large two-dimensional Fourier transforms makes the method 
inefficient in computer time and generally it is more convenient and 
much faster to modify the projections prior to back-projecting.
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Modifying the projections before back-projecting is the method usually 
referred to as Filtered Back-Projection and can be visualized in a 
similar manner to back-projection. The projections shown in Figure 2.4 
can be treated by a filter to give the set of projections shown in 
Figure 2.7. It can be seen that these contain both positive and 
negative components and when back-projected the negative contributions 
remove the star artefact.
J r
\
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Figure 2.7 Filtered projections.
This process can be considered mathematically by first examining the 
two-dimensional Fourier transform equation of the true image:
f(x,y) =
00
F (kx , ky) exp [2nik (xcos^+ysin^) ] | k| dk dP' (2.30)
-00
This equation can be rewritten as:
rtf
f(x,y) = p*(xcos&'+ ysin&@) dO' -(2.31)
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which is a back-projection or the projection prll,W9 which is defined 
by:
p*u,eo | k | F ( k x , k y )  exp[2nikl] d k -(2.32)
Equation 2.32 is an inverse Fourier transform of the product of |k| and 
F(kx,ky). However the projection theorem (Equation 2.20) relates 
F(kx,ky) to P(k,0} and hence Equation 2.32 can be written as:
This shows that the modified projections p*(l,0O are formed by 
convolving the measured projections p(l,0) with the inverse Fourier 
transform of |k|. This therefore gives a process for using the measured
projections to produce the final image which can be described by:-
i) Obtain the projections,
ii) Convolve the projections with the necessary function,
iii) Back project the modified projections.
This process of convolution is the spatial analogue of filtering in 
frequency space as can be seen in Equation 2.33. The Fourier transform 
of the measured projection is multiplied by the filter function |k|, 
that is, by a ramp function as shown in Figure 2.8.
-(2.33)
and this reduces to:
-(2.34)
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Figure 2 . 8  Ramp filter function k  .
The ramp filter extends to infinite frequency and it is necessary to 
impose an upper boundary to the frequency range. As the analytical 
solutions are band limited it is natural to have the frequency cut-off 
at k m ,  the band limiting frequency. Hence the filter function is 
defined as |k |  for | k | <  km and zero above this. This is equivalent to 
multiplying the ramp by a window function to obtain the final filter. 
In the band limiting case the window is rectangular and can be defined 
by W ( k )  = 1  for | k | < km and zero above k m .
It will be noted that the band limiting filter will enhance higher 
frequencies. This may not be desired as it will tend to increase the 
amount of noise present in the final image. To try to counteract this 
effect various filters have been used. The filters differ in as much as 
they are all ramp functions modified by different windows. Figure 2.9 
shows three window functions, the corresponding filter functions and 
the resulting convolving functions. Those shown are the band limiting, 
Hanning and Hamming windows. There are other functions such as the 
Shepp-Logan, Parzen and Butterworth filters.
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Figure 2.9 Window (a), filter (b) and convolving (c) functions for the 
band limiting, Hanning and Hamming windows. (From KOU82 )
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These are defined as lollows:-
Band limiting W(k) = 1
Hanning W(k) =0.5 + 0.5 cos k
K*
= 0
Hamming W(k) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos k
K*
= 0
General Hamming W(k) = a + ( 1 - a )cos k
Km
= 0
Shepp-Logan W(k) = sin irk
2.
tcK
Ik*,
Butterworth W(k) = 1
1 -f Jl N 2n 
Km
where n is an arbitrary constant.
Parzen W(k) = 1 - 6  ( k \ [1 - k
\ kJ  I K.
= 2 1 -
= 0
for k  < km
for k > km
for k < km
for k  > km
for k  < km
for k  > km
for k  < km 
2
km (• k  < km 
1
k  > km
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are used to control the spatial resolution and noise properties of an 
image. A narrow central lobe of a convolving function gives good 
resolution properties, however the side lobes will tend to cause the 
Gibbs phenomenon, or ringing, at sharp edges. A convolving function 
with a broader central lobe and smaller side lobes has a smoothing 
action and will not give such good resolution but does not accentuate 
noisy data to the same extent and there will be less ringing. This is 
an advantage in situations where the level of noise would mask features 
had a high resolution filter been used. The choice of filter is a 
compromise usually made according to the quality of the data to be 
processed. As the amount of noise in the data increases, so the 
smoothing required from the filter also increases.
2.5.3 Interpolation
An approximation which has to be made when using filtered back 
projection is interpolation between raysums. This is necessary because
only a finite number of discrete raysums are available for each
projection. At a particular angle Equation 2.31 requires values of the 
projection p (1,0s) at a point (xcos0'+ ysin©) whereas values are only 
available at discrete values of 1. It is necessary therefore to 
interpolate to provide a value for each point.
It is possible to perform exact interpolation for each point but this 
would prove to be very costly in computer time and would result in a 
very slow reconstruction process. In general, approximate methods of 
interpolation are used. There are two common methods of choosing the 
value to assign, nearest neighbour and linear interpolation. The
nearest neighbour method is the simplest and relies upon choosing the
nearest value of p (1,00. Linear interpolation between the two closest
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values according to the distances between the point (xcos0'+ ysin0) and 
two 1 values is a better approximation. These techniques are 
demonstrated in Figure 2.10.
Herman (HER80) compared images made using the nearest neighbour 
approach and linear interpolation and found that linear interpolation 
gave a better image. It does result in a slight reduction of spatial 
resolution and noise, i.e. it acts to smooth the image. It has been 
noted that even exact interpolation would not be a perfect answer as 
the projections themselves are only discrete representations of varying 
functions and are only available at discrete angular intervals. 
Interpolation cannot compensate for the effects caused by a rapidly 
changing projection such as at a sharp edge or boundary and streaking 
may appear in the image.
2.5.4 Discrete implementation of filtered back-proiection
Interpolation has been described as one of the approximations needed 
when implementing filtered back projection algorithms. Another is the 
replacement of integrals by discrete summations. The back projection 
Equation 2.31 is replaced by:
and also the convolution process can be written in discrete form as:
M
-(2.35)
s -(2.36)
1*1
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Figure 2.
q <  b —  use A
a. Nearest neighbour method.
use ( 1-a) A + aB
where a+b = 1
b. Linear interpolation method.
10 Nearest neighbour and linear interpolation methods.
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interval between raysums. The function h(l) is the convolution function 
obtained from the filter in use. An example is that used by 
Ramachandran and Lakshminarayanan (RAM71) for the band limiting case.
h (1) = -1 1 odd
Tf1 I" Sl
0 1 even
h(0) = 1
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2.6 Iterative Reconstruction Methods
Whereas analytic reconstruction methods rely upon solving the Radon 
transform equation directly, iterative methods are based upon making 
repeated refinements to an image until a particular criterion is 
fulfilled.
2.6.1 The basis for iterative methods
When using analytic methods the data are reconstructed onto a finite 
square array due to limitations in the amount of data collected. 
However, the use of a finite square array is fundamental to the idea of 
iterative methods. The data are reconstructed in a square array of 
N x N pixels each of width t. This is shown in Figure 2.11. It has to 
be remembered that a solution only exists within a circle of radius E 
where E = Nt/2.
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Nt
t —
Figure 2.11 Reconstruction array used for iterative methods.
The assumption of a finite square array has the same consequences as 
that of band limiting used when considering analytic reconstruction. In 
this case the use of the square array makes it possible to rewrite the 
Radon transform, Equation 2.1, as a set of algebraic equations of the 
form:
Where fi is the density value of the ith cell and Wij is a weighting 
factor which represents the contribution of the ith cell to the jth 
raysum. There are NxN cells in the reconstruction region. The majority 
of weighting values are zero as only a small number of cells contribute 
to each ray. If there are a total of MxS raysums, formed from M 
projections each of S raysums, then there are MxS of these equations. 
Hence there is an array of MxS equations in NxN unknowns and it is 
possible in principle to solve for these unknowns using matrix 
inversion. That is, the matrix of weights, w i j ,  can be inverted to give 
(w_1) i j  which can be used to solve for fi.
N
-(2.37)
M S
-(2.38)
This is not a simple problem in practice. It requires sufficient 
projections to provide NxN independent equations to give a unique 
solution but even then the presence of noise or other artefacts in the 
data would make the results inconsistent and prevent a solution being 
found. If the data are perfect and there are sufficient projections 
there is still the problem of the size of the matrix which must be 
inverted. A 100x100 square array contains approximately 7800 pixels in 
the circular reconstruction region and at least the same number of 
raysums would be required to provide sufficient equations. Hence the 
matrix to be inverted would contain approximately 6X107 elements. This 
would take a considerable time to compute.
In general the matrix inversion technique is not applied and iterative 
solutions to Equation 2.37 are used.
While it is normal to reconstruct onto a square array of square pixels 
other approaches have been suggested. If an object is sampled finely 
enough it is possible to give a natural appearance to an image but in 
many cases the discrete nature of coarsely sampled images is very
obvious and sharp discontinuities at pixel edges can be distracting. It 
is possible to increase the number of pixels when displaying an image 
by interpolation but this can introduce other artefacts. It has been 
suggested that smoothly varying basis functions are used for
reconstruction rather than using square pixels (HAN85). These functions 
are set in a square array and each is continuous but limited to the 
area local to its central coordinate. The functions are allowed to 
overlap and the image is formed as a linear combination of basis 
functions. It was found that a function based upon cubic B-splines 
gives improvements in calculation accuracy obtained with iterative
reconstruction methods. However, the use of continuously varying
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and in general reconstructions are performed using pixels.
2.6.2 The use of iteration
Iterative reconstruction methods are easier to visualize than analytic 
solutions as they basically consist of applying succesive corrections 
to an array of arbitrary initial values in an attempt to fit the result 
to the measured projections. In order to do this a starting set of 
values is chosen for the array f i, usually a uniform image density 
level. Projections corresponding to the measured projections are then 
calculated from the starting values using Equation 2.37. The calculated 
raysums are compared to those which were measured in order to ascertain 
the error values. If a calculated raysum is smaller than its measured 
counterpart then all the pixels which contributed to it are increased 
in value according to the particular method in use. An iteration is 
complete when all pixels and all rays have been used. The process is 
then repeated until the desired level of accuracy has been obtained. 
The decision of when to stop iterating can be made by waiting for 
changes in pixel values to become smaller than a chosen threshold or by 
stopping after a set number of iterations (usually chosen empirically).
The process has a similarity to back projection in that the measured 
and calculated projections are compared to form error projections which 
are back projected onto the image.
Iterative methods are divided into various types according to the 
sequence in which corrections are made. Four of the variations are ART, 
MART, ILST and SIRT and these are described below. A brief description 
is also given of maximum entropy and maximum likelihood techniques.
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The Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) is the technique used in 
the original version of the EMI scanner (HOU72) and was also used for 
electron microscopy (GOR70). ART is a ray by ray correction technique 
where a single projection is calculated from the image array and the 
corresponding corrections are applied to all points. The next 
projection is then calculated using the updated image matrix and 
corrections are made. When all the projections have been used a single 
iteration is complete. This is a very efficient computation technique 
as many corrections are made to the image array during each iteration. 
However, carefull choice of the correction sequence is necessary to 
ensure that the solution will converge.
The error value is obtained from the calculated raysum pjc and the 
measured raysum pj by subtracton:
This value is then used to correct the pixels which contribute to the 
raysum. The type of correction applied can be either additive or 
multiplicative. This also applies to the other iterative correction 
methods.
i) Additive correction.
The method of additive correction applies a contribution to each pixel 
in proportion to the weighting value wij. The correction is given by:
A pj = PJ " PJC -(2.39)
A  fij = wij Apj -(2.40)
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fin + 1 = fin + wij APJ -(2.41)
N_
a
Wi;x:Ui
The denominator of the correction is a normalization factor included to 
ensure that the overall change in the raysum is correct.
ii) Multiplicative correction.
The multiplicative method applies a correction to each pixel in 
proportion to its value at the start of the correction. That is:
A f u  = f i » A p j  -(2.42)
&
This is again normalized, by the pjc value.
Hence:
f l n + i  =  f t n +  ^  f i J
= fin + finZ\pj -(2.43)
PA
With reference to Equation 2.39 this can be rewritten as:
f in+1 = -(2.44)
P>C
The corrected value is equal to the former density multiplied by the 
ratio of the measured and calculated raysums. This method ofapplying 
the algebraic reconstruction technique is generally known as
Multiplicative ART or MART.
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iteration as corrections are made projection by projection while 
incorporating previous corrections. It is important therefore to 
consider the sequence in which the projections are chosen. It is 
preferable to have large angles between successive projections to help 
the solution converge quickly, ie to reach the final image without 
repeatedly overcorrecting. This can be visualized by considering a 
stage in a reconstruction where the image is almost correct but a 
particular area needs further correction to increase its density. Back 
projecting the corrections from a particular projection will improve 
the low area but will also affect others. If the next projection is 
close to the first then its values will be similar and further similar 
corrections will be made, causing still further damage to the 
surrounding areas. If the second projection is at a large angle from 
the first it will tend to continue to improve the low area while also 
reducing the values in the areas wrongly increased by the first 
projection. The importance of choosing the projection sequence 
carefully has been noted by a number of authors, (HOU72,KUH73).
2.6.4 The Iterative Least Squares Technique (ILST)
The Iterative Least Squares Technique (ILST) is a form of
reconstruction where all the corrections are made simultaneously and it 
is simpler in approach than the ART method. This simplicity lies in the 
fact that all the calculated projections are formed at the beginning of 
an iteration and corrections are applied simultaneously to all cells 
without making updates until the end of the iteration. Hence the
process is to calculate all the projections then calculate all the
corrections and then apply them to the pixels. This process is then 
repeated.
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the solution does not converge without the application of a damping 
factor. In the case of ILST the damping factor is chosen to provide a 
best least squares fit after each iteration. The correction could be 
described by:
fi n + 1 = fi n + 5 Afij -(2.45)
Where 5 is the damping factor and A f u  is the correction for the 
particular pixel obtained from all projections.
2.6.5 Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT)
The Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) is a point 
by point correction method and differs from ART and ILST in that it is 
pixel rather than raysum based. ILST and ART both calculate the error 
for a particular ray and use it to correct all the contributing points. 
SIRT corrects each pixel individually. That is, each cell is corrected 
for all rays passing through it and the correction is then incorporated 
into the image before moving on to other cells. One iteration is
complete when all the cells have been corrected. This is a relatively 
slow technique as each raysum is recalculated many times during an
iteration.
2.6.6 How iterative methods compare
The major difference between the iterative methods is in the sequence 
of corrections. As described above, SIRT uses a different technique to 
both ART and ILST, however the more noticeable difference in terms of
performance lies between ART and the other two methods. This is due to
the efficiency during computation. ART incorporates many corrections
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a reconstruction. The problem with ART is that it is very susceptible 
to noise in the data. All data will contain some noise and this will 
cause inconsistencies so that a solution which satisfies all the 
projections will not be possible. It is necessary to produce an image 
which is the best fit to the available data. This is achieved by both 
SIRT and ILST but ART corrects projection by projection without 
performing any averaging and so at the end of an iteration the image 
will be influenced to a great extent by the last projection. This 
effect can prevent the image from reaching a final steady state when 
using ART. The solution will converge rapidly to a reasonably correct 
image and then, if the data are noisy, the image will wander or 
oscillate as it is changed to fit each projection in turn. It is 
possible to lessen the effect by the use of a damping factor as with 
the ILST method. ILST and SIRT average the noisy data during each 
iteration but do not converge so rapidly as ART. Hence, if the counting 
statistics are poor it is preferable to use SIRT or ILST rather than 
ART (GIL72,OPP74).
2.6.7 Maximum entropy and maximum likelihood methods
Maximum entropy and maximum likelihood reconstruction methods are both 
iterative techniques which give good results but are expensive in terms 
of computer time.
The maximum entropy method produces a reconstructed image such that the 
entropy of the image is a maximum while still being compatible with the 
measured projections (MIN79). Hence, it yields the image with the 
lowest information content consistent with the available data. Thus, no 
artificial information or structures are introduced into the image. The 
result is described as being the solution most uncommitted with respect
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to missing miormation. Maximum entropy reconstruction is very good lor 
noisy or incomplete scans but converges very slowly and hence does not 
find widespread use. The Multiplicative ART method MART is a form of 
maximum entropy method another is the MENT routine of Minerbo (MIN79).
The maximum likelihood reconstruction method is an algorithm to
determine an estimate of the image which maximizes the probability of
observing the measured projections over all possible images. Hence, it
produces the image which is most likely to have formed the projections. 
The method is said to reduce the statistical noise when compared to 
filtered back-projection without introducing excessive smoothing when 
applied to emission tomography (SHE82).
2.6.8 Weighting factors and reconstruction constraints
There are a large number of weighting factors needed for a
reconsruction and for speed they are usually precalculated and stored. 
The value of a weighting factor is equal to the area of intersection 
between a pixel and a ray as shown in Figure 2.12. The calculation of 
this value is slow and alternatives are often used, especially if the 
values cannot be stored. It is possible to use simply the values 0 and 
1 according to whether the centre of the cell lies within the ray's 
boundaries. This option is not very accurate but is very quick to 
calculate. It is also possible to use the distance, or a function of 
the distance, between the centre of the cell to the line down the 
centre of the ray. This divides the contribution of a cell to adjacent 
rays in a linear manner. These alternatives relate to the use of 
nearest neighbour and linear interpolation approaches when 
interpolating values for analytic reconstruction methods.
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Weight
Figure 2.12 Weighting factor shown by the intersection of a ray with a 
pixel.
Reconstruction constraints are used with iterative methods in order to 
increase their speed and accuracy. The two most common constraints are 
fairly obvious in application and are: i) the values of the function 
being reconstructed cannot be negative and ii) if a raysum is equal to 
zero then all of its contributing cells are set to zero. It is also 
possible to place an upper boundary to the values within the cells. 
This has the effect of damping positive overshooting of the desired 
image.
2.7 Limitations to Reconstruction
There are a number of limitations which prevent the reconstruction of
rperfect images of the function of mteest. These limitations arise from
A
both the original data and also from the process of reconstruction 
itself. Interpolation errors have been described above and are a 
product of the need to sample only a finite number of points.
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Aliasing is an effect caused by sampling at discrete intervals and has 
been described in many texts on signal processing and signal analysis 
(BRA78). The effect is caused by interference between the measured 
signal frequency and the sampling frequency and appears as a signal at a 
frequency equal to the difference between the two. Hence, in order to 
prevent aliased signals appearing in the image it is necessary to 
sample at over twice the frequency of the highest frequency component 
present.
In the case of image reconstruction it is necessary to sample at a 
spatial frequency of 2km where km is now the highest frequency which 
can be represented and is called the Nyquist frequency. If a spatial 
frequency component greater than km is present in the sampled signal it 
cannot be represented correctly in the final image and will appear as 
an artefact at a lower frequency. This effect is not a great problem
generally but is most noticable near sharp boundaries which have a
large high frequency content.
2.7.2 The Gibb's phenomenon
The Gibb's phenomenon has been mentioned earlier with regard to window 
functions for filtered back projection. The effect is also called 
ringing and is seen as ripples near to sharp boundaries. It is caused 
by the side lobes which exist in the convolving function used to treat 
the projections. The artefact can be reduced by not applying a sharp 
cut off to the window and instead using a window which reduces high 
frequencies. This also has the effect of reducing the spatial 
resolution and making boundaries less well defined.
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This is a limitation to iterative reconstruction methods and is caused 
by the need to stop iterating before the ultimate solution has been 
reached in order to limit the overall reconstruction time.
2.7.4 Limitations in the data
Limitations in the data fall into two main areas which are the photon 
counting statistics and the overall number of projections and raysums. 
These areas are interrelated as the choice of parameters for a scan is 
usually ruled by the total time available. The total effect can be 
considered by examining the image noise. The noise in the final image 
relates to the noise in each raysum, to the reconstruction method and 
to the scanning parameters such as the number of projections. Brooks 
and Di Chiro (BR076) derived an equation relating the noise in a 
transmission tomography image to the diameter of the object D, the 
Nyquist frequency km, and the total number of photons collected Ntot.
value for the sampling interval s, taken from km=l/2s. Hence
\ X 53 Nlnyr
This is the equation for filtered back projection using the Ram-Lak or 
Band limiting filter (Section 2.5.2) and it can be expressed more 
generally for filtered back projection as:
-(2.46)
Where of is the variance in the image. This can be rewritten using the
oi2 = n2 D -(2.47)
ai2 = K2 n2D 
s3 N*f
-(2.48)
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This equation is often rewritten in terms of the number of photons per 
raysum and the number of projections (F0S81). In transmission 
tomography it is often possible to ensure that each raysum will contain 
the same number of photons and each will therefore have equal 
statistical precision. Hence if there are M projections each comprising 
S raysums then
Ntot = M S n -(2.49)
where n is the number of photons in one raysum. Hence
Gi2 = K2 n2D -(2.50)
s*t tSn
If the object of diameter D is scanned with S raysums of width s then 
D=Ss and so
gi2 = K2 n2 -(2.51)
/ W
This result has also been derived by Faulkner and Moores (FAU84) who 
developed a discrete representation of the reconstruction process using 
back projection and a ramp filter.
Equation 2.47 relates the variance in a transmission image to the total 
number of photons counted. This is a form of the equation which relates 
the variance in the image to that in the projections. This can be 
written as
gi2 = Op2 n2D
12 s* MS
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-(2.52)
transmission tomography the variance in the projections can be 
estimated as 1/n (KOU82). Hence, substituting this into Equation 2.52 
and using 2.49 gives Equation 2.47.
In the case of emission tomography Equation 2.52 can be used to obtain 
a noise/signal ratio by dividing by the average reconstructed value I 
given by
I = _4n_ -(2.53)
k  D
This gives
If Poisson statistics are assumed for the projections then oP = Vn and 
Equation 2.54 reduces to
The total number of image pixels within the circular reconstruction 
region is nD2/4s2 therefore Equation 2.55 can be rewritten as
-(2.54)
-(2.55)
noise (total no. of image pixels)* -(2.56)
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activity is evenly distributed. If the activity is concentrated in a 
small area in a uniform field then the equation becomes (KOU82)
noise
Signal (AVgftljl. I\)° 0f  pko'foAf pirfW
-(2.57)
The equations show the interdependance of the number of projections, 
the number of photons and the sampling interval. For good resolution s 
should be small but this increases the noise and must be compensated 
for by increasing the number of projections or improving the counting 
statistics. In general the parameters must be balanced to provide a 
compromise for a given situation. However, various authors have given 
guidelines on the necessary number of projections in relation to the 
number of raysums within a projection, ie. effectively the sampling 
interval.
Brooks and Di Chiro simply refer to the number of density values which 
must be determined within the reconstruction region ie. nN2/4, where 
the image is reconstructed on a grid of NxN pixels. Hence, if there are 
M projections which are to be equally spaced from 0 to n, then M is 
given by
M ~ nN -(2.58)
Klug and Crowther (KLU72) have approached the problem using 
information theory and they consider the angle of rotation necessary to 
see a change in the projection of an array of points. This is basically
a distance s equal to the sampling distance on the circumferance of a 
circle of diameter D.
4
the same as the situation shown in Figure 2.13 where the angle 0"gives
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Therefore
0'= 2s -(2.59)
Figure 2.13 Relationship between angle and sampling distance.
If there are M projections from 0 to n then the number of projections 
must be at least
M = nD
2 s
-(2.60)
Budinger and Gullberg (BUD74) used this equation for emission 
tomography from 0 to 2n in the form of
M = nD -(2.61)
They make the point that this theoretical value is for completely 
unsymmetrical images with no regional correlation. This is not a 
practical situation and so the number of projections can be halved if 
there is symmetry. The relationship between M and D for efficient use 
of data was also derived by Huesman (HUE77) who obtained
M = 1.5 _D_ 
5
-(2.62)
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and Crowther. Huesman also showed that the sampling interval s should 
be less than the pixel size w and of the order of 0.4t to 0.7t to make
the most efficient use of the data and to limit the image noise. In
reality it is often necessary to reconstruct onto pixels of the same
width as the sampling interval ie. s=t and S=N. The value of D/s is
approximately the same as the number of raysums in a projection. If an 
object of diameter D is scanned with an increment s then the number of 
raysums in the projection is given by
S =_D_ -(2.63)
s
However, the number of raysums measured per projection is usually 
slightly higher than S in order to ensure that all the object is 
scanned and to include some reference measurements for background 
subtraction or normalization. Hence, these relationships give the 
number of projections necessary in terms of the object diameter and 
sampling interval and not the number of raysums in the measured 
projections.
It can be concluded that it is best to gather as much good data as 
possible with more projections than raysums per projection. However, in 
practice this is not always possible and when performing emission 
tomography with industrial objects it is often necessary to collect far 
less data than the optimum due to constraints on counts available and 
overall scanning time. In conditions of undersampling, as this is 
known, the two types of reconstruction behave differently. That is, 
analytic techniques assume similar data and so interpolate whereas 
iterative methods attempt to produce a smooth image and so they can 
cope better with unsymmetrical images. In the conclusion to Klug and 
Crowther's paper (KLU72) applying information theory to reconstruction
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of data if a priori information is available but "if the object is 
general and the projections contain noise, no mathematical or 
computational manipulation can make up for a lack of information in the 
data".
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INTERACTIONS OF RADIATION WITH MATTER
3.1 Introduction
In order to understand the processes of emission and transmission 
tomography it is necessary to examine the interaction processes which 
govern the behaviour of photons in matter. The effects of scattering on 
imaging are very important and are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
When a photon travels through a medium there are a number of possible 
interactions that may occur. The probability of any particular 
interaction is a function of the energy of the photon and the density 
and atomic number of the medium. In most applications of tomography the 
most likely, and therefore most important, interactions are 
photoelectric absorption, coherent and incoherent scattering and pair 
production. These are the processes which will be discussed here. Other 
events such as Delbruck scattering, nuclear resonance scattering and 
photonuclear reactions have a very low probability of occurence at the 
energies considered and are described elsewhere (EVA55).
3.2 Attenuation Coefficients and Interaction Cross Sections
The probability of a particular interaction process taking place is 
described by a cross section. Consider a parallel flux of photons 4>i 
striking a target foil of area A and thickness t, shown in Figure 3.1. 
The foil contains N atoms per unit volume which is NZ electrons per 
unit volume, n incident photons strike the foil per second so the flux 
is m/A. Assume that the photons interact with the electrons, each 
target acts independantly and that the foil is thin so that the beam is
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Figure 3.1 Attenuation of photons by a foil.
not significantly attenuated. The number of interactions taking place 
per second is then proportional to the number of photons incident (m) 
and to the number of targets NZAt and can be written as
Y = m  NZAt _g_
A
-(3.1)
where a is the interaction cross section defined as an area. Equation
3.1 can be written in terms of the incident flux as
Y = NZAt a -(3.2)
Hence, setting NZAt=l defines the cross section as the number of 
interactions per unit time for one target placed in unit incident flux. 
The equation can also be expressed as
Y = m  NZt o -(3.3)
In order to consider the angular dependance of the yield of interaction 
products it is necessary to consider the number of particles per unit 
time (dY) which are detected in solid angle dil defined by the area 
dS=r2 dll .Hence, for one target ie. NZAt=l the yield is
dY = da -(3.4)
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Therefore
dY = <t>s dS = $s r2 d f l -(3.5)
Hence
da = $s r2 dil -(3.6)
da
an
r2 $s -(3.7)
This is the differential cross section and gives the angular 
distribution of the yield of the interaction. It is numerically equal 
to the ratio of scattered to incident flux for one target at unit 
detector distance.
For the interaction processes considered in this chapter, cross 
sections may be expressed in terms of electron interaction cross 
sections or atomic interaction cross sections. Each process has its own 
values which vary according to photon energy and the atomic number of 
the target atom. In addition to cross sections it is common to consider 
interaction coefficients, the most common being the total linear 
attenuation coefficient p. This can be defined as the fractional 
reduction in the number of photons for a unit thickness perpendicular 
to the direction of travel.
If an interaction process occurs in the target with a total electron 
cross section of a, then the attenuation of the incident beam is 
obtained by considering Equation 3.3 while letting the thickness t
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-dn = dY = m  NZdxa -(3.8)
Hence
nx = m  exp (-px) -(3.9)
Where n„ is the number of unattenuated photons, x is a length and p is 
the linear attenuation coefficient where
The linear attenuation coefficient is also ref ered to as the 
macroscopic cross section. This situation of exponential attenuation is 
only seen in situations where there is only one energy and the geometry 
is good. Good or narrow beam geometry requires that the incident and 
transmitted beams are narrow and parallel and that scattered radiation 
is not detected. The linear attenuation coefficient is density 
dependent and so it is often expressed as the mass attenuation 
coefficient given by
mass attenuation coefficients p -(3.11)
w h e r e i s  the density of the attenuator.
3.3 The Photoelectric Effect
In the photoelectric process an incident photon interacts with an atom 
and is completely absorbed. In its place an energetic photoelectron is 
ejected from one of the bound shells of the atom. It is necessary to
p = NZa -(3.10)
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absorb a photon. Therefore photoelectric absorption takes place with 
the whole atom. Provided that the photon has sufficient energy, the 
most probable site for interaction is with the tightly bound K shell as 
the momentum is then most readily transferred to the atom. The electron 
is emitted with an energy Ee, where
Ee = hv - Eb -(3.12)
Where hv is the energy of the photon of frequency y , h is Plank's 
constant and Eb represents the binding energy of the photoelectron in 
it shell. The loss of the photoelectron leaves a vacancy in the bound 
shell of the now ionized atom. The vacancy is rapidly filled by the 
capture of a free electron or by rearrangement of the electrons within 
the shells or by both. This causes the emission of characteristic 
X-rays, however these are usually reabsorbed close to the site of 
emission. It is also possible that Auger electrons could be emitted 
rather than the characteristic X-rays, particularly with light atoms.
The photoelectric process is the most likely interaction for photons 
with relatively low energy and for attenuators with high atomic number. 
The absorption cross section cannot be described by a single expression 
over all ranges of photon energy E y and atomic number Z, however an 
approximate relationship for the atomic cross section n ' t is given by
a V  = const x Zn E"3 -(3.13)
Where the value of n varies between 4 an 5 over the photon energy range 
of interest. If the absorption cross section is plotted against energy 
for a particular material it shows discontinuities at low energies. 
These absorbtion edges correspond to the binding energies of the
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K shell. A photon with energy just above the binding energy of the K 
shell is able to eject an electron from that shell but if the energy is 
below the binding energy then interaction with the K shell is not 
possible and the cross section drops sharply. It then rises again as 
the energy approaches the binding energy of the L shell and similarly 
for the remainder of the shells. This is shown in Figure 3.2 which 
shows the photoelectric absorption cross section of lead.
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Figure 3.2 The photoelectric absorption cross section of lead
It is possible that a photon may interact with the bound atomic 
electrons and be scattered without losing energy, that is, the atom is 
neither ionized nor excited. This is called Rayleigh scattering. It is 
an elastic interaction and as the process takes place with all the 
electrons as a whole it is a coherent process. The process is a 
relatively minor one and occurs most for low energies and high atomic 
numbers. The angular distribution of scattered photons is strongly 
forward peaked for energies above a few keV.
The differential scattering cross section is very complicated for 
Rayleigh scattering and it is necessary to use the atomic form factor 
(F(q,Z)) to consider the charge distribution of all the electrons at 
once. The probability that the Z electrons take up a recoil momentum q 
without absorbing any energy is given by
[F(q,Z)]2 -(3.14)
and the differential scattering cross section is then given by
doR (e) = ro2 (l+cos2&) [F(q,Z)]2 -(3,15)
2.
where ro is the classical electron radius and &- is the angle through 
which the photon is scattered (HUB75). An approximate expression for 
the total interaction cross section for low energies is given by 
(HUB69)
aOr = const X Z2 -(3.16)
3.5 Compton Scattering
Compton scattering takes place between an incident photon and an 
individual electron in the attenuating medium. The photon loses some of 
its energy and is deflected from its original path. The process is 
inelastic and as it occurs with an individual electron it is 
incoherent. As all scattering angles are possible, the energy 
transferred to the electron can vary from zero to a large part of the 
original photon's energy.
Figure 3.3 The Compton scattering process.
The process of Compton scattering is shown diagramatically in Figure 
3.3. The incident photon has energy hv and is scattered through an 
angle &  . The electron is considered to be free and stationary prior to 
the interaction and afterwards it has energy T in addition to its rest 
mass and it moves at an angle of $ to the path of the incident photon. 
The Compton wavelength shift depends only upon the angle of scatter and 
is given by
A - A = h (l-cos$) -(3.17)
T  + m 0c 2
hv '
m0c
where A and A are the final and original photon wavelengths. This
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photon energy (hV') is given as
h v '  = moc- -(3.18)
( I - CoS ©) + Pip c*
where moc2 is the rest mass of an electron. The photon always retains 
some of the energy even at the largest scattering angle, ie 180°.
The atomic cross section for Compton scattering depends upon the number 
of electrons available as targets and so it increases with atomic 
number Z. The cross section decreases gradually as the photon energy 
increases. The differential cross section per electron is given by the 
Klein-Nishina formula:
Z
dac = ro2
an 1 -f <x( I -cosG)
l+cos29
z
1 + a2 (l-cos£)2 -(3.19)
where a = hv/moC2 and r0 is the classical electron radius. This 
relationship is plotted on a polar diagram for various incident photon 
energies in Figure 3.4. It can be seen that scattering is predominantly 
in the forward direction for high energies.
90°
1 keV
100 keV
2 MeV
500 keV
10 MeV
180°
90°
0°
Figure 3.4 Polar plot of the differential cross section for Compton 
scattering (Taken from KN079).
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j.b rair rroauction
Pair production is a process which can only occur if the energy of the 
photon is greater than 1.022 Mev which is twice the rest mass of an 
electron. It is also necessary that the interaction takes place within 
the Coulomb field of a nucleus so that momentum can be conserved. The 
effect of the interaction is that the photon disappears and is replaced 
by an electron-positron pair. The pair of particles carry off the 
excess energy of the photon above the 1.022 MeV required to create the 
pair. The positron will slow down and annihilate with the release of 
two photons, each of 511 keV.
The cross section for pair production is very complicated. The process 
considered is that the 1.022 MeV is used to promote an electron from a 
negative energy level (-m0c2) to a positive level (m<>c2) and that the 
resulting hole behaves as a positron, (BUR79). This process occurs in 
the Coulomb field of a nucleus although a similar effect which is often 
called triplet production can occur in the field of an electron. 
Triplet production requires an energy of at least 2.044 MeV which is 
shared between the target electron and the created electron-positron 
pair. It has a low probability of occuring and is not considered here. 
The interaction^cross section for pair production increases with the 
square of the atomic number and rises rapidly with energy at first but 
then levels off. An approximate expression for the atomic cross section 
is given by
aK = const x Z2log(Ey) -(3.20)
Although the minimum energy necessary for pair production is 1.022 Mev 
the cross section at this energy is small and the process is generally 
not significant below a few MeV.
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3.7 Total Cross Section and Attenuation Coefficients
The total interaction cross section per atom can be written as
O = b T  + b O r + ZOc + aK -(3.21)
where the Z appears because the Compton cross section is per electron 
and it is assumed that each of the Z electrons acts individually. The 
interactions can be considered using the attenuation coefficient which 
is the number of atoms per unit volume multiplied by the atomic cross 
section. For example
-(3.22)
the atomic 
attenuation
The relative importance of the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering 
and pair production for various atomic numbers and photon energies are 
shown in Figure 3.6. This shows the three regions in which each effect 
predominates. The lines show the values of energy and atomic number for 
which two neighbouring effects have the same cross section. It can be 
seen that for a range of energies from about 500 keV to 5 MeV the 
Compton effect predominates for all but the highest atomic numbers.
- Nap  a't
i r
where N a is Avogadro's number, j )  is the density and A is 
mass. The mass attenuation coefficients and total mass 
coefficient for sodium iodide are shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 The total mass attenuation coefficient for sodium iodide.
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Figure 3.6 The relative importance of the photoelectric effect, Compton 
scattering and pair production (Taken from EVA55).
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The cross sections and attenuation coefficients given above refer to 
attenuation in single elements, ie with a particular Z value. The
situation is not so simple with compounds and it is necessary to
calculate an attenuation coefficient for a mixture of atomic numbers. 
Provided that the effects of chemical binding are ignored, the mass 
attenuation coefficient of a mixture can be expressed as a weighted
average of the mass attenuation coefficients of the constituent
elements using the mixture rule. This is expressed as
where wi is the fractional abundance by weight of the i th constituent
3.9 Detectable Length Fractions
The equation for the attenuation of a monoenergetic beam of photons 
within a uniform medium with linear attenuation coefficient p 
(Equation 3.9) can be written as
where I o  is the original intensity of the beam and I  is the intensity 
after travelling a distance L. This can be rewritten as a raysum for 
the medium Rm where
-(3.23)
element and corresponding mass attenuation coefficient.
I = Io exp(-pL) -(3.24)
Rm — -log( I / I o ) — Pm L -(3.25)
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ir a compound w u n  linear attenuation coemcient pc is aaaea to tne 
medium it can be considered to have an apparent length 1 and the new 
raysum is
Rc = pm (L—1) + ]icl — (3.26)
The fractional change in the raysum caused by the addition can be
defined as f.
f = (Rc-Ro)/Rm -(3.27)
The minimum detectable length fraction can be obtained by using
3.25,3.26 and 3.27 and is given by
JL = Um f -(3.28)
L - P*
This equation can be used to determine the minimum detectable legth of 
an inclusion in a medium for a given fractional change in raysum 
provided that the attenuation coefficients are known. It is also 
possible to calculate the change in raysum which has to be measured in 
order to detect a particular length of the additional compound.
3.10 Parameterization
The equations given above for the various cross sections are based upon
the assumption that the individual cross sections can be factorized
into a function af E and a function of Z. This has been shown to be 
inconsistent with the fundamental quantum theory of photon interactions 
with electrons and an improved method of representing the cross 
sections has been suggested (JAC81). The total atomic cross section is 
given in a parameterized form derived from fundamental theory and is a
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0 (Z,E) = aTk(Z,E)N(Z) [1+F(P)1 + (1-Z‘*) (Z/Z')2 aaR(Z\E') + ZeaKN(E)
-(3.29)
where atk is the cross section for the photoelectric effect for the K 
shell and is evaluated using exact non-relativistic hydrogenic 
wavefunctions, N(Z) is a function to take account of screening and 
contributions from other shells and F((J) is a relativistic correction 
where (S =v/c and v is the velocity of the electron. aOR represents the 
coherent cross section of Z' evaluated at the energy E' where 
E'=(Z'/Z)E. The coherent cross sections and binding corrections for the 
incoherent cross sections of other elements are related to the values 
for the standard element Z'. e0KW is the Klein-Nishina cross section 
and is the only cross section in the parameterization which factorizes 
into a function of E and a function of Z. In the energy ranges where 
the Klein-Nishina term does not dominate the effects of the other terms 
are significant and neither have a common energy dependence for all 
values of Z.
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CHAPTER 4
EMISSION AND TRANSMISSION TOMOGRAPHY
4.1 Introduction
Three basic forms of reconstructed tomography were discussed in Chapter 
1, these were transmission, emission and positron emission tomography. 
The two modes of interest here are transmission and emission using 
mono- and polyenergetic sources. The mathematics of reconstruction were 
described in Chapter 2 and the relevant radiation interactions were
considered in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the two areas are combined to 
describe the production of images of attenuation coefficients or
activity distributions. The limitations of the detectors used, the 
experimental geometry and interactions within the test object all lead 
to deficiencies in the final image. Two of the most important causes 
are the detection of scattered radiation and the effects of attenuation 
within the test object during emission tomography.
4.2 Transmission Tomography
Transmission tomography is the process of reconstructing a cross 
sectional image of a property of an object from measurements made by 
transmitting through the object a beam which is sensitive to that 
property. In the case of ionizing radiation tomography a beam of X- or 
gamma-ray photons is used to measure the attenuation coefficient. In 
the ideal case a well collimated beam of monoenergetic photons is 
passed through the object and the original and final intensities are 
measured. It is assumed in this case that no scattered photons are
detected. The relationship between the intensities and the attenuation 
can be obtained using Equation 3.9 in Chapter 3. If the attenuating
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distance is assumed to be small (dx) then the number of unattenuated 
photons passing through a thin section of linear attenuation 
coefficient p(x) is given by
nx = m  exp (-p(x) dx) -(4.1)
This can be integrated over the total thickness of the object to give
nx = m  exp (- p(x) dx) -(4.2)
or in terms of intensities and in two dimensions as
I = Io exp (- p(x,y) dm) -(4.3)
Where dm is a small attenuating distance in direction m as shown in 
Figure 2.1. This can be rearranged to give a value in the form of a 
raysum which can be reconsructed.
p(l,0) = -log (I/Io) = p(x,y) dm -(4.4)
Hence, if measurements are made of narrow beams of monoenergetic 
photons and scattering is excluded, it is possible to reconstruct the 
distribution of linear attenuation coefficients.
The use of monoenergetic photons is possible if an isotopic source is 
used. However, a continuous spectrum of X-rays is often used for 
transmission tomography and so the energy dependence of the linear 
attenuation coefficients must be considered. The variation in 
attenuation which occurs with energy leads to the X-ray spectrum 
changing throughout the test object. In general this is due to the 
preferential absorption of lower energy photons which causes the
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average energy of the spectrum to increase with depth within the 
object. This effect is known as beam hardening. This results in errors 
in the final image as the attenuation at a point within the object is 
not only a function of the linear attenuation coefficient but also of 
the incident energy spectrum at the point (KOU82).
If an accurate characterization of the test object is required then it
is preferable to use well collimated monoenergetic photons, however 
this requires the use of an isotopic source and this generally leads to 
limitations in the photon flux available. If the source of radiation is 
an X-ray tube there are the problems associated with a continuous 
spectrum but the flux available can be very high. A high photon flux
permits a shorter scanning time for a given image noise, see Chapter 2.
4.2.1 Scanning geometry
The simplest geometry for transmission tomography utilizes parallel 
data rather than fan beams and is performed using a single well 
collimated beam. The beam passes through the test object and the 
transmitted intensity is measured. The beam is scanned in a series of 
steps across the object to build up a projection. The object (or 
measuring system) is then rotated through a fixed angle and the next 
projection is collected. This process is repeated until a complete set 
of projections is obtained. This simple "rotate/translate" system is 
shown in Figure 4.1.
In the case of a monoenergetic beam it is only necessary to collect 
projections over 180° as projections taken over the second 180° will 
contain an identical set of raysums provided that statistical 
fluctuations are ignored. This is because the projection given in 
Equation 4.4 can be obtained by passing the beam of photons in either
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direction. This is not necessarily the case if the beam is a continuous 
X-ray spectrum or contains scattered radiation as both situations are 
sensitive to variations in absorbtion and scattering cross section 
which occur with energy. In these cases it would be preferable to 
collect data over 360° to obtain all of the available information.
Figure 4.1 Rotate/translate transmission tomography system.
D
Figure 4.1 Rotate/translate emission tomography system,
4.3 Emission Tomography
Emission tomography consists of reconstructing a cross sectional image 
of the concentration of emission sites by measurement of the emissions 
from these sites. In the case of single photon emission tomography (cf. 
PET) the activity distribution of a radionuclide is obtained from 
measurements of the emitted photons. This is performed in a similar 
manner to transmission tomography but the test object is now the 
source. The projections can be collected using the same simple 
"rotate/translate" system as shown in Figure 4.2.
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4.3.1 The emission raysum
In the simplest ideal case a single monoenergetic gamma-ray emitting 
radionuclide is distributed within a non-attenuating medium. The 
emissions are measured using a perfectly collimated detector system 
which excludes all scattered radiation. In this case the raysum is 
simply the integral of the activity distribution along the ray's path 
(ignoring calibration factors). Hence
Therefore it is easy to reconstruct the activity distribution in this 
simple case. In reality the problem is far from simple due to the 
effects of attenuation within the object and of the inclusion of 
scattered radiation in the collected data.
Attenuation within the test object modifies the form of the raysum. If 
an emission takes place at position (x,y) which results in a photon 
travelling along the ray path towards the detector, the probability of 
it reaching the detector depends upon the material through which it 
passes. Hence, the flux of photons leaving position (x,y) directed 
towards the detector is attenuated according to the integral of the 
linear attenuation coefficients between (x,y) and the detector. 
Therefore the raysum is modified to
p(l,0) = f(x,y) dm -(4.5)
p(l,0O = dm f(x,y) exp(- p(x',y')dm) -(4.6)
J U W
where L(l, (9\x,y) is the line segment from (x,y) to the detector 
(KOU82). This equation is the attenuated Radon transform. Hence the 
number of counts reaching the detector for two conjugate views at 180°
to each other will not be the same but will depend upon the 
distribution of both activity and attenuation coefficient.
The raysum is made up of two inseperable integrals and so some 
knowledge of the attenuation distribution is needed in order to 
determine the activity distribution.
4.4 Attenuation Correction for Emission Tomography
If a high energy source is distributed within a low density, low atomic 
number material there will be little attenuation and no correction will 
be needed, however this is seldom the case. It is usually necessary to 
apply some form of attenuation correction in emission tomography if 
quantitative results are required. The degree of correction possible 
depends upon the amount of information available about the distribution 
of attenuation coefficients within the test object. The nature of the 
correction also depends upon this information.
If the attenuation distribution is known or is measured by transmission 
tomography then the information can be included in the reconstruction 
process and this should then lead to a good correction. If the 
attenuation can be assumed to be constant then various mathematical 
corrections can be applied, however these are generally based upon 
approximations. It is also possible to estimate the attenuation 
correction from the emission data if more than one photon energy is 
available from the radionuclide.
Computational methods of attenuation correction can be divided into 
four categories as follows
i) Preprocessing. The projections are modified prior to
reconstruction.
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ii) Intrinsic. The correction takes place as part of the
reconstruction algorithm.
iii) Postprocessing. The image is reconstructed and then corrected.
iv) Iterative. Hybrid methods based on iteration of
conventional reconstruction and postprocessing 
for example.
4.4.1 Preprocessing methods
These methods of attenuation correction are based upon the modification 
of the measured projections prior to reconstruction using standard 
methods such as filtered back-projection. Hence the modified 
projections are supposed to be those which would have been obtained in 
the absence of attenuation. These are all mathematical corrections 
which require the size and shape of the test object and assume a 
constant uniform distribution of attenuation coefficient.
i) Methods based on geometric means.
The geometric mean projection is formed from a set of geometric mean 
raysums. Each of these is the square root of the product of two raysums 
180° apart and is given by
Pc(l,0) = [ p(l,&)p(-l,0+n) -(4.7)
Hence a set of projections measured over 360° is reduced to a set of 
half the size over 180°. This simple mean value does not include a 
correction for the attenuation but reduces the data to a form which can 
be modified by multiplication with a correction factor.
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Figure 4.3 Attenuation correction for a point source.
If it assumed that there is a point source with activity A in an object 
of constant attenuation coefficient p, as shown in Figure 4.3, then two 
opposite attenuated raysums are given by
p(l,09 = A exp(-irC) -(4.8)
p (-1,#+*) = A exp(-p(L-0) -(4.9)
The geometric mean raysum is
[p(lf0’)p(-l,9'+n)] x = A exp{ - jjL )
2
-(4.10)
The true value is A, hence the projection without attenuation is given 
by
pc (l,0O = [p(l,fr)p(-l,0~+n) ]^exp(pL)
2
-(4.11)
Figure 4.4 Attenuation correction for an extended source,
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This principle can also be applied for an extended source of uniform 
activity per unit length C, as shown in Figure 4.4. In this case the 
active region extends for a fraction f of the length L which is the 
total thickness through which the ray passes. The region of activity 
has a mean depth of m<>. The projections are now given by integrals 
-f'V+fCW'A)
p(l,0) = C exp(-pO d C  -(4.12)
U''V fO/i)
- ryf f (l/i)
p(-l»G'+n) = C exp(-p(L-£)) d t  -(4.13)
/y f-OA)
Integrating these gives
p(l,& ) = _2C_ exp(-pO sinh(pfL/2) -(4.14)
P
p(-l,(h-n) = _2C_ exp(-p(L-C))sinh(pfL/2) -(4.15)
P
The geometric mean is
_2C exp(-pL/2)sinh(pfL/2) -(4.16)
P
The unattenuated raysum for the uniformly distributed source is CfL and 
so the unattenuated raysum is given as
Pc(l,0) = [p(l,0-)p(-l,N)]^ li£L exp(pL/2) -(4.17)
sinh ( |-<f ly^)
A value for the attenuation coefficient is assumed and the values of L 
can be either measured or estimated using an assumed contour for the 
outline of the object. The values of f can be assumed or estimated from 
an initial reconstruction. This method is attributed to Sorenson (see 
PER84 and BUD79).
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ii) Methods based on arithmetic means.
The arithmetic mean is obtained by adding together two conjugate 
raysums rather than multiplying. If this is performed for the raysums 
given in Equations 4.14 and 4.15 the result can be used to get the 
unattenuated raysum which is
pc (l,0j = [p(l,9) ■ + p(-l,0H-n)] pfL exp(pL/2) -(4.18)
This is a function of source depth mj and so some knowledge of the 
depth is necessary if the arithmetic mean is to be used with this 
correction factor.
Another method based on the arithmetic mean was developed by Kay 
(KAY75) and is referred to as the average of the minimum and maximum 
exponential factor. The attenuation is assumed to be constant 
throughout but no assumptions are made about the activity distribution 
f(xry). The arithmetic mean of two conjugate raysums is then given by
It is assumed that the exponential factor can be replaced by a constant 
value equal to the mean of its minimum and maximum values. These are 
given by
within the range of 6 from 0 to L. Therefore Equation 4.19 can be 
rewritten as
r
p(l,fr)+p(-l,(Hn) = f(x,y) [exp (-pt ) +exp(-p (L-1 ) ) ]d I -(4.19)
Z
min = 2exp(-pL/2) and max = 1 + exp(-pL) -(4.20)
r
p(l,^)+p(-l,^+n) = [l+exp(-pL) + 2exp(-pL/2)] f(x,y) d6 -(4.21)
From this it is possible to obtain the approximations of the 
unattenuated raysum
Pc(l,« = 2 [ p(l,fr) + p(-l,fr+n)] -(4.22)
i  + &cp ( r  f t l )  + I t x f t - f l / l )
An alternative to this is to use the average of the exponential factor 
rather than of the maximum and minimum. The average of exp(-pC) + 
exp(-p(L-0) is
4 exp(-pL/2) sinh(pL/2) -(4.23)
pL
This leads to an approximate unattenuated raysum of
pc (l,09 = liL [ p(l,fr) + p(-l,6h-n)3 -(4.24)
4- &xp (rf L/i) 1 *h (y L/z)
iii) Bellini's method.
This method of precorrection does not need assumptions about the 
activity distribution but requires a constant attenuation coefficient 
and is a theoretically perfect correction method in this case. The 
method works in the frequency domain and corrects for the effects of 
attenuation on the spatial frequency spectra of the projections.
The idea is to perform a variable transformation on the Fourier 
variables (k,9) to obtain the two dimensional Fourier Transform of the
activity distribution f(x,y) from the Fourier transforms of the
attenuated projections. The procedure for the correction is as folows:
i) Sum opposing projections to get the arithmetic means, 
pa (1,0-) = [p(lr0O+p(-lf0*n)]/2
ii) Calculate the one dimensional Fourier transform P(k,^) of the 
mean projections pa(l,O0.
iv) For values of k above 0 Fourier coefficients Cb of P(k,0O
expressed as a Fourier series as a function of This is 
performed by taking the Fourier transform of P(k,@9.
v) The Fourier transform of the unattenuated projection data 
Pc (k,0O is then obtained by substituting for 0-. ie. P(k,$9 is 
substituted with P(kf & +  iarcsinh(p/2nk). This is performed by 
dividing each Cb by cosh(b arcsinh(p/2nk) and then taking the 
inverse Fourier transform.
vi) The corrected projection data is then obtained by taking the 
inverse Fourier transform of Pc (k,0O . The projection are then 
reconstructed using standard techniques such as filtered 
back-projection or an iterative method.
OR The projections can be filtered in Fourier space, inverse
Fourier transformed and back-projected.
OR The reconstruction can be performed in Fourier space to give the
two dimensional Fourier transform of the activity distribution 
f(x,y).
This algorithm is said to give good results for constant attenuation
coefficients but has the computational dissadvantage of requiring many
Fourier transforms (PER84).
4.4.2 Intrinsic methods
iii) Perform the variable change k— »(k2 + p2/4n2)2 i>y interpolating
for the discrete Fourier transforms. ie. P(kf©0
P((k2 + p2/4n2)^,£).
e^a I w ale-
intrinsic methods of attenuation correction perform the correction 
during the process of image reconstruction. The majority of these
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methods can be divided into two groups; those based upon a weighted 
back projection and those using an iterative reconstruction method.
i) Weighted back-projection.
The weighted back-projection techniques use standard convoluted 
back-projection with a weighting modification included in the 
back-projection process to compensate for the effects of attenuation. 
These techniques are generally applied when the attenuation coefficient 
is constant within a known boundary. Three methods are discussed here, 
that of Gustafson and those of Tanaka.
Gustafson's method is based upon intuitive considerations and is not a 
rigorous solution to the attenuated Radon transform problem (GUS78). 
The arithmetic mean projections are used. In the case of constant 
attenuation the arithmetic mean of two raysums is given by Equation 
4.19. ie.
p(l,©9+p(-l,(Hn) = f(x,y) [exp(-pt)+exp(-p(L-{,))] d C  -(4.19)
Z
In order to compensate for the exponential attenuation term the 
back-projection of the arithmetic mean is weighted by the reciprocal of 
the factor, ie.
-1
exp(-pC) + exp(-p(L-0)
Z
-(4.25)
This factor is calculated for each point within each raysum. The 
projections are filtered in the normal manner described in Section
2.5.2.
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The first method described by Tanaka is similar m  that the 
back-projection process is modified and a constant attenuation 
coefficient is assumed (TAN84). However, in this case the arithmetic 
mean is not used but the complete set of projections over 360°. If the 
back-projection is considered as a discrete process as described in 
Section 2.5.4 then the weighted version is
Where f(x,y) is the activity distribution to be reconstructed and (l,m) 
is the rotated coordinate system for projection p(l,0O. h (1) is the 
convolution function, mb is the coordinate of the object boundary for 
projection p(l,&), see Figure 4.5. F(l) is a correction function and 
W(m) is the weighting function described by
W(m) = exp(Kpm) / cosh(pm + Kpm) -(4.27)
K is a constant in the range 0<K<1, called the reconstruction index. 
This determines the relative weights imposed upon two conjugate 
projections.
Figure 4.5 The object boundary coordinate mb.
The functions F(l) and h(l) were obtained using simulation methods and 
were expressed in terms of various parameters Ci to C< which Tanaka 
found using an iterative program to provide the best image of a series 
of uniform disk sources.
W (m) -(4.26)
m
nib
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The functions were given as
F(1) = [ exp(Ci (pi)2) + Ca '] / (1 + C2) -(4.27)
h(l) = ho(l) [1 + C3 (pl)2] / [ 1 + C4 (pl)4 ] -(4.28)
Where ho is the convolution function with no attenuation. This method 
is claimed by Tanaka to give good results when the attenuation is 
constant, however it is necessary to choose the value of K carefully to 
limit the image noise. The technique is relatively easy to implement by 
modification of a standard back-projection algorithm. However, the 
major drawback is that it is necessary to determine the values of the 
parameters Ci to C4 and these constants vary according to the chosen 
value of K and the source distribution used in the simulation.
The radial post-correction method is a simplification of Tanaka's 
weighted back-projection algorithm based upon a modification of 
Equation 4.26 (TAN84). If K=0 the W(m) term becomes 1/cosh (yum) and the 
equation can be written as
F(l)cosh(pm ) is independent of O'. The equation can then be 
approximated as
where r is the radial distance from the origin to point (x,y). Hence, 
the back-projection is performed with the projections modified by
-(4.29)
It is assumed that F(l) is properly defined and that the term
f(x,y) = [H(pr)]-1 -(4.30)
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exp (limb )F(1) and the resulting image is multiplied by a correction 
matrix formed using the radial correction function H(pr). This function 
is object dependent and can be pre-stored as the correction matrix. The 
parameters Ci to C4 are estimated as before and H(pr) is also
parameterized and is approximated by
H(pr) = [ exp(Cs(pr)2) + Ce ] / (1- + Cs) -(4.31)
This method provides similar results to the weighted back-projection 
algorithm with K=0 but is much faster to compute. Again the technique
suffers from the dissadvantage of including many parameters which
depend upon the object and measurement conditions.
ii) Iterative reconstruction.
It is possible to include accurate information about the attenuation 
distribution within an iterative reconstruction algorithm. This could 
be obtained from a transmission tomography scan for instance. With an 
accurate map of the attenuation coefficients it is possible to make a 
proper model of the attenuation process with iterative methods and this 
gives great potential for quantitative reconstruction for emission 
tomography.
The basis of the correction is the same for all iterative algorithms 
which are based upon the reconstruction of a finite square array 
composed of discrete pixels. The raysums are expressed as summations of 
pixel activity concentration fi multiplied by a geometrical weighting 
factor wij and also the attenuation between the pixel and the edge of 
the object aij (KOU82).
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The geometrical and attenuation factors are associated with pixel i and 
raysum j. The attenuation factor could be obtained from a transmission 
scan or a priori information and is given by
where the summation is taken over the pixels in the raysum line j from 
pixel i to the edge of the object. The value of Li'j is the length of 
the centre line of the raysum within the pixel i'. The activity 
concentration can be reconstructed using a least squares algorithm for 
example. If the distribution of attenuation can be assumed to be 
constant then the reconstruction may be performed by calculating the 
attenuation factors using pi'=p.
A dissadvantage of the technique is the need to either store or
calculate repeatedly the various weighting and attenuation factors.
iii) Other intrinsic methods.
Other intrinsic correction methods have been suggested and two examples 
are mentioned briefly. A technique suggested by Gordon (BUD74) uses an 
iterative method to estimate both the activity and attenuation 
distributions. The idea is to iterate a few times with fixed
attenuation values to estimate the activity and then to fix the
activity distribution and iterate for attenuation. This process is then 
repeated until a solution is reached. A technique proposed by Censor is 
to perform a simultaneous calculation of attenuation and activity 
coefficients by describing the problem as a system of non-linear
- ( 4 . 3 2 a )
{
equations and applying their method of Cyclic Subgradient Projections 
(CEN79). Neither of these techniques has been generally applied.
4.4.3. Postprocessing methods
A postprocessing method is used to correct an image which has been 
reconstructed using a standard algorithm. The process is to multiply 
the reconstructed image by a correction matrix. The matrix is obtained 
by calculation assuming a constant attenuation or by phantom studies. 
It is assumed that the geometry and attenuation will be the same for 
all scans when using a particular correction matrix. Chang and Henkin 
describe the use of a postprocessing matrix obtained from phantom 
studies for myocardial perfusion imaging (CHA83).
A modified version of the correction matrix has been suggested by Macey 
(MAC86) which includes a further factor related to depth which was said 
to correct for some of the effects of scattered radiation.
4.4.4. Hybrid iteration methods
These methods are described as hybrids as they are based upon a 
standard reconstruction method such as filtered back-projection with a 
form of postprocessing but the whole process is iterated to improve the 
correction. Four hybrid techniques are described here, one was 
developed in the Materials Physics and Metallurgy Division of the 
Harwell Laboratory as part of the same work programme as this research. 
The remaining three are similar and are basically variations on a 
theme of Walters, (WAL76).
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i) Walters' method.
This technique and the other hybrid techniques a re based upon modifying 
an estimate of the activity distribution within an object to make the 
projections calculated from the object similar to the measured ones. 
The process can be described by a series of steps:
a) A standard filtered back-projection is performed with the 
measured projections to give the first estimate of the object 
fo(x,y).
b) A set of projections are formed from this first estimate by 
simulating the aquisition process. The original technique 
assumed a uniform attenuation coefficient distribution but this 
could be replaced by the actual distribution. The projections 
are formed according to Equation 4.32, ie.
pj = / fi wij aij -(4.32)
i
Where w^- and a- are the geometrical and attenuation weighting 
factors respectively. However, this correction method is 
considered as iterating an analytic method and so for continuity 
of nomenclature the reprojections can be rewritten as
Pr(1,0) = f(x,y) w(x,y,l,d» a(x,y,l,&) -(4.33)
M
c) The calculated projections are subtracted from the corresponding
measured projections in order to obtain a set of error
e
projections, e (1 ,&•).
d) A filtered back-projection is performed with the error 
projections to form an error object fe (x,y).
e) The first estimate of the object is corrected by the addition of
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a fraction of the error object.
fi(x,y) = fo(x,y) + 6fe (xry) (4.34)
The constant 5 is a damping factor included to help the solution 
converge, where | 5 1<1 and is constant throughout the 
reconstruction.
f) This is the end of the first iteration and the process repeats
from b) for further iterations.
It has been reported (PER84) that generally it is not useful to perform 
more than one iteration. Walters used the technique for brain imaging
and found that while it improved the delineation of structure it tended
to increase the image noise (WAL76).
ii) Chang's method.
This method is almost identical to that of Walters except that a first 
order post correction is applied after the back-projections in stages 
a) and d) (CHA78). This takes the form of multiplication by a 
correction matrix A(x,y), given by
Where M is the number of projections. This correction assumes a uniform 
attenuation distribution, for non-uniform attenuation the pm term can 
be replaced by the summation of the attenuation through each pixel in 
the raysum from point (x,y) to the edge of the object. Using the Chang 
method the damping factor is taken to be 1.
-(4.35)
n = i
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As with the Walters technique this method has been shown to give good 
results after one iteration and further iterations are not normally 
performed (PER84).
iii) Moore's method.
The Moore method is identical to the Chang method other than including 
a damping factor in the addition of the error image (M0081). The Chang 
method sets the factor as 1. The value of the damping factor is given 
by
The damping factor is present to control the convergence of the 
reconstruction.
iv) The Ratio Correction Method (RCM).
The Ratio Correction Method (HUD86) requires some prior knowledge of 
the attenuation distribution within the object to be reconstructed. The 
process can be described by the following steps
5 = -(4.36)
Where e(l,0) are the error projections,
p(l,0) are the reprojections of f (x,y) and
a (1,0) are the errors of the original projections,
for noise free data 0 (1,00 = 1
for noisy data a (1,0) = V(p(l,90.
a) Reconstruct first approximation fo(x,y) from the measured data 
using filtered back-projection.
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b) This first image is used to estimate the attenuation 
distribution from the required a priori information of the test 
object.
c) The first image and the attenuation data are used to obtain two
sets of calculated projection data, one calculated with
attenuation pi (1,0) and one without p0 (l,0).
d) The measured projections are then corrected using the ratio of 
the calculated projections.
pc.(l,fr) = P(l,fr) Po (lrfr) -(4.37)
P. (1,6-)
e) The corrected projections are filtered and back-projected to
provide a new image.
f) The process can be iterated by repeating from b) ie. a second 
estimate of attenuation is performed.
The correction relies on the assumption that the ratio of the corrected 
(unattenuated) projections to the measured projections will be the same 
as the unattenuated to attenuated projection ratio for the calculated 
image.
pc (l,P) = Po (1,0) -(4.38)
p(i,e) p, (i,ej
There are two major drawbacks to the algorithm as it stands, the first 
being the need of interaction ie. examining the first image to set up 
criteria for further processing. The second and more serious problem is 
the assumption in b) that the attenuation distribution can be estimated 
from the first image. In some cases the activity may be confined to 
areas of a particular attenuation while all other areas have a 
different uniform attenuation. In such cases the first image should
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give sufficient information to form an attenuation map. There may be a 
few other examples where the position of the activity can be combined 
with a priori information to estimate the position of various 
attenuation zones. However, in general there will be no obvious 
relationship between the first image and the attenuation distribution. 
Hence it is felt that this technique can only be used in very simple 
situations or when a complete attenuation map is available from a 
transmission scan for example.
4.4.5 A comparison of techniques
In general it has been found that the most effective correction method
is an intrinsic iterative technique which accurately models the
attenuation process, (BUD79,WEB83). These techniques have the
disadvantages of being slower than methods based on filtered
back-projection and generally require either the storage or repeated
s
calculation of many weighting factors, however as the procesmg speed
A
of computers is increased these problems become less important. 
Iterative techniques give the greatest scope for developing 
quantitative emission tomography as they can incorporate not only the 
attenuation but also geometrical factors such as variations with depth 
in the point spread function of the collimator system.
Preprocessing and postprocessing algorithms can give an improvement in 
the image but must be used with care in quantitative studies. The 
preprocessing methods all require a uniform attenuation and generally 
make assumptions about the activity distribution although the Bellini 
technique has been shown to give good results for uniform attenuation, 
(PER84). Postprocessing methods can be used provided that the phantom 
experiments used to obtain the correction matrix are good 
approximations of the real scans.
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The hybrid iterative techniques based on Walters' algorithm have been 
shown to give good corrections (PER84,FAB84) and the RCM method gave 
good results in initial tests (HUD86) although estimation of 
attenuation distribution is difficult.
Although a couple of methods attempt to estimate the attenuation 
distribution in addition to the activity in general the techniques 
either assume a uniform attenuation or require an accurate attenuation 
distribution. If a uniform attenuation is used then it is necessary to 
measure the outline of the object (GUL83). Whichever method is used, 
care must be taken if the attenuation is described in terms of a matrix 
of pixels as problems of aliasing can occur when reprojections are 
calculated.
The best attenuation correction can be given by intrinsic iterative 
techniques but if these cannot be used the next choice would be a 
hybrid method.
4.4.6 Physical correction methods
There are two physical methods which could be used to provide 
attenuation correction, these are the use of the Peak to Scatter Ratio 
(PSR) and the use of two energies from a polyenergetic source.
The Peak to Scatter Ratio is the ratio of the counts in the photopeak 
to those within a window set in the scattering region. The PSR has been 
found to vary with source depth (MCN64) and has been used to determine 
source depth in a number of studies (T0075,WEL67). The PSR is sensitive 
to the attenuation distribution as well as the depth and needs to be 
used where the attenuation is either uniform or consistent between
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measurements. The technique has not been applied to emission tomography 
but could possibly be used.
The dual energy correction method makes use of multiple energy 
emissions from an isotope and relies on the differential absorption 
between two energies within the emitting object. It is assumed that the 
attenuation is uniform and known for both energies. If a point source 
at depth L within the object is considered then it is possible to 
express the attenuated raysums, pi (1,00 and p2 (l,9) at two energies 1 
and 2 in terms of the unattenuated raysums pio(l,9) and p2o(l,@') and 
the attenation coefficients.
-(4.39) 
-(4.40)
-(4.41)
of Equation 
-(4.42)
The ratio of the unattenuated raysums pio(l,$j/p2o (1,9) can be 
calculated from the decay data for the isotope used and hence it is 
possible to correct for the effects of attenuation. This has been 
derived for a point source within a uniformly attenuating medium but
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pi (1,90 = pio (1,9) exp(-piL)
P2 (1,9) = P2o(1,9) exp(-p2L)
From these it is possible to obtain an expression for L.
L = In (pio (1,99/p2o (1,9)) 
p'a ^/pi (!,<>;
This value can then be substituted into a rearrangement 
4.39 to give
P i o ( l ,& ) = pi (1,0) expj ii. In
p, - p x
(pio(1,9)/P20 (l,fi) ) 
p, (1,0-)/ p i  ( 1 , 0 )
can also be used for extended sources provided that L can be considered 
as an average length.
Work has been performed to estimate organ depth using dual isotope 
techniques in nuclear medicine. These were not tomographic studies but 
planar measurements which are in effect projections. The isotopes 1-125 
and 1-131 were used and the relationship between depth and count ratio 
of 1-125 to 1-131 was determined. It was found possible to estimate the 
mean kidney depth and differences between the kidneys (DOL68, OST75).
A technique which uses two energies in a different manner is that of 
performing an emission and a transmission scan simultaneously using two 
different isotopes. In this way it is possible to measure the 
attenuation distribution whilst performing the emission scan. It is 
necessary to use two energies to differentiate between emission and 
transmission data and so the measured attenuation values will not be 
those for the emitted photons, however a good estimate can still be 
made. This has been performed with medical ET using an external Tc-99m 
for transmission measurements during a scan of In-111 labelled 
monoclonal antibodies (SET87).
4.5 The Effects of Scattering on Imaging
The effects of scattering are important in tomography imaging, 
especially for emission imaging. The reason for this is that scattered 
radiation which is counted as primary radiation causes blurring and 
quantitative errors (PAN79). Hence, it is necessary to differentiate 
between primary and scattered radiation. In order to improve the 
quality of tomographic images it is necessary to remove the effects of 
scattered radiation (SAN82). Todd-Pokropek recommended that problems 
such as scatter should be removed before correcting for attenuation and
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that from a mathematical point of view, scatter correction is probably 
much more difficult than attenuation correction (TOD83). It is fairly 
obvious that attenuation correction methods designed for use with 
scatter free data will not behave correctly if applied to data 
containing scattered counts.
In order to examine the effects of scattering it is necessary to 
discuss the behaviour of energy dispersive detectors, spectroscopy and 
the influence of physical collimation.
4.5.1 Radiation detectors and spectroscopy
The detailed properties of radiation detectors are discussed elsewhere 
(KN079), however they can be divided into two groups; scintillation and 
semiconductor detectors. The general principle of operation of
scintillator detectors is that a photon interacts with the scintillator 
and deposits energy causing the emission of light. The light is then 
converted into a current pulse using a photomultiplier tube. The pulse 
is detected as a voltage which is proportional to the scintillator 
light output which is proportional to the original energy deposited. 
Semiconductor detectors are basically a reverse biased semiconductor 
material. When a radiation interaction takes place within the detector 
and energy is deposited it creates free charge carriers which migrate
in the electric field. This causes a pulse of charge to be collected
which can be converted to a voltage proportional to the energy
deposited originally.
If the amplitude of the voltage pulse which is eventually obtained from 
a detector is proportional to the energy deposited then variations in 
the amplitude must relate to either differences in the radiation energy 
or to the response of the detector to monoenergetic radiation. In order
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to study these effects the differential pulse height distribution is 
used. That is, collected data are displayed in the form of a graph 
where the x axis represents pulse amplitude (energy) and the y axis 
represents the number of pulses collected per amplitude increment 
divided by the increment. Hence, an integration over the range of 
energy will give the total number of counts.
i) The full energy peak.
Assuming that the source is monoenergetic and that all the photon 
energy is deposited the differential pulse height distribution or 
energy spectrum will be a single line at a pulse height representing 
the photon energy as shown in Figure 4.6. This is the situation which 
occurs if energy is deposited during a photoelectric interaction but 
this is not the only interaction process available. Energy is deposited 
by the slowing down of the electrons produced by the radiation 
interactions. In the case of the photoelectric effect the energy of the 
electron is equal to that of the photon minus the binding energy. For 
typical gamma-ray energies the interaction is most likely with the K 
shell electrons whose binding energies range from a few keV to a few
tens of keV. However, the vacancies in the shells are quickly filled by
a rearrangement of electrons with the resulting emission of
characteristic X-rays or Auger electrons. The electrons have a short 
range but the X-rays may travel a few millimetres before being absorbed 
by photoelectric interactions with less tightly bound electron shells. 
Therefore all of the original photon's energy is absorbed by the
detector provided that the characteristic X-rays do not escape.
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ii) The Compton continuum.
The Compton effect was described in Chapter 3 and involves the 
scattering of the incident photon by an electron. The energy of the 
original photon is shared by the electron and the scattered photon with 
the energy division ruled by the scattering angle. Hence, if the 
scattered photon escapes from the detector, the energy deposited is 
that of the electron alone and will lie between zero and an upper limit 
given by the Compton scattering equations with an angle of 180°. This 
is shown in Figure 4.7 where the Compton continuum is distributed 
according to the Klein-Nishina equation. This assumes interactions with 
completely free electrons and in the real case of bound electrons the 
sharp Compton edge becomes more rounded (Figure 4.8).
The seperation between the Compton edge and the full energy photopeak 
is given by Ec which is
Ec = Ey -(4.43)
In the limit where the incident photon energy is very large this value 
tends towards a constant of Ec = m0c2/2 (256keV).
If the scattered photon is absorbed in the detector by a photoelectric 
interaction then all of the incident energy is deposited and the 
incident photon is detected in the photopeak. An alternative is for the 
scattered photon to undergo further scattering and energy is thus 
deposited by a number of electrons, hence it is possible for the total 
energy deposited to be larger than the maximum for single scattering. 
This process of multiple Compton events causes the continuum to extend 
to the photopeak as shown in Figure 4.9 and also distorts the single 
scatter continuum.
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Figure 4.6 Perfect photoelectric absorption spectrum.
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Compton edge
Figure 4.7 Spectrum of photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering 
with free electrons.
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Figure 4.8 Spectrum of photoelectric acsorption and Compton scattering 
with bound electrons.
dN
dE
Figure 4.9 Spectrum of photoelectric absorption and multiple Compton 
scattering events.
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iii) Pair production escape peaks.
Pair production events occuring within the detector also have an effect 
upon the response. This will only occur if the energy of the incident 
photon is greater than 1.022 MeV. A pair production interaction results 
in the production of an electron-positron pair of rest mass equal to
1.022 MeV. The excess energy of the photon above 1.022 MeV is shared 
between the electron-positron pair as kinetic energy which is deposited 
in the detector. Hence a peak is produced at 1.022 MeV below the 
primary photopeak. However, when the positron has slowed down it 
annihilates with an electron to produce two photons each of energy 511 
keV. These photons may escape or may undergo interactions within the 
detector. If both of these escape the detector then the peak appears at
1.022 MeV below the incident energy, the double escape peak. If only 
one escapes and the other undergoes a photoelectric interaction then 
the peak appears at 511 keV below the incident energy, the single 
escape peak, and if both are absorbed photoelectrically the peak will 
be at the incident photon's energy. These are shown in Figure 4.10. 
There are also the situations where one or both of the annihilation 
photons undergo Compton scattering prior to the escape of the scattered 
photons. These events lead to a continuum which builds up between the 
double escape peak and the primary photopeak.
iv) Other effects.
Two effects which cause distortion of the spectrum are the escape of 
secondary electrons and of bremsstrahlung. These are both of importance 
if the incident photon energy is high (greater than a few MeV). If the 
incident photon has high energy it will produce secondary electrons 
with high energy and thus with long range. If electrons escape from the 
detector without their full energy being collected then the detected
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peak will be smaller than otherwise. The second effect is due to one of 
the mechanisms of energy loss of high energy electrons, ie.
bremsstrahlung. If some of the bremsstrahlung X-rays escape then once 
again there will be incomplete energy collection.
An effect which occurs most with low incident photon energies is the 
escape of characteristic X-rays. The photoelectric effect results in 
the emission of characteristic X-rays or Auger electrons which
generally are absorbed close to the emission site. However, if the 
original interaction takes place near to the detector surface, it is 
possible for the characteristic X-ray to escape. This causes the 
deposited energy to be reduced by an amount equal to the energy of the
X-ray. If this process occurs frequently a peak will appear in the
spectrum below the photopeak at an energy below it equal to the X-ray
energy. This is called an X-ray escape peak and is shown in Figure
4.11.
v) Predicted detector responses.
Three basic detector responses can be considered, for large, small and 
intermediate detectors. The situation is simplest for large detectors 
where it is assumed that no escapes can take place. Hence, all 
interactions eventually lead to photoelectric events within the 
detector and the energy spectrum is a single photopeak at the incident 
energy. This is shown in Figure 4.12.
In the case of a small detector it is assumed that the size of the
detector is small compared to the mean free path of all secondary
photons. That is, all secondary photons escape from the detector. This 
gives rise to a spectrum containing the primary photopeak, a single 
scatter Compton continuum and, if the incident energy is above 1.022
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Figure 4.10 Pair production single and double escape peaks.
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Figure 4.11 The X-ray escape peak.
Figure 4.12 Interactions within a large detector and the predicted 
energy spectrum.
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MeV, a double escape peak as shown in Figure 4.13.
The most complicated case is that for an intermediate size detector 
where escapes may or may not happen. This is the realistic case as, 
even for a large detector, interactions occur near the surfaces which 
will lead to escapes. As with the small detector, two situations 
arrise. If the incident energy is below 1.022 MeV then the spectrum 
contains the photopeak and a Compton continuum comprising single and 
multiple scattering events. If the incident energy is greater than
1.022 MeV, the spectrum may also contain single and double escape peaks 
and the associated continuum (Figure 4.14).
vi) Resolution and efficiency.
The spectrum is complicated further by the resolution limitations of 
the detector which cause a blurring of the spectrum which is most 
noticeable as the peaks have finite width rather than being sharp 
lines. The loss of resolution is caused by charge collection 
statistics, electronic noise, variations in detector response 
throughout its volume and drifting of operating parameters such as bias 
voltage. Variations in photomultiplier tube gain can also have an 
effect with scintillation detectors. The resolution of scintillation 
detectors is worse than that of semiconductors due primarily to the 
significant variations in the number of photoelectrons produced in the 
photomultiplier tube for a given light input. The effect of finite 
resolution is shown in Figure 4.15.
The resolution of a detector is considered in terms of the width of a 
peak and two useful measures are the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
and the full width at tenth maximum (FWTM). The FWHM is simply the 
width of the peak at a level which is half of the maximum value and the
dN
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Figure 4.13 Interactions within a small detector and the predicted 
energy spectrum.
E <  2m r
iE
E E
Figure 4.14 Interactions within a medium sized detector and the 
predicted energy spectrum.
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FWTM is given at the tenth of the maximum. The resolution of a detector 
at a particular energy is defined as the ratio of the FWHM at that 
energy to the energy itself and is therefore a dimensionless quantity 
usually expressed as a percentage.
Not every photon that enters a detector will interact within it and 
therefore not all are detected. Hence, it is necessary to know the
efficiency of the detector. Efficiency is usually expressed in one of
two ways;
i) Absolute efficiency. This is the ratio of the number of detected 
events to the number of photons emitted by the source and is 
dependent upon the detector and also upon the counting geometry, 
principally the source to detector distance.
ii) Intrinsic efficiency. This is the ratio of the number of
detected events to the number of photons incident upon the
detector. This value is almost independent of the counting
geometry but will vary slightly with source to detector distance 
as the avearage path length within the detector will vary. That 
is, if the distance is large the photons will be in a parallel 
beam striking the detector whereas for a small distance some
photons will merely graze the front corners.
It is also possible to divide efficiency values into total and peak 
efficiencies. In the case of total efficiency all of the recorded 
pulses are included in the calculation whereas the peak efficiency 
assumes that only events where all the energy has been deposited will 
contribute to the value. The most useful values to use are generally 
the intrinsic photopeak efficiencies at the energies of interest.
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Figure 4.15 The effects of finite energy resolution; a. ideal spectra, 
b. scintillation detector and c. semiconductor setector.
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4.5.2 Scattering within shields and sources
The problems of scattering within the detector have been described in 
the above section, however radiation spectroscopy is complicated 
further by the detection of photons resulting from scatter in both 
shielding and collimating materials and also in the test object itself. 
The relative magnitudes of the various effects depend upon the size of 
the detector, the geometry of the system and the materials surrounding 
the detector. It is also possible to detect characteristic X-rays and 
annihilation photons emitted from interactions within surrounding 
materials. Photons which have been scattered into the detector will 
form a continuum with a maximum energy at almost the primary energy. 
The minimum energy of the continuum is given by the Compton scattering 
equations for single scattering events but will in fact extend below 
this due to the effects of photons which have scattered many times. The 
scattered radiation often causes a peak in the region of 200 to 256 keV 
called the backscatter peak, the reason for this can be seen with 
reference to Figure 4.16. This shows the variation in scattered photon 
energy with angle and it can be seen that above about 110° the 
scattered energy remains approximately constant. Hence, many scattering 
events will give rise to photons close to the minimum energy given by 
180° scattering.
E' = E* -(4.44)
1 + A E ^ t.
As the incident photon energy becomes large this expression reduces to 
E' = m<>c2/2 and hence the backscatter peak always appears at an energy 
of 256 keV or less. However, due to the energy resolution of the 
detector system the effects of the backscatter peak may extend above 
256 keV.
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4.5.3 The total spectrum
When performing imaging it is normal to set a counting window over the 
primary photopeak so that all counts which occur within the window 
contribute to the raysum (Figure 4.17). The problem is that this window 
not only contains the full energy photoelectric events but also 
contributions of scatter both from within the detector and from the 
source and surrounding materials. The situation is complicated further 
when measuring a single photopeak within a multi-energetic spectrum 
(Figure 4.18). In this case the photopeak will contain the full energy 
counts required and scattered counts due to the primary energy and also 
counts caused by scattering of higher energy photons.
d N
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Figure 4.17 Photopeak counting window.
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Figure 4.18 Photopeak counting window in a multi-energetic spectra.
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4.5.4 The effect of scattering on transmission tomography
In the ideal case for transmission tomography the raysum is defined by 
perfect collimators which produce an infinitely thin parallel beam. In 
this situation the only scattered radiation which reaches the detector 
from the test object is coherent scattering in the forward direction.
The real situation uses collimators of finite width and length thus 
producing two cones which determine an interaction volume (Figure 
4.19). Any interaction which takes place outside this volume will not 
result in a detected pulse other than by further interactions. This has 
two consequences which affect imaging. Firstly, the raysums have finite 
width and depth. This means that the reconstructed cross section 
represents average values throughout a section of finite depth. Hence, 
a feature of high attenuation coefficient which only projects into part 
of the section of lower attenuation will be reconstructed with an 
intermediate value. This is the same effect as occurs within the 
section due to the finite width of the raysums. The second effect is 
that photons from the source can be scattered within the interaction 
region and reach the detector. The range of scattering angles where 
this is possible is from zero to 0m, where 0m is the maximum angle 
available between the two collimators as shown in Figure 4.20. This 
sets the lower energy limit on single scattered radiation which reaches 
the detector.
It can be seen that the amount of scattered photons reaching the 
detector can be controlled by the collimators, however the amount which 
contributes to the raysum is also controlled by the energy window set. 
Therefore it is possible to consider the idea of "energy collimation". 
If perfect scatter discrimination were possible then only full energy 
events would be detected and so the only photons counted would be those
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Figure 4.19 Transmission tomography collimation interaction volume.
Figure 4.20 The maximum single scattering angle.
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Figure 4.21 Photopeak counting window.
due to direct transmission through the section of thickness h and those 
due to coherent scattering throughout the interaction volume. In 
reality it is not possible to exclude all of the incoherently scattered 
photons as a counting window of finite width is necessary. It is 
possible to express the window in terms of energy or scatter angle for 
single Compton scattering events (SAN82). The window shown in Figure 
4.21 has a minimum energy of Emin but this can also be considered as a 
maximum scattering angle of which is given by
cos^m - 1 + moc2 - irioc2 -(4.45)
F FL-y t-n I*
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The inclusion of scattered photons in the raysum causes quantitative 
effects in the tomographic reconstruction. The raysum is taken as the 
natural logarithm of the ratio of the input and output intensities but 
this assumes good geometry without scatter. The presence of scattered 
information in the counting window increases the value of the measured 
intensity and thus causes a reduction in the raysum which leads to the 
reconstruction of attenuation coefficients which are too low (SAN82).
In the medical area the problem of scattered radiation has become more 
of a problem with the fourth generation scanners. These have an array 
of detectors and an X-ray tube producing a fan beam and are preferred 
because their speed of operation removes motion artefacts. However, 
they are not well collimated and the effects of scatter can be seen 
when making quantitative measurements (MOR83).
4.5.5 The effect of scattering on emission tomography
The ideal case for emission tomography assumes that the raysum is 
formed from an infinitely thin ray which only detects primary
radiation. In reality the raysum is formed from a finite beam, however
even with perfect parallel collimation scattered radiation will still 
reach the detector. As the source is distributed within the test object 
any scattering interaction which takes place within the collimators 
region of acceptance may result in a photon being detected.
The fact that the raysums have a finite width and depth lead to the
same type of partial volume effects as seen with transmission 
tomography. That is, the raysums effectively measure the average
activity within their volumes and if a region of high activity only 
intrudes upon part of the volume it will appear in the reconstruction 
with a lower activity. The pixels in the reconstructed image do not
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represent average values throughout an infinitely thin square but do 
represent average values of a volume in the object. Due to this, pixels 
are occasionally referred to as volume elements or voxels. The
situation is complicated further by the use of imperfect collimators
which define cones of acceptance rather than parallel sided beams. This
means that the system response is depth dependent. A possible
consequence of this is that an active area just outside the cross
section defined by the width of the collimator may not contribute to a
raysum while contributing to its conjugate as shown in Figure 4.22. 
Corrections for this effect can be incorporated into iterative
reconstruction programs as a depth dependence to the raysum. This
problem is greatest for short, wide collimators which have a large 
angle of acceptance.
Figure 4.22 The inclusion of a source in the field of view of one of a 
pair of conjugate raysums.
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The use of a collimator in emission tomography serves to limit the 
volume from which primary photons are detected. Unfortunately, the 
inclusion of scattered radiation in the detected spectrum cannot be 
prevented by collimation. This is shown in Figure 4.23 where single and 
multiple scattering events can lead to photons reaching the detector. 
The original photon source could be either within or without the 
collimator's cone of acceptance. It is possible to exclude some of the 
scattering from the raysum by using a window over the photopeak to 
provide a degree of "energy collimation". However, as this does not 
exclude all of the scattered radiation there will be an error in the 
measured raysum.
Figure 4.23 Emission tomography collimation showing the acceptance of 
scattered photons.
The error due to scattering is important in emission tomography as it 
has a quantitative effect and also causes blurring of the image. This 
can easily be visualized as there may be no activity within a 
particular raysum but radiation could be scattered into it and counted 
as primary radiation thus leading to a quantitative and qualitative 
error. It is important to consider the scattering problem in three 
dimensions and not just as an "in plane" effect. That is the scattered 
radiation distribution not only depends upon the distribution of 
activity and scattering coefficients within the cross section of
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interest but also those throughout over and underlying sections. The 
detrimental effects of scattered radiation upon emission imaging have 
been reported by many authors (DRE73, PAN79, SAN82, SPY84, SAN84) and 
it is necessary to correct for the effects both to improve image 
quality and also to enable quantitative work to be performed.
4.5.6 The use of high resolution detectors
The counts which contribute to a raysum are defined by an energy window 
set about the primary photopeak. If a narrow window is used it will 
exclude more scattered radiation than a wide one. The width of the 
window is generally limited by the resolution of the detector in use. 
Scintillation detectors have poor resolution and it is necessary to use 
a fairly wide window to encompass most of the primary photopeak and 
hence a wide range of scatter angles can be accepted by the window. 
Semiconductor detectors, on the other hand, have very good energy 
resolution and so a narrow window can be used with the associated 
rejection of scattered photons. This is shown in Figure 4.24.
SCINTILLATOR 
eg. E,= 662 keV 
Emin = 600 keV 
= 23° Max' 
scatter angle
dN
dE
E
SEMICONDUCTOR 
eg. E*= 662 keV
Emin = 660 keV
= 4° MaxJ 
scatter angle
Figure 4.24 A comparison of semiconductor and scintillation detectors.
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The use of a high resolution detector has been shown to give 
improvements in scatter rejection (SPY84) see Chapter 6. If 
polyenergetic sources are used or multiple radionuclide scans performed 
then it is generally necessary to use high resolution detectors to be 
able to resolve the various energy peaks.
4.5.7 Correction methods for scattered radiation
There are a number of techniques which can be applied to correct for 
the effects of scattered radiation in emission tomography data, five of 
which are discussed here.
i) The "effective" linear attenuation coefficient.
This is a crude method of compensating for scatter which relies upon 
undercorrecting for attenuation. It is assumed that a fixed fraction of 
the attenuated photons are replaced by scattered photons which behave 
like primary photons. A lower value is then used for the attenuation 
coefficient in the attenuation correction. This method can produce 
reasonable results for very simple geometries but is not adequate for 
accurate quantitative reconstruction (JAS84).
ii) Estimation by modelling.
This method of correction uses computer simulations to estimate the 
scattered components and to build a scatter image which is subtracted 
from the reconstructed image prior to applying a postcorrection for 
attenuation. This method relies on a knowledge of the activity and 
attenuation distributions to produce the scatter image, is difficult to 
implement and expensive on computer time (OPP84).
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iii) Deconvolution of the scattered component.
The deconvolution method of correction is based on the assumption that 
the Compton scattered component of a projection can be modelled as a 
convolution of the unscattered projection with an exponential factor. 
Therefore deconvolution of the measured projections will yield the 
correct unscattered projections. Floyd et al (FL085) have examined this 
process and developed a method which performs the correction by 
modificaton of the convolving function used prior to a back-projection. 
The process is as follows:
The total projection T (1) is composed of the direct projection D (1) and 
the scatter projection S(1) .
Where the scatter projection is represented by a convolution of the 
direct projection with an exponential blurring function G(l).
Where 6 is the Dirac delta function.This can be rewritten in terms of 
the Fourier transforms and rearranged to give the direct projection as
Floyd et al used Monte Carlo simulations to study the problem and 
modelled the function G (1) as an exponential term.
T (1) = D (1) + S(l) (4.46)
T (1) = D (1) + D (1) * G (1) -(4.47)
=-D(l) * [ 5(1) + 6(1) ] -(4.48)
-l
-(4.49)
G(l) = aexp(-p| l| ) -(4.50)
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Where the values of the parameters were found using the Monte Carlo 
simulations. In order to implement the method the convolving function 
(in frequency space) used in the filtered back-projection algorithm is 
divided by the function C(k) given by
Floyd et al showed that once the parameters had been found, by 
simulating the test geometry, the method gave rapid quantitative 
improvements to resolution and contrast. The method only considers 
scatter arising from activity within the plane and as was described 
earlier, scatter also arises due to activity in the surrounding planes. 
Therefore a more complete implementation of the method would require a 
two-dimensional (2D) deconvolution which would preferably be part of a 
full three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction.
Yanch et al have compared various methods of deconvolution to remove 
the effects of scattering. This was performed using a gamma camera for 
nuclear medicine and this provided two-dimensional projections. Hence, 
they were able to compare 2D deconvolution of reconstructed images, 2D 
deconvolution of projections and 3D deconvolutions of a series of 
reconstructed slices. They found that 2D deconvolution of projections 
and 3D deconvolution of reconstructed images gave the best results and 
also provided better results than the use of a scattering window (see 
below). However, both techniques are slower, require greater computer 
workspace and also require the measurement of a set of two-dimensional 
projections. 2D deconvolution of the reconstructed image and the use of 
a scattering window are both simpler and quicker to implement (YAN88a, 
YAN88b, YAN88c).
C(k) =|^[ 8(1) + aexp(-p|lj) ] -(4.51)
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iv) The use of a scattering window.
There are two techniques based upon the use of a seperate window set to 
measure counts within the Compton continuum (Figure 4.25). They both 
assume that the counts within the second window are related to the 
scattered counts contained in the photopeak window.
dNdN
dE
Figure 4.25 The use of a scattering window set a. seperate from and b. 
adjacent to the photopeak.
The first method (SAN84) subtracts a fraction of the scattered window 
data from the peak data and then reconsructs the projections as normal. 
This method was applied to show the improvements possible if scattered 
radiation is removed and also to compare its effects when using various 
detectors.
The second method (JAS84) uses the data from the scattered window to 
reconstruct a scatter image fs (x,y). A fraction of the scatter image is 
then subtracted from the image reconstructed from the measured 
projections fm(x,y). Jaszczak et al found that for their geometry the 
optimum fraction to subtract was 0.5, hence the corrected image f(x,y) 
is given by
f(x,y) = fm(x,y) - 0.5 fs (x,y) -(4.52)
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The resulting image was then corrected for attenuation using a 
postcorrection algorithm.
Both methods of correction should give the same result given a linear 
reconstruction system and both have been shown to give improvements in 
image quality due to the reduction of the scattered component but can 
also increase the image noise by effectively reducing the counting 
statistics of the projections. The removal of the scattering component 
from the projections prior to any attenuation correction is preferable.
The work of Yanch et al (YAN88c) showed 3D deconvolution to give better 
results than using a scattering window for medical emission tomography. 
The reason for this is that the scattering window contains information 
in the form of scattered photons which if reconstructed gives an image 
containing structure. However, if the scattering component of the 
photopeak window were reconstructed it would give different structural 
information. This is due to the energy ranges of the windows and the 
relevant scattering angles. Gamma cameras use sodium iodide detectors 
which have fairly low energy resolution and so the windows used by 
Yanch were 100-120 keV for scattering and 126-156 keV to cover the 
photopeak of Tc-99m at 141 keV.
Ignoring the effects of resolution, the range of single scattering
angles for these windows is from 69° to 119° for the scattering and 
from 0° to 55° for the photopeak. The scattering window would also 
contain more multiple scattering. The two windows represent different 
ranges of scattering angles and the spatial distribution of scatter 
response is therefore different for each. Therefore such a scattering 
window cannot provide a complete correction for scattering in the
photopeak. This situation is different when using high resolution 
semiconductor detectors as the photopeak is much finer and narrow
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energy windows can be used. Consequently, the scattering window is much 
more representative of the scattering component within the photopeak 
window.
v) The use of an offset window.
This correction method is also based upon subtraction of scattered data 
from the photopeak window but this is performed physically by moving 
the window to a higher energy. The window is offset to the high side of 
the photopeak and the minimum acceptance energy is therefore raised and 
this reduces the amount of scatter accepted (Figure 4.26). Koral et al 
(KOR86) applied this method in nuclear medicine. They offset the window 
so as to reduce the count rate from a source in air by 20%. The method 
is not completely accurate but did provide a quantitative improvement. 
This technique is aimed principally for use with scintillation 
detectors with broad response functions and would be of little use with 
high resolution semiconductor detectors.
E
Figure 4.26 An offset energy window on the photopeak.
Summary.
At present none of the scattering correction methods provides a perfect 
solution. However the most succesful are those based upon the use of a 
second counting window or the deconvolution of the true projections 
from the measured data.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
5.1 The Scanning System
The overall scanning system comprises the scanning mechanism,
collimation and shielding, detector, acquisition and drive electronics
and the controlling microcomputer. The system used for the majority of 
the work was developed at AERE Harwell in collaboration with Surrey 
University (SAN82,PIE82). The scanner was designed to be transportable, 
relatively inexpensive and flexible in operation.
5.1.1 The scanner mechanism and drive electronics
The simplest method of performing tomography is to use a single 
collimated raysum and a rotate-translate system. The raysum is 
translated across the test object to form a projection and then the 
system rotates and a second projection is collected. In such a system 
it is the relative movement which is important and it is often easier 
to fix the detector and collimator positions and to move the test 
object. This is the regime used by the prototype scanner.
The system is shown in Figure 5.1. It comprises four linear slides and 
a turntable. These are all standard UNISLIDE units manufactured by Time 
and Precision Ltd. and have precisions of 0.05 mm and 0.01°
respectively. Basically, only two of the units are used during
scanning, these provide the linear translation and the rotation. A 
second linear slide is used to provide a vertical motion to select the 
cross section to be scanned. The remaining two linear slides provide 
for movement of the detector collimator and the source collimator (a
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source collimator is only used when performing transmission scans). The 
units are driven by stepper motors which are controlled by a Harwell 
MOUSE module modified for the purpose (HUD80). The MOUSE 
("Microprocessor Organised for USErs") is a microprocessor based 
control and data acquisition unit built into a standard AERE 6000 
series module. Two MOUSE units are used in the scanner, a standard unit 
used for aquisition and the modified unit to control the motors.
Turntable
Vertical slide
Horizontal slide
C o llim a to r/ detector 
mounts (adjustable)
Figure 5.1 The experimental scanning system.
The MOUSE units communicate with the controlling computer through an 
IEEE 488 interface. The Motor MOUSE contains a program to give control
over the stepper motors. It stores the position of each slide as a 
number of steps from a user defined origin. The range of steps being 
from 0 to 4200 million and the range of speeds available is 0.25 to 200 
steps per second. The MOUSE accepts commands from the control computer 
in the form of destination positions and speeds of movement and then it 
executes the commands without the need for further communication. 
Hence, the scanning control program can be relatively simple as it is 
not necessary to take direct control of the stepper motors.
5.1.2 Collimation and shielding
Various lead and tungsten collimators have been used during scanning. 
The lead collimators had circular apertures and a range of matched 
pairs was available with aperture diameters ranging from 1 to 5mm. 
These could be clamped onto the collimator stands of the scanning 
mechanism. The tungsten collimators were used for the majority of the 
experiments. These were adjustable giving rectangular apertures with 
variation in both width and height.
When performing transmission tomography two collimators were used, one 
each side of the test object to provide collimation for source and 
detector. These were matched in size and aligned carefully using a 
laser to ensure correct geometry.
Emission tomography requires collimation of the detector only and hence 
only one collimator is needed. However, in order to improve the 
geometry of the system, two collimators were often combined to provide 
a finer "cone of acceptance" as shown in Figure 5.2. The collimator 
systems used for each scan are described in the relevant results 
sections in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Figure 5.2 The use of two collimators to narrow the cone of acceptance.
Collimation defines the raysum and prevents the majority of unwanted 
primary photons from reaching the detector but it can be necessary to 
provide extra shielding. This shielding may be needed to prevent 
radiation from reaching the detector or could be for radiation 
protection purposes. If a system requires shielding for radiation 
protection it can often cause difficulties with measurements as the 
shielding material becomes an added source of scattered radiation. This 
problem is greatest if the source of radiation has high energy 
components but measurements are being made at low energies when the 
effects of scattered radiation can be significant. In a number of the 
scans performed a tungsten sheath was placed around the detector to 
reduce the contribution of unwanted radiation.
The detection of primary photons which have passed through the body of 
the collimator can be a problem if the number becomes comparable to the 
number passing through the aperture. This can occur when there is a 
small aperture and a large detector face. The effect can be reduced by 
increasing the thickness of the collimation. In some scans it was not 
possible to remove all of the radiation which had penetrated the 
collimation and it was necessary to subtract an assumed background. To 
do this it was assumed that the effect was linear across each
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projection with the counts at each extreme of the projection 
representing background only.
5.1.3 The detectors and the acquisition electronics
In general, the scans were performed using one of two detectors. The 
majority being carried out using a high purity germanium (HPGe) 
semiconductor detector and the remainder used a thallium activated 
sodium iodide (Nal(Tl)) scintillation detector. The sodium iodide was 
used primarily to examine the effects of increasing the contribution of 
scattered radiation to the photopeak.
Harwell 2000 and 6000 series electronics units were used to supply the 
HT supply and to amplify the detector output. The overall acquisition 
system is shown in Figure 5.3. The high voltage power supply fed the 
detector, the output of which was amplified and fed to two single 
channel analyzers (SCAs). The pulses from the SCAs were fed to the 
standard MOUSE unit which performed the counting and timing of the 
raysums. The MOUSE unit communicated with the controlling 380Z computer 
via the IEEE 488 interface. This configuration permitted the collection 
of data from two energy windows which were set to measure the photopeak 
and scattered radiation.
When performing tomography with radionuclides which emit at many 
energies it would be preferable to use a computer controlled 
multichannel analyzer. This would allow the definition of many 
collection windows and the data from these could be transferred to the 
computer for reconstruction and analysis. Such an analyzer was not 
available for this work and therefore the scans were limited to two 
energy windows. In addition to this, the on line storage capacity of 
the 380Z computer used for aquisition control was insufficient to store
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Figure 5.3 The acquisition system.
data from more than two energy windows. However, the output from the 
amplifier was fed to a multichannel analyzer (MCA) in order to examine 
energy spectra.
The MCA was used to check the linearity of the systems output against 
energy by plotting the energy against pulse height for various 
radionuclides. The energy calibrations for the HPGe and Nal(Tl) 
detectors are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The energy resolution of 
the detectors was also measures at various energies and is shown in 
Table 5.1 in terms of fwhm and fwtm.
Comprehensive measurements of efficiency were not performed, however 
the HPGe detector had a small volume, (the crystal dimensions being: 
18mm diameter and 8mm thick) and so the efficiency was low. A 
measurement at 60 keV gave an intrinsic photopeak efficiency of 14%.
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Table 5.1 Energy resolution of Nal(Tl) and HPGe detectors.
Detector Energy FWHM FWTM
Nal(Tl) 662 keV 104 keV 213 keV
HPGe 662 keV 1.6 keV 3.2 keV
356 keV 1.6 keV 3.2 keV
60 keV 1.3 keV 2.2 keV
5.1.4 The controlling computer
The scanning process was controlled by an RML 380Z microcomputer. This 
is a Z80 based machine running the CP/M operating system and is very 
limited in terms of speed and memory by today’s standards. The scanning 
control program was written in basic and provided control of the 
scanner via the MOUSE modules. Once scanning was complete the collected 
data were copied to a second 380Z computer for reconstruction and 
analysis. It was also possible to transfer data to a mainframe for 
analysis.
5.2 Development Work with Alternative Systems
In addition to the system at Harwell, two other scanners were used at 
the University of Surrey. One was a simple system designed for 
transmission work and described by Foster (F0S81). This comprised a 
rotating table set on a linear slide mechanism to provide the necessary 
rotate and translate motions. The collimated source and detector were 
generally mounted on an optical bench to provide a reference for 
alignment. The pulses from the amplified detector output were fed to a 
single channel analyzer which provided pulses to a counter. The system
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could only be operated in a fixed count mode, that is, the counter 
could be set to provide an output pulse when the count reached a preset 
number. A microcomputer was used to measure the time needed to reach 
the fixed count for each raysum. The time was therefore inversely 
proportional to the photon intensity. This method of data collection is 
useful for transmission tomography as it ensures equal photon 
statistics in each raysum which simplifies the estimation of noise in 
the reconstructed image. The method is not applicable to emission 
tomography where the time would become excessive for raysums containing 
little or no activity as only general background counts would be 
measured. However, this tomography system was used in a modified form 
for some of the early emission scans using high resolution detectors 
(see Chapter 6).
The other system was under development for performing emission, 
transmission and Compton scattering tomography (BAL86). This system had 
translate and rotate motions with the addition of a vertical movement 
and provision for mounting detectors in positions to measure Compton 
scattered radiation. The basic measurement system comprised detector, 
amplifier, two single channel analyzers and a computer controlled 
counter timer. The scanning system was controlled by a BBC 
microcomputer. The stepper motors were controlled via driver circuits 
by sending the required number of pulses from the BBC whereas the 
counter timer was governed using IEEE 488 communication. Machine code 
routines were developed to send the control pulses for the motors and 
these routines were then called from the BASIC control program. The BBC 
IEEE interface came under direct BASIC control and procedures were 
written to initialize and read the counter.
Reconstuctions were performed using the BBC computer (see Section 5.4) 
and images displayed using a PLUTO graphics system.
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While the majority of the experimental work was carried out using the 
Harwell scanner, the use of the early transmission scanner and 
involvement in the development of the general purpose system gave 
information and experience useful in the design of later experiments 
and systems.
5.3 The Scanning Procedure
The initial stage of setting up a scan was to set the discrimination 
levels of the single channel analyzers with the aid of a simple 
computer program. The program gave the facility to step a narrow energy 
window through the photopeak to determine the peak position. The SCAs 
window level controls were manually operated and so the computer 
prompted with values. This procedure could be carried out with a wide 
window to estimate the position and then a more accurate set of 
measurements could be performed with a narrow window. The energy 
resolution of the HPGe detector was high and therefore the photopeaks 
were very narrow and required the setting of narrow windows with the 
SCAs. The window width values used were at the lower extreme of the 
range available with the Harwell 6000 series SCAs. Therefore it was 
necessary to ensure that the widths of the two windows were the same. 
This was performed by setting both windows over the photopeak and 
adjusting, if necessary, to give the same number of counts in each. One 
window was then moved to a position adjacent to but below the photopeak 
window to measure scattering.
Once the energy windows were set the sample table was moved to the 
starting position using the scanning control program. The positioning 
was performed with the aid of a laser. The beam was initially used to 
align the collimators and then to set the starting position of the
turntable. The required position was with the axis of rotation of the 
table set on the central axis of the collimation. A perspex pointer was 
machined to fit into the centre of the turntable to ensure an accurate 
alignment. The reason for this alignment is explained in Section 5.3.1. 
The laser beam was passed through the collimation system to perform the 
alignment and then the detector and test object were positioned.
The scanning control program required various parameters such as the 
overall length of each projection, the length of each step, the total 
scanning angle (180° or 360°), the number of projections and the 
counting time per raysum. The program then calculated the movements 
needed and provided control of the MOUSE units. The number of counts 
per raysum were read from the standard MOUSE and stored to disk.
5.3.1 Alignment artefacts
The prototype scanning system had been in use at Harwell for some time 
prior to this work. However, in the early stages of the current work a 
number of scans were produced which showed an artefact described as 
"ears" or "acorns" due to the appearance of circular objects as shown 
in Figure 5.6. These were occuring on transmission scans taken over 
180° .
TRUE
IMAGE
EARS'
ARTEFACT
Figure 5.6 The visual effect of the "ears" artefact.
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It was thought at first that these effects were due to a problem with 
the scanner mechanism, however a few simple tests showed that this was 
not the case. The problem was found to relate to the reconstruction 
process and the system alignment. The artefact appears if the centre of 
rotation of the turntable is not in the centre of each projection where 
the reconstruction algorithm assumes it will be. This can be seen in 
Figure 5.7 which shows the effect on the reconstruction process of an 
incorrectly aligned system. Figure 5.7a shows a correctly aligned 
system where the projections are centred on the axis of rotation. N.B. 
This is not necessarily the centre of the object. Figure 5.7b shows the 
condition where the projections rotate about a point which is distance 
R from their centres. When reconstruction takes place each projection 
is shifted by a distance R and the artefact is introduced. This appears 
as "ears" for a 180° scan and as a "ring" artefact with 360° data.
Q.
Projection Reconstruction
b.
SKvWj "I
Figure 5.7 a. Correct alignment, b. Incorrect alignment.
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It is possible to correct the problem for transmission data using a 
computer program. This has been described by Foster (F0S81) who 
calculated the centre of mass of each projection and used all the 
values to calculate the value of R. The projections were then shifted 
by this amount prior to reconstruction. While this method provides a 
correction for the error it is preferable to solve the problem at its 
source by correct alignment of the scanning system. The computational
correction will not work with emission data in general due to the
nature of the projections. The algorithm used calculates the offset R 
from the transmission projection data which relate to the attenuation 
distribution. The 'centre of mass' of each projection lies opposite the 
'centre of mass' of the object's attenuation distribution. In the case 
of emission tomography the projections relate to both the activity and 
the attenuation distribution. The 'centre of mass’ of each projection 
is shifted by the effects of attenuation .
To confirm that this was the correct explanation for the artefacts 
appearing at Harwell a number of scans were performed with the centre 
of rotation offset by various amounts. These were of half a pixel 
width, one pixel and two pixel widths. These were transmission scans of 
an object with circular symmetry and were collected over 180°. The
resulting images are shown in Figure 5.8. It can be seen that the
artefact becomes worse as the offset is increased. A further scan was 
performed to show that an eccentrically placed object could be 
reconstructed correctly provided that the centre of rotation was 
aligned to the mid points of the projections. The test object comprised 
a centrally placed metal pin and an eccentrically placed perspex rod. 
The resulting image is shown in Figure 5.9 where it can be seen that 
the reconstruction shows no artefacts.
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Figure 5.8 Scans taken with alignment errors. Upper left - 0.5 pixel, 
lower left - 1 pixel and upper right - 2 pixels.
Figure 5.9 Scan of a centrally placed pin and a perspex rod.
While examining these effects and examining the system alignment with 
the aid of the laser an error in the original scanning control program 
was found. This caused a half pixel offset to be introduced into a 
correctly initialized scan. This was corrected and the system was 
thoroughly checked for alignment and correct movement.
5.3.2 Data packing
One of the limiting features of the 380Z computers was the storage 
capacity of the floppy disks. This became a problem when performing 
scans with a relatively high number of projections using two energy 
windows.
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The protocol applied by the original scanning program was to collect a 
single complete projection as a series of raysums and to save this to 
disk before starting the next collection. As the system had no facility 
to append to a file it was necessary to create a separate file for each 
projection. The total number of files allowed on disk and hence the 
total number of projections was limited to 60. The data was stored as a 
list of numbers in ASCII format with each taking on average 7 bytes. 
The minimum disk allocation per file was 1 kbyte which could hold 
approximately 146 numbers, however a typical projection contained 40 to 
60 numbers. Hence the use of the disk was very inefficient. The maximum 
scan which could be stored using this system was 60 projections of 146 
raysums each or 30 projections using two energy windows.
A data packing system was devised to increase the size of scans which 
could be stored on a single floppy disk. The data were packed as pairs 
of ASCII characters where each pair represented a number in the range 
of 0 to 32767. This limited the count possible in a raysum but in 
practice, due to time constraints and low count rates, the measured 
value rarely exceeded a few thousand. In order to make more efficient 
use of the disk space the projections were collected and stored in sets 
of five. This method has the disadvantage that an interruption to a 
scan could cause the loss of a number of projections rather than just 
the projection in progress. However, this was acceptable as major 
interuptions due to power failure, for example, generally required a 
complete rescan.
The scanning control program was modified to collect the data in groups 
of five projections, to pack the data and to store it to disk. A 
further program was written to take the packed data and convert them to 
a single list of numbers in the form required by the reconstruction 
programs.
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The method of packing can be demonstrated using an example. The number 
12615 would normally be stored in list form as the characters 
ll,f'2,,l6,,'ll and '5' followed by a carriage return and line feed 
which results in using 7 bytes. However, the number can be expressed as 
49x256 + 71. The numbers 49 and 71 are the ASCII codes for the
characters *1' and 'G', hence the number 12615 can be stored as 'lG' 
which requires 2 bytes.
The packing process requires some computer processing and hence time. 
In order to check that this time would not be excessive a short test 
was performed. A comparison was made of the times taken to store and 
recover a list of 500 numbers using the standard list method and the 
new packing method. The results are shown in Table 5.2. It can be seen 
that storage using the packing system is quicker even though it 
includes the number conversions, hence the system did not affect 
overall scan times. The restore process from packed data was slower 
than from list mode due to the slight increase in computing necessary 
when converting back from the packed data.
Using this system a single disk could hold say, a dual energy scan of 
150 projections of 100 raysums.
Table 5.2 Comparison of storage and retrieval times for 500 numbers
using the standard and packing methods.
Method Storage time Retrieval time
Standard 20.0 s 11.2 s
Packing 18.5 s 14.5 s
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5.4 Reconstruction Programs
The original reconstruction programs in use at Harwell were used for 
both transmission and emission tomography, however no differentiation 
was made between the different data types. In transmission tomography 
it is necessary to take the negative logarithm of the ratio of the 
transmitted and incident intensities to form the raysum (see Section 
4.2). This was not performed in the early reconstructions which 
resulted in an artefact most noticeable in the corners of the images. 
As a result these reconstructions were not quantitative.
The programs were modified to include the log factor for transmission 
data but it was also necessary to add various scaling factors to make 
the programs quantitative. The reconstruction program was based upon 
the filtered back projection method using the Ramachandran and 
Lakshiminarayanan filter (see Section 2.5.4). The filtering process is 
described by Equation 2.36 which includes the sampling interval s which 
is also included in the convolution function. The original 
reconstruction program took the sampling interval to be unity i.e. s=l. 
Hence, the first step in quantification was to include a value for s in 
the program. The second scaling factor to be included was the angular 
sampling interval A®' * included in the discrete back projection 
equation, Equation 2.35.
The original reconstruction program made use of the nearest neighbour 
approximation when performing the back projection. The program was 
modified to use linear interpolation as this has been shown to produce 
better images (HER80). The difference in the two approaches is shown in 
Figure 2.10. The nearest neighbour method adds the value of the raysum 
nearest to the centre of the pixel. Hence, if distance a is less than b 
the value of raysum A is used, where a and b are the shortest distances
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from the centre of the pixel to the centre lines of raysums A and B. 
The linear interpolation method uses fractions of both A and B based 
upon the distances a and b where a+b=l. The value used is given by
bA + aB -(5.1)
This modification plus the inclusion of the various scaling factors 
served to make the reconstruction program quantitative. Images 
reconstructed using the program were compared to those reconstructed 
from the same data using SNARK which is a suite of programs running on 
the mainframe at the Univesity of Surrey. SNARK was developed as a 
testbed for reconstruction algorithms (HER80) and was taken as a 
reference for this comparison. The results of two comparisons are shown 
in Table 5.3. These show the results of statistical analysis of regions 
of interest set in images produced using SNARK and the reconstruction 
program at Harwell. It can be seen that there was very good agreement 
between the two programs.
Table 5.3 Comparison of results produced by reconstructions using SNARK 
and the program used at Harwell.
Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
pixel pixel pixel deviation
value value value of mean
Sample 1
SNARK -.0063 0.0276 0.0112 0.0008
Harwell -.0063 0.0273 0.0112 0.0008
Sample 2
SNARK -.0122 0.1508 0.0306 0.0017
Harwell 0117 0.1510 0.0305 0.0017
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The reconstruction programs were writen in FORTRAN and ran on an RML 
380Z machine. Once they had been made quantitative they were rewritten 
to increase running speed and make better use of the limited memory 
within the computer.
A filtered back projection reconstruction program was developed to run 
on the BBC microcomputers in use at the University of Surrey. This was 
written in a structured BASIC language and provided reconstructions in 
a comparable time to the 380Z which used a compiled language (FORTRAN). 
This was due to the slow disk access time of the 380Z and the fast 
implementation of BASIC on the BBC. The BBC program provided a general 
purpose utility which has also been used as the basis for 
reconstructing neutron transmission tomographs and neutron induced 
prompt gamma-ray emission tomographs (SPY87a,SPY87b).
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CHAPTER 6
INITIAL EXPERIMENTS - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Introduction
The initial experiments were carried out in order to form the basis for 
performing emission tomography of multienergetic sources using high 
resolution detectors. During the early stages of the work, no high 
resolution detector was available at Harwell, therefore the first 
experiments were performed at the University of Surrey. These 
experiments made use of the transmission tomography scanner described 
in Section 5.2. Once a high purity intrinsic germanium detector had 
been made available at Harwell the majority of the experimental work 
was carried out there.
6.2 Initial Experiments at Surrey
6.2.1 Scans using a silicon lithium detector
A series of transmission scans was performed using a silicon lithium, 
Si(Li), semiconductor detector and the 59.6 keV photons from an 
Americium-241 source. A narrow window was set over the photopeak using 
the single channel analyzer and the scans were performed in fixed count 
mode with 4000 counts per raysum. The collimator width and the 
translation step size were both 1mm.
The objects scanned were three samples of wood and two samples of human 
bone. The wood samples were of the same dimensions and in dry 
condition. The three species were maple, pine and balsa. The bones were 
a section of tibia and a short length of Roman bone.
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The results of the scans of the wood showed the need for good counting 
statistics. They gave attenuation values of the correct order however 
the image of the balsa sample was very noisy and little structure was 
visible. This was due to the low attenuation of the sample of balsa 
causing only small changes in the raysums which were comparable with 
the changes due to statistical variations. In order to have achieved 
better results a higher count was required to reduce the image noise. 
An estimate of the standard deviation of a pixel value can be obtained 
from Equation 2.51. For the image of the balsa the value obtained was 
0.018 /cm which is comparable to the linear attenuation coefficient of 
balsa (approx. 0.02 /cm).
The results obtained from the bone samples showed the extent of the 
changes which had occured in the sample of Roman bone. The linear 
attenuation coefficient of the sample was approximately a ^quarter of 
the value of fresh bone.
Although these transmission scans provided some interesting results, 
their main purpose was to test the system with a Si(Li) detector prior 
to performing emission scans using the same configuration. The first 
attemps at emission tomography using a high resolution detector were 
scans of distributed liquid sources of iodine-125. The Si(Li) detector 
was used with the SCA set for the 27.5 keV peak. As described in 
Section 5.2 this scanner was designed for transmission tomography and 
worked in fixed count mode which is not suitable for emission 
tomography as counting times become excessively long when a raysum 
contains no activity. However, the experiments were performed to 
determine the possibility of using the system for emission scanning by 
allowing the timer to overflow when the count-rate was low, thereby 
ending the collection for that raysum and giving a value which
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represented a count-rate of zero. The system was set such that a 
count-rate of less than 6 counts per second in the photopeak window 
would cause the timer to overflow.
Two scans were performed, the first of a uniform distribution of 
activity within a circular container and the second of the same 
container adjacent to another container of water containing a point 
source. The intention being to examine the effects of attenuation and 
scattering within the media. The measured time projections were
corrected to give count rates and were then reconstructed. The final 
images were very poor. This was a result of the method of data
collection, low counting statistics and alignment artefacts. This 
system could not easily be aligned to prevent the centre of rotation
artefacts described in Section 5.3.1 and for transmission scans these
were removed by software but the software method is not generally 
applicable to emission tomography.
This series of experiments demonstrated the need for a scanner based 
upon a high resolution detector with a fixed time counting system and 
the facility for ensuring accurate alignment of the centre of rotation.
6.2.2 Mercuric iodide detectors
The use of mercuric iodide semiconductor detectors was considered as a 
possibility for high energy resolution tomography. These operate at 
room temperature and therefore they do not require the inconvenience of 
cooling with liquid nitrogen. However, these detectors are more suited 
for use with low energy sources as their charge collection properties 
limit their use for energies above about lOOkeV. (HOL82). They exhibit 
a better energy resolution than scintillation detectors while not being 
as good as silicon or germanium semiconductor detectors. Mercuric
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iodide has been used for spectrometry of low energy X-rays and for the 
1.25 keV K line of magnesium gave a measured resolution of 245 eV 
compared to the electronic noise linewidth of 225 eV (IWA82). Reported 
resolutions have varied between 5% and 10% for energies up to 662 keV, 
hovever measured values of 2% at 60 keV and better than 1% at 662 keV 
have been reported (HOL82, BEI77). In order to obtain these resolutions 
the efficiency suffered and the detector described by Beinglass et al 
had an estimated photopeak efficiency of less than 1% at 662 keV.
In order to assess their suitability for tomography, experiments were 
performed with two mercuric iodide detectors. The first was a prototype 
built at Harwell and the second was loaned by John Caunt Scientific 
Ltd. Spectra were collected from a variety of radionuclides emitting 
photons in the energy range from 14 keV to 140 keV with the majority of 
measurements being carried out using Am-241. The results were 
disappointing with the best resolution obtained for the 59.6 keV line 
of Am-241 being 13%. The shape of the spectra showed signs of 
distortion above about 50 keV. It was also found that the second 
detector was very sensitive to vibration including sound waves, this 
could be a severe limitation when performing tomography if the detector 
were sensitive to the vibration caused by the motions of the scanner. A 
finely collimated beam of photons was scanned across the surface of 
this detector and specta were aquired. This showed that the mercuric 
iodide crystal was not directly behind the thin berylium window in the 
face of the detector housing but was displaced behind the thin lead 
shielding. Scattering in the lead is felt to have been the cause of the 
severe distortions seen in the 59.6 keV peak when using this detector.
Neither of the mercuric iodide detectors were suitable for tomography 
at the energies required as they showed no significant improvements in 
resolution over scintillation detectors. It is likely that a version of
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the detector from John Caunt with the crystal positioned correctly 
would have shown far better energy resolution and possibly an 
improvement in noise rejection, both electrical and sound. However, 
such a detector was not available.
6.2.3 Europium-152 scans
The problems of using the fixed count mode scanner for emission 
tomography were described in Section 6.2.1, however this system was 
modified to perform an emission scan using a multichannel analyzer to 
provide fixed time acquisitions. A 370 MBq (10 mCi) source of Eu-152 
was in routine use for transmission scanning at the University of 
Surrey. This is a multienergetic radionuclide providing photons in the 
energy range from 122 keV to 1.4 Mev with some lower energy X-ray 
emissions. Hence it was an ideal source for studying emission 
tomography of multienergetic sources with high energy resolution.
The Eu-152 source was in the form of a rod of europium oxide encased in 
an aluminium container. The dimensions of the source are shown in 
Figure 6.1. A test object was designed to contain the source and to 
provide an attenuating and scattering medium to examine the effects on 
the images at various energies. The principal photon energies of Eu-152 
are shown in Table 6.1 The source also contained a smaller amount of 
Eu-154 which is multienergetic with emission energies in the range from 
123 keV to 1.28 MeV. The test object is shown in Figure 6.2 and 
comprised a solid cylinder of aluminium 60 mm in diameter and 70 mm in 
height with two inclusions of heavier metals to vary the attenuation 
and a cavity to contain the source. The inserts were of lead and copper 
rods each 8 mm in diameter. These were in the same horizontal plane and 
were directed towards the centre of the source to provide the greatest 
attenuating paths. The variations in attenuation at the minimum and
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maximum energies of 122 keV and 1.4 MeV are shown in Table 6.2 in the 
form of percentages of photons transmitted.
20mm
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Figure 6.1 The Eu-152 source and case.
Aluminium
Copper ^ 6m m
Section through A-A
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Figure 6.2 The test object for the Eu-152 source.
Table 6.1 Principal photon energies of Eu-152 and their relative 
intensities.
Energy (keV) 
121.8 
244.7 
344.3 
778.9 
964.1 
1085.9 
1112.1 
1408.0
Relative Intensity 
1362 
358 
1275 
619 
692 
465 
649 
1000
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Table 6.2 Percentage of photons transmitted through Al, Cu and Pb in 
the test object at two energies.
122 keV 1.4 MeV
22mm Al
26mm Pb + 9mm Al 
23mm Cu + 9mm Al
72%
0%
30%
87%
20%
48%
A germanium lithium, Ge(Li), detector was used to provide the required 
energy resolution, the signal from this was amplified and fed to a 
multichannel analyzer. The spectrum was examined and windows were set 
on the photopeaks at 122, 245, 344, 779 and 1408 keV with scattering 
windows set just below each of these windows. The MCA was set for the 
desired counting time and at the end of each raysum measurement it 
provided a pulse to the scanner control computer to trigger the 
movement to the next position. The raysum data from the ten windows 
were then transmitted to the PRIME mainframe computer via a serial 
interface. This was necessary as there was no local facility for 
storing the data provided by the MCA.
A collimator with a 2mm wide aperture was provided for the detector. 
This was made using lead bricks to provide sufficient shielding of the 
high energy photons. The scanning parameters used were 60 projections 
each of 40 raysums with a step length of 2mm. The total running time 
for the scan was over 15 hours including the acquisition time and the 
time for scanner movement and data transfer.
The experiment was not succesful due to the repeated failure of the 
link between the MCA and the mainframe computer and it was not possible 
to collect a complete dataset. However, the experiment did show the 
general feasibility of performing tomography with a high resolution 
detector using a MCA to set many energy windows provided that there is 
a reliable method of data storage. The ideal method of providing this
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would be to use a computer controlled MCA with a microcomputer with 
storage on either hard or floppy disks. A system such as this was not 
available for this work and hence the experiment with the Eu-152 was 
not repeated.
6.3 Initial Experiments at Harwell
The majority of experiments were carried out using the scanning system 
at Harwell described in Chapter 5. A number of the early transmission 
scans were performed to test both the acquisition and scanner control 
program and the reconstruction programs as described in Sections 5.3.1 
and 5.4.
6.3.1 Scans using HPGe and Nal(Tl) detectors
Transmission and emission scans were performed using the two detectors 
described in Section 5.1.3. This was done in order to observe the 
effects of rejecting Compton scattered photons by using a high 
resolution detector. The experiments were performed using the test 
object designed for use with the europium source and described in 
Section 6.2.3. However, for these scans a source emitting at only one 
energy was required as the intention was to examine the effects of 
scattering from the peak without the contributions of scattering from 
higher energy peaks. In addition the energy resolution of the Nal(Tl) 
detector was too poor to discriminate between the peaks of a 
multienergetic source such as Eu-152. The source used was a 1.776 GBq 
(48 mCi) source of Cs-137 which emits 662 keV gamma-rays. At this 
energy, Compton scattering is the predominant interaction process in 
most materials. The dimensions of the source are shown in Figure 6.3a. 
The source was smaller than the europium source and a platform was made
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from aluminium to lift the Cs-137 source to such a height as to place 
the sphere of activity in the same plane as the high density inclusions
in the test sample as shown in Figure 6.3b. However, the source was
surrounded by an air gap in the measurement plane within the test 
object.
Initially the source was not placed in the test object but was used as
the photon source for two transmission scans of the object.
8mm
1
6mm 
n n
'Source
-I I-
3mm
Source
Aluminium
platform
Figure 6.3 a. The Cs-137 source and b. its position in the test object
i) Transmission scans
Two transmission scans were performed using the HPGe detector. The 
first comprised 30 projections collected over 180° where each 
projection consised of 71 raysums collected at 1mm steps. The photon 
path was defined by two 1mm diameter collimators. The void in the test 
object was filled by an aluminium cylinder during this scan. The data 
were reconstructed onto a 71x71 array of 1mm square pixels and the 
resulting image is shown in Figure 6.4. This clearly shows the 
inclusions of lead and copper in the aluminium.
The second transmission scan comprised 60 projections again collected 
over 180° and each projection consisted of 41 raysums collected at 2mm 
steps. The collimators used were of 2.5 mm diameter. The reconstruction
of 41x41 2mm square pixels is shown in Figure 6.5. In this scan the 
void was not filled and the structure of the object in the scanning
plane is visible, showing the aluminium object, the circular void and
the two dense inclusions. However, it is obvious from the image that 
the spatial resolution is not as good as that seen in Figure 6.4. 
Linescans taken from both images are shown in Figure 6.6 and it can be 
seen that the resolution of edges is much clearer in those taken from 
the 71x71 image which has 1mm pixels compared to the 2mm pixels of the 
41x41 image which also suffers a slight extra loss of resolution caused 
by using 2.5mm collimators rather than 2mm. The dimensions of the 
various features of the images were compared to the actual physical 
dimensions and were found to agree to plus or minus the size of a 
pixel.
The pixel values represent the linear attenuation coefficients of the 
materials at 662 keV. Values were taken from regions of interest (ROIs) 
in both reconstructions and these were compared to theoretical values 
obtained by reference to tables (HUB69,HUB82,STO70). Table 6.3 shows 
the values obtained from regions of aluminium, copper and lead in both 
reconstructions, values obtained from a reconstruction of the 71x71 
image after having removed a value of 20 from each raysum, and 
theoretical values including and excluding the effects of coherent 
scattering. The errors shown are the standard errors of the 
distributions of pixel values within the ROIs. The standard deviation 
of a pixel was estimated using Equation 2.47 using the total number of 
counts in each dataset. The values obtained were .064 /cm for the 71x71
image and .015 /cm for the 41x41 image. This was to be expected as the
low resolution image contained more counts and also the noise increases 
as the pixel size decreases. The greater noise level of the high 
resolution image is obvious from visual inspection. It has to be noted 
that these scans were performed using fixed time measurements rather
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Figure 6.4 71x71 transmission scan.
Figure 6.5 41x41 transmission scan.
Figure 6.6 Linescans from 71x71 and 41x41 images.
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than fixed count and therefore the standard deviation value varies 
throughout the image and is higher in regions of high attenuation where 
the corresponding raysums contained less counts.
Table 6.3 Measured and theoretical values of linear attenuation 
coefficients (cm ). N.B. Errors shown are standard errors 
of distributions within measurement regions.
71x71 71x71 41x41 Theoretical
image image image with coherent without coherent
(-20)
Al .19 (.003) .21 (.003) .15 (.002) .202 .201
Cu .60 (.02) .64 (.03) .51 (.01) .645 .637
Pb 1.07 (.03) 1.24 (.04) .96 (.02) 1.25 1.20
The measured values of linear attenuation coefficients were 
consistently lower than the theoretical values as can be seen in Table 
6.3. This is assumed to be due to the presence of scattered radiation 
and general background in the measured raysums. At 662 keV the 
principal interaction process is Compton scattering and at this energy 
both Compton and coherently scattered photons are predominantly forward 
directed and therefore difficult to discriminate against. Collimation 
is used to define the raypath and to discriminate against scattered 
radiation and energy windowing is used to provide further
discrimination against Compton scattering. The energy window used for 
these scans limited the acceptance of Compton scattering to angles less 
than 6° however it is not possible to window against coherent scatter. 
The collimation used for the 41x41 scan allowed scattering of up to 
approximately 7° while that used for the high resolution 71x71 scan 
provided a limit of about 3°. These scans were performed using only one 
energy window set over the photopeak, therefore it was not possible to 
estimate the amount of scattered radiation within the window using a 
second window. However, as an exercise, an arbitrary figure of 20 
counts was subtracted from each raysum collected for the 71x71 image
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and the resulting data were reconstructed. This figure was assumed to 
include contributions of general background, coherent scattering and 
Compton scattering. The resulting attenuation values are shown in Table
6.3 and can be seen to be very close to the theoretical values.
ii) Emission scans
Three emission scans were performed of the Cs-137 source in the test 
object. The first was carried out using the HPGe detector and the 
Nal(Tl) was used for the other two. The collimation and scanning 
parameters were kept constant for all the scans. The collimator used 
was 40mm long with a circular aperture of 2.5mm diameter. The scans 
comprised 60 projections collected over 360° with 41 raysums per 
projection at 2mm intervals. The data sets were reconstructed into 
41x41 arrays of 2mm square pixels. The results of the two scans made 
using the Nal(Tl) detector are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The 
differences between these scans were caused by movement of the source 
within the test object in the second scan (Figure 6.8) as the source 
was found to have fallen during the scanning process.
The image from the scan using the HPGe detector is shown in Figure 6.9 
and this image can be compared to Figure 6.7. The images show a 
difference in the size of the source and also show a difference in the 
surrounding low level background. The effect of the lead and copper 
inclusions can be seen more clearly in the Nal(Tl) image. The images 
have not been corrected for the effects of attenuation. The radiation 
detected through the copper and lead was attenuated more than that 
passing through the aluminium and on back-projection this created the 
shadows seen in the images. However, this background is at a low level 
compared to the intensity of the source pixels.
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Figure 6.7 Emission scan of Cs-137 source in test object, (Nal(Tl)).
Figure 6.8 Emission scan of fallen Cs-137 source, (Nal(Tl))
Figure 6.9 Emission scan of Cs-137 source in test object, (HPGe)
Linescans taken through the centre pixel of the source in both images 
are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. The peak in the Nal(Tl) linescan is 
visibly broader than that from the HPGe image. The width of the source 
can be estimated from the linescans. The HPGe image gives a source 
length of between 4 and 6 mm whereas the Nal(Tl) gives between 8 and 10 
mm. The sphere of activity within the source capsule was 3mm in 
diameter. The difference in resolution was due to blurring caused by 
the inclusion of scattered radiation within the raysums. The energy 
windows used for the scans were such that the maximum scattering 
acceptance angles were 30° for the Nal(Tl) and 6° for the HPGe. Hence 
the increased scattering contribution to the Nal(Tl) detector caused a 
loss of image resolution. The two images (Figure 6.7 and 6.9) were 
weighted to the same value in the most intense pixel and a difference 
image was produced by subtracting one from the other. This is shown in 
Figure 6.12 together with a linescan taken through the centre of the
source. This shows the larger scattering component of the image
obtained with the Nal(Tl).
These results demonstrate the improvement in emission scans due to the 
reduction in the effects of scattered radiation brought about by the 
use of high resolution detectors and narrow energy windows.
6.3.2 Scans using Tc-99m
A number of experiments were carried out using Tc-99m as the gamma-ray 
emitter. The Tc-99m was in the form of sodium pertechnetate in solution 
which provided a useful distributed source. The major problem with 
using Tc-99m is the short half life of only 6 hours. As the overall 
scanning times were of the order of two half lives it was necessary to 
apply a correction for the decay in activity of the source. A program 
was written to correct for decay by adjusting the measured raysums
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Figure 6.10 (Upper) Linescan through Nal(Tl) image of Cs-137 source. 
Figure 6.11 (Lover) Linescan through HPGe image of Cs-137 source.
Figure 6.12 Image formed by the subtraction of the HPGe image from the 
Nal(Tl) image and a linescan through the source.
allowing for the collection time and also the times of both linear and 
angular movements. Reconstruction was carried out once the decay 
correction had been applied.
Tc-99m emits gamma-rays at 140.5 keV, the measured spectra of the 
source is shown in Figure 6.13.
100 150
Energy (keV)
500
Figure 6.13 Energy spectrum of Tc-99m measured with the HPGe detector, 
i) Concentric ring test object
The test object scanned comprised three concentric rings of plastic 
containing water and a solution of Tc-99m as seen in Figure 6.14. The 
central circle and outer torus contained a uniform concentration of 
sodium pertechnetate and the inner torus contained water. The scan 
consisted of 45 projections over 360° each of 39 raysums set 2mm apart, 
the collimator used was a 2x6mm slit. Data were collected in two energy 
windows, one set over the photopeak and the other, of equal width, set 
immediately below this to measure scattering.
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Tc-99m
Water
The reconstructed image of the photopeak data is shown in Figure 6.15. 
The structure of the object can be seen as can the effect of 
attenuation causing the pixels in the centre to have lower values than 
those in the outer torus.
Figure 6.16 shows the image formed by reducing the effects of 
scattering as described in Section 4.5.7. The data from the scattering 
window were multiplied by 0.5 and then subtracted from the photopeak 
data. The resulting scattering corrected dataset was reconstructed to 
give the image. This image shows the effects of attenuation more 
strongly. In the photopeak image the extra counts caused by the 
acceptance of scattered radiation compensate for some of the counts 
lost by attenuation.
The scattering corrected data were then corrected for the effects of 
attenuation using one of the simple mathematical methods described in 
Section 4.4.1, the average of the exponential method. The reconstructed 
image is shown in Figure 6.17 and it can be seen that the attenuation 
correction worked very well for this simple geometry. Linescans taken
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Figure 6.14 The concentric ring test object
Figure 6.15 Photopeak image of the concentric ring test object.
Figure 6.16 Scattering subtracted image of the ring test object.
Figure 6.17 Attenuation corrected image of the ring test object.
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through the scattering corrected image and the attenuation corrected 
image are shown in Figure 6.18 and these show the effect of the 
correction on the pixel values in the central region and also a slight 
improvement in the shape of the section through the outer torus which 
originally showed a decrease in intensity moving toward the centre.
a.
Figure 6.18 Linescans through a. the scattering corrected image and b. 
the attenuation corrected image.
This experiment demonstrated the effects of attenuation and that a 
scattering component can cause the appearance of less attenuation. It 
also showed that simple mathematical corrections can be useful in 
situations of uniform attenuation with simple, evenly distributed 
sources.
ii) Tufnol test object
A test object was constructed from Tufnol. This comprised an outer tube 
containing three vertical rods as shown in Figure 6.19. The tube was 
filled with the technetium solution and the rods acted as cold spots 
ie. areas containing no activity. The object was scanned using a 
rectangular slit collimator 2mm wide by 6mm high. This was used to 
increase the count rate. The scan comprised 30 projections of 23 
raysums at 2mm increments and was decay corrected and reconstructed 
into a 23x23 array of 2mm square pixels. The resulting image is shown 
in Figure 6.20. The distribution of activity was totally unexpected,
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Figure 6.19 The Tufnol test object.
for instead of a distributed source containing cold areas, the image 
showed the activity limited to the surfaces of the Tufnol. It is 
assumed that a chemical reaction took place which bound the technetium 
to the surface of the tufnol. There was insufficient activity left in 
the test object to perform another scan, however the liquid was removed 
and it was confirmed that the activity was in the test object and not 
in the liquid. This was a useful result as one of the industrial 
problems where emission tomography will provide a solution is the 
detection and measurement of surface deposition within pipes and heat 
exchangers carrying radioactivity. Although the spatial resolution of 
the scan was poor (2-3mm), it clearly showed the activity present on 
the surfaces of the Tufnol.
iii) Narrow torus scan
This scan was performed to simulate the examination of surface deposits 
within a pipe as mentioned in section ii) above. The object used 
comprised a polyethylene rod placed within a plastic tube to form a 
narrow gap of varying width between the two, this was less than 0.5mm 
at its maximum. Into this gap a solution of sodium pertechetate was 
injected and the object was scanned using a 1mm collimator. 30
r  ■
1 j
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Figure 6.20 Emission image of the Tufnol test object.
Figure 6.21 Emission scan of the narrow torus of Tc-99m.
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projections were collected over 360° each containing 33 raysums set 1mm 
apart.
The reconstructed image is shown in Figure 6.21. This shows some slight 
alignment artefacts but the ring of activity can be seen clearly. It is 
also possible to see the variation in the thickness of the ring, with 
the widest area being in the lower left of the image. Although this 
relates to the activity distribution, it is not a true image of the 
thickness as the spatial resolution of the scan was not sufficiently 
high, however it is due to partial volume effects.
A pixel value represents an average activity distributed throughout its 
area. Hence, if as in this case the activity is of uniform 
concentration, the pixel value relates to the volume of activity it 
contains. Therefore, the pixels in the area where the ring was widest 
are those which show the highest activity. The further loss in spatial 
resolution due to the divergence of the raysum causes the activity to 
be spread over a number of pixels.
This scan showed that it is possible to see a variation in thickness of 
a ring of activity of uniform concentration even though the ring was 
narrower than the spatial resolution of the system. It is possible to 
detect areas of activity much smaller than a pixel provided that the 
activity is sufficient to raise the value of the pixel above the noise 
level of the surrounding pixels.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
7.1 Introduction
One of the primary aims of this work was to investigate the
applicability of using emission tomography to study distributions of 
radionuclides within irradiated nuclear fuel rods. Therefore 
experiments were performed to scan test objects which modelled various 
characteristics of irradiated fuel. A scanning system was being 
incorporated into a hot cell facility by the Chemistry Division at 
Harwell in order to examine advanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR) fuel 
pins. A scan from this system is discussed in Section 7.4, however the
prototype scanning system was used to perform simulation studies.
An accurate model of an irradiated fuel pin would require a distributed 
source with a spatially varying concentration of activity within an 
attenuating medium. This is a difficult situation to recreate and 
various systems of modelling were considered. One possibility was
briefly to irradiate a small pellet of depleted uranium in a thermal 
neutron flux and to study the emissions from Np-239 the decay product 
of the U-239 produced by the irradiation. This would have provided a 
distributed source containing a number of radionuclides emitting a 
multienergetic spectrum from a highly attenuating object. However, for 
safety reasons it was not possible to irradiate fissile materials in 
the irradiation tubes of the reactors at Harwell and therefore the test 
object could not be constructed. Another model considered was to mix 
irradiated and non-irradiated powders to form distributions of 
radionuclides within an attenuating medium. However, the experiments 
were performed using discrete sources which were simpler to handle and
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discussed in Chapter 8.
7.2 Tantalum - Titanium Experiments
7.2.1 Design of the test object 
i. The source
Consideration was given to the production of suitable radionuclides 
within a reactor at Harwell. Isotopes considered were Ir-192, Au-198, 
Cr-51, As-76, Fe-59 and Ta-182. The source chosen was Ta-182. This 
emits gamma-rays ranging in energy from 60 keV to 1.4 MeV, has a useful 
halflife for scanning purposes (115 days) and could be produced in a 
suitable form and activity for use on the scanning rig.
The principal gamma-ray emissions from Ta-182 are shown in Table 7.1. 
It can be seen that the most intense emissions occur at 67.7 keV, 100.3 
keV and above 1 MeV. As the efficiency of the detector is highest at 
low energies, the 100 keV peak was chosen for the majority of the 
scans. While this emission is not as intense as the 67.7 keV peak it 
has the advantage of being free from interference from the 
characteristic X-ray emissions arising from the tungsten collimators 
and lead shields.
ii. The attenuating medium
In order to simulate an irradiated fuel pin it was necessary to place 
the tantalum sources within a suitable attenuation medium. One of the 
principal radionuclides of interest within irradiated fuel is Cs-137 
which emits gamma-rays at 662 keV. Hence, a material was chosen which
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Table 7.1 The principal gamma ray emissions from Ta-182 and their 
intensities.
Energy Intensity (%)
67.7
84.7 
100.1 
113.7
152.4
156.4
179.4
198.4 
222.1 
229.3 
264.1
1121.3
1189.0
1221.4
1231.0
1257.4 
1289.2
42.3
2.7 
14.1
1.9
7.2
2.7
3.2
1.5
7.6
3.6
3.6
35.0
16.3
27.1 
11.5
1.5
1.4
would attenuate the 100 keV photons of Ta-182 by approximately the same 
degree as the 662 keV photons of Cs-137 are attenuated within uranium 
dioxide (UO2).
The material chosen was titanium. The attenuation values used for the 
calculations were taken from published tables (HUB75, HUB82, ST070). 
Initially the linear attenuation coefficient of UO2 was calculated at 
662 keV. The mass attenuation coefficients of uranium and oxygen at 662 
keV were obtained from the tables by interpolating from the published 
values using graphs. These were then combined using Equation 3.23 to 
give the mass attenuation coefficient of the compound UO2 . The value 
obtained was 0.127 cm2/g which was multiplied by the density of the UO2 
in a fuel pin, taken to be 10.96 g/cm3. The resulting linear 
attenuation coefficient being 1.4 /cm. Therefore, to make a test 
object of the same dimensions as a fuel pin a material was required 
with a linear attenuation coefficient of 1.4 /cm at 100 keV. The 
majority of metals have a high density and correspondingly high 
attenuation whereas aluminium has a low density and too low an
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linear attenuation coefficient of 1.23 /cm at 100 keV and is readily 
available for machining into test objects.
It was assumed that a fuel pin comprised a uniform cylinder of uranium 
dioxide with a diameter of 14mm contained within a thin cladding of 
stainless steel. A 16mm diameter cylinder of titanium was calculated to 
attenuate lOOkeV photons to approximately the same degree as a 14mm 
fuel pin attenuates at 662 keV. ie. using Equation 3.9 which gives the 
attenuation of a well collimated beam of photons.
n = no exp (-px) -(3.9)
For a fuel pin the exponential term is (-1.4x1.4) and for the titanium 
it is (-1.23x1.6) and
exp (-1.4x1.4) ~ exp (-1.23x1.6)
These values compare to within 1%, however they are theoretical and 
taken from tables which are only accurate to a few percent but they do 
give a reasonable estimate of comparability. A further comparison was 
made of the ratio of the effects of Compton scattering to photoelectric 
events in the two materials. The values were once again obtained from 
tables and Equation 3.23 was used for the compound UO2 . The mass 
attenuation coefficients for UO2 at 662 keV gave a Compton to 
photoelectric ratio of 1.04. The value obtained for titanium at 100 keV 
was 1.15 which is about 10% higher than for the fuel but this was not 
felt to be a problem. A greater problem was the high self absorption of 
the tantalum sources placed within the titanium medium. The results of 
this are discussed in Section 7.2.3.
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The design of the test object is shown in Figure 7.1. It comprised 
three cylinders of titanium each 16 mm in diameter and 6.25 mm in 
height. These were placed together within a polythene holder which had 
the dual purpose of retaining the titanium and providing easy 
positioning on the scanning rig. A perspex rod was attached centrally 
to the turntable and the polythene holder was designed to slide onto 
this. The central cylinder of titanium contained the Ta-182 sources as 
shown in Figure 7.1a. Six sources were used set at distances apart 
varying from 0.5 to 4 mm to determine spatial resolution. The sources 
were both solid rods (two of 2.2 mm diameter and one of 2.0 mm) and 
hollow tubes (three of 2.2 mm outside diameter with a wall thickness of
0.1 mm). The larger rods were produced by placing 2 mm rods within 
sections of the tubing. The three tube sources contained air.
Polythene
2.2mm
2mm
2.2 mm.
16mm
(b)
Figure 7.1 The tantalum-titanium test object, (a) shows the positions 
of the Ta-182 sources within the titanium and (b) shows the test object 
within its polythene encapsulation.
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one of the nuclear reactors at Harwell. The source activity was 
calculated as follows:-
The total weight of the six sources of tantalum metal was 0.983 g and 
the fractional abundance of Ta-181 is 99.988%. The sources were placed 
in a thermal neutron flux of lxlO13 n/s/cm2 for 5 hours. The activity 
of a source after irradiation in a flux $ for t seconds is given by
A = $ o Na fm ( 1 - exp(-At) )
A
-(7.1)
where o is the activation cross section, Na is Avogadro's constant, A 
is the atomic weight, f is the fractional abundance of the target 
isotope, m is the sample mass and A is the decay constant of the 
activation product (In(2)/half life).
Ta-181 is activated to Ta-182 by two paths, either directly or via the 
metastable state Ta-182m. The cross sections and half lives are shown 
below.
0.01x10"24 cm2 1 8 2 m
22x10"24 cm2
100%
i8 2Ta
tj, = 15.9 min
t
t> = 115 days 
%
The activity produced by direct activation to the Ta-182 state after a 
five hour irradiation was calculated to be 903 MBq (24.4 mCi). The
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activity of 866 MBq (23.4 mCi). All of the Ta-182m produced during 
irradiation decays to Ta-182, however the resulting activity of Ta-182 
was calculated to be less than 0.41 MBq (11 uCi). This was estimated by 
calculating the total number of Ta-182m nuclei produced during 
irradiation and assuming that they all became Ta-182 nuclei during the 
week of 'cooling1. During the irradiation a small amount of the Ta-182 
produced would have been activated to Ta-183 (activation cross section 
8000xl0-24 cm2 and half life 5.1 days). After the cooling period this 
resulted in an activity of Ta-183 of less than 11 MBq (0.3 mCi) with a 
reduction in Ta-182 activity of less than 1 MBq.
After irradiation and the week of decaying, the active tantalum metal 
was placed in the titanium which was then positioned within the 
polythene holder and a number of scans were performed.
7.2.2 Collimation and energy windows
The collimation system used for scanning is shown in Figure 7.2. The 
collimators and detector shield were made from tungsten. The aperture 
of each collimator could be varied in both width and height and the 
distance between the collimators was also variable so that the shape of 
the 'detecting volume' could be changed. The collimator assembly was 
placed as close as possible to the test object to minimize the loss of 
resolution caused by the divergence of the detecting volume. The 
collimator width was set at 0.5 mm for the majority of the scans, as 
shown in Figure 7.3.
The point spread function (PSF) is a measure of the spatial resolution 
of a collimation system and is measured by scanning a point source 
across the face of the collimator. This was performed for the
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Figure 7.2 The basic collimator arrangement.
=0.5mm 
T
D e t e c t o r
25mm. 25mm 20mm
Figure 7.3 Collimation system used for the majority of the Ta-Ti scans
collimator shown in Figure 7.3 using a 1mm diameter bead of Co-60 and 
two measurements were made, one of the counts in the 1.33 MeV peak and 
the other of the gross counts. The resulting PSFs are shown in Figures
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these are 1 (+0.1) mm and 1.05 (+0.1) mm respectively.
A spectrum from the phantom measured using the HPGe detector and this 
collimator is shown in Figure 7.6. The 100 keV gamma-ray peak lies on a 
substantial background composed of scattered radiation arising from 
interactions of higher energy photons with the collimator and shielding 
materials, and within the detector and source. Figure 7.7 shows the low 
energy portion of the spectrum in more detail. The various photopeaks 
of the gamma-ray emisions from Ta-182 can be seen and also the large 
peak at 59 keV caused by the characteristic X-ray emissions of 
tungsten.
The data for each raysum were collected in two energy windows, one 
central about the 100 keV photopeak and the other, of equal width, set 
directly below it to record the scattered events. The photopeak window 
extended from 97 keV to 103 keV and therefore included scattering from 
the 100 keV line through angles up to 32°. The scattering window 
extended from 97 keV down to 91 keV and so included scattering of up to 
60° of the 100 keV photons.
7.2.3 Results
i. Initial scans
While the collimation system described in Section 7.2.2 was used for 
the majority of the scans, the first scan was performed as a quick test 
of the system with the collimator width set at 1 mm. The test object 
was scanned using 30 projections over 360° where each projection 
comprised 21 raysums in 1 mm steps. The counting time per raysum was 
120 seconds. The reconstruction of the raw photopeak data is shown in
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Figure 7.4 Point spread function measured at 1.33 MeV.
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Figure 7.5 Point spread function measured with the gross counts from a 
Co-60 source.
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Figure 7.6 The measured energy spectrum of the Ta-182 source.
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Figure 7.7 The low energy portion of the energy spectrum.
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background in the data. Tomographic reconstruction requires that the 
data has compact support as described in Chapter 2, i.e. the values of
the outer raysums of each projection must be close to zero. The effect
of subtracting the background from the data can be seen in Figure 7.8b. 
This shows the general distribution of the tantalum sources but it is 
not possible to resolve all six due to the low spatial resolution of 
the scan.
The next stage of the experiment was to scan the test object using the 
collimation shown in Figure 7.2 with an aperture of 0.5 mm and a 
collimator separation distance (b) of 67 mm. Data were collected in 36 
projections over 360° each comprising 43 raysums at 0.5 mm steps. The 
measurement time for each raysum was 240 seconds. The data were 
reconstructed after background subtraction and the resulting images for 
the peak and scattering windows are shown in Figures 7.9a and 7.9b. 
These show the three rod sources but the tubes cannot be seen. The 
images are very noisy and examination of the projection data showed 
that the raysums comprised a large background component of over 2000 
counts with only a small count as true data (approximately 200 counts). 
In order to improve the counting statistics by increasing the ratio of 
good counts to background, the collimation was adjusted.
ii. Medium and high resolution scans
The collimation system was set as shown in Figure 7.3 with a slit 
aperture of 0.5 mm wide and 3 mm deep to increase the number of counts 
accepted through the collimation in comparison to those penetrating the 
collimators and shields.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.8 Preliminary scan of Ta-Ti object: (a) from raw data and (b) 
from background subtracted data.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.9 Initial low resolution scan of Ta-Ti object: (a) peak and
(b) scattering images.
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set 0.5 mm apart. The counting time per raysum was 250 seconds. The 
second was performed using the same collimation but with smaller 
increments between raysums. Hence the collimator paths overlapped. This 
scan comprised 60 projections over 360°f each of 85 raysums set 0.25 mm 
apart. As this scan comprised almost four times the number of raysums 
as the previous scan it was necessary to reduce the measurement time 
for each raysum to limit the overall experimental time. The counting 
time used was 160 seconds per raysum.
The final emission scan carried out with the Ta-Ti test object was made 
using the 1.22 MeV peak. The photopeak window was set to cover this 
peak and a scattering window was not used. The photopeak window 
included photons scattered through up to 4°. The scan comprised 30 
projections collected over 360°, each of 85 raysums set 0.25 mm apart. 
The counting time per raysum was 200 seconds.
The image shown in Figure 7.10 is that reconstructed from the 1.22 MeV 
photopeak. The data was badly undersampled having only 30 projections, 
yet each contained 85 raysums. This combined with poor counting 
statistics has led to a noisy image. The use of so few projections when 
compared to the number of raysums has also produced distinct radial 
artefacts due to aliasing.
At 1.22 MeV the attenuation of the photons within the tantalum sources 
is relatively low and in the titanium it is low with the linear 
attenuation coefficients being 0.97 /cm and 0.25 /cm respectively. 
Hence, the rod sources should appear solid and the tubes hollow with 
the same specific activity as there is little attenuation. The 
attenuation of the photons within the tantalum rods will cause small 
attenuation effects. However, the image does not show these details due
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The rods appear solid but the spatial resolution is not sufficiently 
good to show attenuation effects within each source. In fact, partial 
volume effects have caused the edges of the sources to be less well
defined as can be seen in Figure 7.11 which shows a linescan through a 
rod source. The three rods can be easily distinguished and it is clear 
that the 2.0 mm rod is smaller than the two 2.2 mm rods in the image. 
Linescans taken through the 2.0 mm rod gave diameters of 1.8 (+0.3) mm 
FWHM and 3.0 (+0.5) mm FWTM. Linescans through the 2.2 mm rods gave 2.0 
(+0.4) mm FWHM and 3.1 (+0.5) mm FWTM. These were good estimates of the 
diameters for while the pixel size was 0.25 mm the collimator used was 
0.5 mm wide.
The tubes can be seen to be tubes but they do not show the same
intensity as the rods and are very close to the high background noise. 
This is consistent with the difference expected due to partial volume 
effects. The ratio of intensities between rods and tubes in the image 
is approximately four to one. This is the same as the ratio of activity 
within an area the size of a pixel in a rod and the same area covering 
the wall of a tube. The activity is concentrated in a volume smaller 
than that represented by a pixel and so the average activity 
represented by the pixel is lower. Therefore to make a more accurate 
reconstruction of the tubes it would be necessary to use finer
collimation and steps. Also, the tubes would show more clearly in the
present image if the noise level were reduced by increasing the number 
of photons contributing to the image.
At 100 keV the images should appear different to that at 1.22 MeV due 
to the differences in scattering and attenuation. The overall 
attenuation due to the titanium was similar to that of a fuel pin at
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Figure 7.10 Image of Ta-Ti object using 1.22MeV photopeak.
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Figure 7.11 Linescan through a rod in the 1.22 MeV image.
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Figure 7.12 The transmission of 100 keV photons through tantalum.
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100 keV with a linear attenuation coefficient of approximately 70 /cm. 
Figure 7.12 shows the transmission of 100 keV photons through tantalum 
plotted against thickness. This shows that only the 100 keV emissions 
which take place close to the surface of the tantalum rods will escape. 
This has the effect of reducing the number of the 100 keV emissions and 
hence of lowering the reconstructed intensities of the rods in the 
image.
The reconstructed peak and scattering images from the medium resolution 
scan are shown in Figures 7.13a and 7.13b which are set to display the 
same maximum and minimum values (window levels) so a direct comparison 
of the images can be made. The image of the peak data (Figure 7.13a) 
shows clearly the six sources. The two rods near the centre appear to 
touch in the image. Close examination of the image and of a linescan 
taken through the sources shows that it is not quite possible to 
resolve the two as separate sources. This is consistent with the fact 
that the sources were seperated by 0.5 mm which is slightly smaller 
than the width of the volume within the object that was defined by the 
collimator.
The three tubes appear as solid objects due to partial volume effects. 
In the high energy image the ratio of intensities of the rods to the 
tubes was approximately 4:1 however this ratio is lower in the 100 keV 
image. This is due to the attenuation of the 100 keV photons within the 
rods reducing their relative intensities. While this effect reduces the 
reconstructed intensity of the rods it is expected that the intensity 
would be increased by scattering within them. The solid tantalum rods 
should give rise to the greatest amount of scattering in the test 
object. This was the case as can be seen in Figure 7.13b the image 
reconstructed from the scattering data. This was due to scattering of
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high energy photons within both the source and the detector. The use 
of two scattering windows set either side of the photopeak would make 
it possible to separate the effects of scattering from the photopeak 
and from higher energy photons.
In order to remove the incoherent scattering component from an image it 
is possible to subtract a fraction of the counts in the scattering 
window from the photopeak window prior to reconstruction or to subtract 
a fraction of the scattering image from the photopeak image. However if 
there are higher energy components this becomes more complicated as 
both windows contain not only scattering from the photopeak but also 
scattering from higher energies. It is necessary to remove the effects 
of high energies from each window prior to subtracting a fraction of 
the scattering window. The easiest method of achieving this is to use a 
window placed above the photopeak to determine the scattering component 
from higher energies. However, when only two windows are used this is 
not possible. It is possible though, to assume a background due to high 
energy events which extends linearly between the ends of each 
projection. However, this is not quite the true situation for although 
it will account for most of the effects due to penetration of the 
collimator and shielding it does not remove the counts due to events 
collected through the aperture of the collimator. Nevertheless, this 
was the method used to remove the background prior to reconstructing 
the images shown in Figure 7.13. Hence these images contain scattering 
events from the higher energy emissions of tantalum.
Subtracting half the value of the scattering image Figure 7.13b from 
the photopeak image Figure 7.13a produced the image shown in Figure 
7.14. The six sources can still be clearly seen and the intensities of 
the tubes are closer to those of the rods. However, this image still
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A more realistic correction is to subtract the total scattering window 
from the photopeak window prior to reconstruction without subtracting a 
linear background from both. This may overcorrect for the effects of 
scattering from the photopeak itself but provides a more accurate 
correction for the effects of higher energies. Both of the windows 
contain approximately equal contributions due to penetration and
collection through the collimator aperture. The result of the
subtraction is a set of projections closely representing the 100 keV 
emissions from the tantalum sources. This procedure was performed and 
the resulting reconstruction is shown in Figure 7.15. This shows the 
six sources but the resolution of the rods has degraded and the
intensity of the central rod is low. This is consistent with the high 
attenuation of the tantalum rods at 100 keV as emissions from the 
central rod were attenuated the most.
In the scattering subtracted image the intensities of the rods and 
tubes are very close unlike the high energy image where the effects of 
partial volumes were apparent. This is because the 100 keV emissions 
detected arise from close to the surface of the tantalum. Hence, both 
the rods and tubes are subject to partial volume effects and both 
contribute similar numbers of photons to the image.
The results from the high resolution scan show the same effects. The 
images reconstructed from the photopeak and scattering windows after 
subtracting a linear background are shown in Figures 7.16a and 7.16b. 
This shows the tubes to be rings of activity for although the same 
collimation was used, the smaller distance between raysums produced an 
apparent improvement in spatial resolution. The two rods in the centre 
of the image separated by 0.5 mm titanium can be resolved clearly. The
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.13 Medium resolution images of the Ta-Ti test object 
reconstructed from (a) the peak and (b) the scattering windows.
Figure 7.14 Medium resolution 
image produced by subtracting 
half the scattering image.
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Figure 7.15 Medium resolution 
image produced by reconstructing 
the peak data minus the 
scattering data.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.16 High resolution images of the Ta-Ti test object 
reconstructed from (a) the peak and (b) the scattering windows.
Figure 7.17 High resolution Figure 7.18 Transmission scan
image produced by reconstructing of the Ta-Ti test object,
the peak data minus the 
scattering data.
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scattering from higher energies and the effects of partial volumes.
To remove the effects of scattering the data from the scattering window 
was subtracted from the photopeak window and the resulting projections 
were reconstructed to give the image shown in Figure 7.17. This is a 
noisy image due to the poor counting statistics of the 100 keV peak, 
however it shows the same effects as the medium resolution image in 
Figure 7.15. The central rod is not resolved well and is of lower 
intensity due to the attenuation primarily of the surrounding tantalum 
sources. The rods and tubes have approximately the same intensities, as 
expected.
iii. Transmission scan
The final experiment performed with the tantalum-titanium test object 
was a transmission scan using the 662 keV emissions of Cs-137. This 
comprised 30 projections over 180°, each of 47 raysums set 0.5 mm 
apart. The collection time per raysum was 300 seconds. The source and 
detector collimators were both 0.5 mm wide. The data were collected in 
two energy windows, the first set over the 662 keV peak of Cs-137 and 
the second, of equal width, set directly below it. The photopeak window 
contained not only counts due to the transmission of 662 keV photons 
but also the effects of the high energy photons emitted from the 
tantalum sources. The second window was subtracted from the photopeak 
window to remove these effects.
The reconstructed image is shown in Figure 7.18. The titanium test 
object is shown clearly as are the three tantalum rods but the tubes 
are not seen although the air gaps within the tubes can be discerned. 
The linear attenuation coefficients of titanium and tantalum at 662 keV
obtained for titanium and tantalum from regions of the image were 0.36 
(+0.04) /cm and 1.53 (+0.05) /cm. The errors shown are standard errors 
from the distributions of values within the regions. An estimate of the 
errors in the image obtained using Equation 2.47 gave a value for the 
error in linear attenuation coefficient of 0.13 /cm.
The tubes cannot be seen due to partial volume effects. If the tubes 
were filled with titanium then the increase in attenuation caused by 
the tubes would render them visible but the presence of the air gap 
with almost no attenuation compensates for the high attenuation of the 
tantalum. This can be seen by considering an area the size of a pixel 
containing a thin band of tantalum with air and titanium on either 
side. Photons passing through the area are attenuated to approximately 
the same degree as if the area had only contained titanium.
7.2.4 Summary
This series of experiments demonstrated the importance of compensating 
for the effects of scattering from higher energies whether it occurs in 
the source, collimator, shielding or the detector itself. The important 
effects of partial volumes and high self attenuation were also seen. 
These effects were seen most clearly by comparing the high energy image 
to the scattering corrected images. The former showing the emissions 
with little attenuation but partial volume effects rendering the tubes 
almost invisible. The latter showing emissions from a thin layer of 
tantalum with partial volume effects making the tubes and rods appear 
very similar.
The emission images produced after the subtraction of all the effects 
of high energy scattering gave the most realistic representation of the
produced by subtracting a linear background. In the case of a single 
multienergetic source such as this the images including scattering look 
good as the majority of the scattering appears to come from the 
sources. However, if two radionuclides with different spatial 
distributions were present the effects of one would seriously distort 
images of the other if no correction were used.
Therefore, the experiments showed the need for at least one scattering 
window set below the photopeak window. However, a further window set 
above the photopeak would give greater flexibility in correcting for 
the effects of scattering.
The transmission image showed that it is possible to perform 
transmission tomography of an active test object provided that extra 
energy windows are used to compensate for the emissions of the sources 
within the object.
7.3 Chromium - Titanium Experiments
7.3.1 Design of the test object
These scans were performed to test the spatial resolution and 
reconstruction accuracy of the system without the effects of scattering 
from high energies or high self attenuation of the sources. The 
requirements for the test object were:-
a) ability to determine the resolution of the enclosed sources.
b) to include large and small sources.with respect to collimator size 
to determine the shape of linescans through the sources.
c) the attenuation of the sources not to be greater than that of the 
matrix.
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i. The source
A liquid source was chosen in order to satisfy requirement c) and also 
allowed for the mixing of sources to satisfy d). However, no 
experiments were performed with more than one radionuclide as the 
collection electronics were limited to the two windows used for peak
and scattering. The source was chosen to be monoenergetic to avoid the
effects of scattering from higher energies. Chromium-51 (Cr-51) was 
used in the form of sodium dichromate in solution. This has a half life
of 27.7 days and emits gamma-rays with an energy of 320 keV. This was
not made to design in a reactor at Harwell but was purchased with an 
initial activity of 1.11 GBq (30 mCi).
In order to prevent the deposition of active chromium upon the walls of 
the test object, inactive sodium dichromate was disolved in the active 
solution. It was calculated that the number of chromium atoms in 1 mg 
of sodium dichromate was approximately 1000 times the number of active 
atoms in the source solution. Therefore 100 mg of inactive sodium 
dichromate was disolved to make an inactive solution which was used to 
increase the volume of the active solution to that necessary to fill 
the voids prepared in the test object. Hence, inactive chromium would 
be deposited preferentially upon the walls leaving the activity in 
solution.
ii The attenuating medium
In order to satisfy requirements a) and b) the test object was designed 
to be larger than the Ta-Ti test object. It is possible to place liquid 
sources in plastic vials within a liquid medium to give a uniform
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would be about 200 mm across to give the required attenuation and would 
therefore take a long time to scan using fine collimation. Titanium 
was, once again, the most convenient medium in which to place the 
activity, with its attenuation intermediate between aluminium and the 
denser metals. A useful size to use was a 52 mm diameter cylinder. The 
linear attenuation coefficient of titanium at 320 keV is 0.46 /cm which 
gives an overall transmission through 52mm of 0.09 This can be compared 
to the value of 0.14 for the transmission of 662 keV photons through 14 
mm of UO2. Hence, the attenuation of the test object was higher than 
for a fuel rod, however the difference was not felt to be a problem. 
The object gave a total attenuation comparable to that of 550 keV 
photons in UO2 . The ratio of Compton scattering to photoelectric 
interactions was calculated to be approximately 28 at 320 keV in 
titanium in comparison with 1.04 for 662 keV in UO2 ; a large 
difference. Therefore, while being slightly more attenuating than the 
desired model, the titanium test object should demonstrate a much 
higher degree of scattering.
iii The physical design
The design of the test object is shown in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. The 
cylinder of titanium was drilled to contain chromium sources of three 
diameters: 2, 5 and 10 mm. Due to the nature of the material it was not 
possible to drill holes smaller than 2 mm. The holes were filled with 
the active Cr-51 solution and a cap was placed on the object. A holder 
was made and attached to the scanner's turntable to allow easy 
positioning of the object for scanning. This is shown in Figure 7.20.
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Figure 7.19 The chromium-titanium test object, (a) shows the positions 
of the holes containing the chromium solution and (b) shows the depth 
of the holes in the titanium.
7.3.2 Collimation and energy windows
The collimation used is shown in Figure 7.21 and comprised the two 
variable tungsten collimators, however the tungsten detector sheath was 
not needed for this scan. The collimator aperture was a slit 1 mm wide 
and 9 mm deep. A deep slit such as this is not desirable as it affects 
the resolution and sensitivity in the vertical direction, nevertheless 
it was necessary to obtain a count rate sufficient for scanning to be 
completed within a reasonable time. Two scans were performed with the 
distance between collimators, d, being 39 mm for the first and 154 mm 
for the second. This was changed in order to examine the effect of 
varying the shape of the volume defined by the collimators within the 
test object.
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Figure 7.20 The chromium-titanium test object and holder.
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Figure 7.21 The collimation used for the Cr-Ti scans.
The point spread function (PSF) of each of the collimator arrangements 
was measured by scanning a 1 mm diameter bead of Ba-133, positioned at 
the centre of the turntable, across the face of the collimator. The 
data from the 356 keV peak was collected and the resulting PSFs are 
shown in Figure 7.22 and 7.23. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
values were 1.35 (+0.1) mm for the short collimation and 1.17 (+0.1) mm 
for the long.
The energy spectrum measured from the source is shown in Figure 7.24. 
This shows clearly the 320 keV peak from Cr-51 with the other 
noticeable features being a backscatter peak in the region of 142 keV 
and lead fluorescence X-ray peaks from the shielding used around the 
scanner and detector. Two energy windows were set using single channel 
analyzers. The first was set over the peak from 318 to 322 keV which 
would include single scattering events of up to 8°. The second was set 
directly below this from 314 to 318 keV to include single scattering 
events up to 14°.
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Figure 7.22 Point spread function for the short collimation.
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Figure 7.23 Point spread function for the long collimation.
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Figure 7.24 Measured energy spectrum from the Cr-51 source.
7.3.3 Results
Two scans were performed using the Cr-Ti test object. They both 
comprised 45 projections collected over 360° , each containing 61 
raysums set 1 mm apart. The counting time for the first scan, using the 
short collimation, was 200 seconds per raysum and for the second, using 
the long collimation, was 280 seconds per raysum. The overall scanning 
time in each case was approximately one week which is an appreciable 
part of the half-life of Cr-51 (27.7 days). Therefore a decay
correction was applied to the measured data before further processing. 
This correction was applied by a computer program which was designed to 
allow for the counting time for each raysum and the movement times 
between raysums and projections.
Once the decay correction had been applied, the data were 
reconstructed. Figure 7.25a shows the reconstructed image of the data 
from the photopeak window using the short collimation. This shows 
clearly all eleven sources and also shows a decrease in intensity
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of the 2 mm sources apears to be of lower activity than its neighbours 
and it is thought that this was due to the presence of an air bubble 
within the narrow tube of liquid. Linescans taken through the sources 
give average FWHM diameters of 9.8 (+0.6) mm, 4.8 (+0.5) mm and 2.2 
(+0.6) mm compared to the actual diameters of 10, 5 and 2 mm. The
average FWTM diameters were 12 (+0.8) mm, 7.2 (+0.6) mm and 3.8 (+1) 
mm. These values are summarized in Table 7.2. Sections of linescans 
taken through the sources are shown in Figure 7.26. The relative height 
of the 5 and 10 mm sources show the effects of attenuation. The effect 
can also be seen with the 2 mm sources although these do not achieve 
the height of the larger sources due to partial volume effects as the 
dimensions of these sources are close to the resolving limit of the 
system.
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Figure 7.26 Linescans taken fron the photopeak image of the Cr-Ti 
object using the short collimation.
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Table 7.2 The measurements of the dimensions of the sources within the 
chromium-titanium test object for short and long collimation. The 
figures in brackets are errors in the measurements.
Short Long
10mm 5mm 2mm 10mm 5mm 2mm
FWHM 9.8 (0.6) 4.8 (0.5) 2.2 (0.6) 9.9 (0.8) 4.9 (0.6) 2.1 (0.7)
FWTM 12.0 (0.8) 7.2 (0.6) 3.8 (1.0) 12.0 (1.0) 6.7 (0.8) 4.3 (1.0)
FWHM .82 (.07) .67 (.09) .58 (.2) .83 (.09) .73 (.1) .49 (.2)
FWTM
The noise to signal ratio was calculated for the image using Equation 
2.57 which assumes a concentration of activity in one area of the 
image. This gave a noise figure of approximately 10%. Measurement of 
the average value of 46 pixels comprising the centre of the 10 mm 
source gave a value of 2170 counts per pixel with a standard deviation 
of 158 i.e. about 7%.
The image shown in Figure 7.25b is that produced from the scattering 
window data with the short collimation. The maximum display value 
(window level) was not set the same as for the photopeak image as the 
intensities were much lower. The general distribution of activity can 
be seen but the small sources are less distinct amidst the noise in the 
image. The scattering window was set to accept photons scattered 
through between 8° and 14°. Hence the photons were not scattered far 
from their original direction which is why the structure of the object 
is visible but blurred with little information appearing to come from 
the titanium medium. If a much larger window had been used allowing the 
measurement of photons scattered through large angles then the titanium 
matrix would be visible in the image. The image from such a large
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the photopeak image.
The pixel values in the scattering image are considerably lower than 
for the photopeak image and the maximum pixel value is only 3.2% of the 
maximum in the photopeak image. This shows that scattering made only a 
small contribution to the photopeak image.
It is possible to remove the incoherent scattering component from an 
image by subtracting data from the scattering window as described in 
Section 4.5.7. This can be performed by subtracting projection data 
prior to reconstruction or by subtraction of images. If attenuation 
correction is not applied then these are identical operations as the 
process of reconstruction is a linear summation. Image subtraction was 
used to provide two scattering corrected images. These were formed by 
subtracting the full value of the scattering image and half the value 
of the scattering image from the photopeak image. The results are shown 
in Figure 7.27. There is very little difference in the images as the 
scattering component was so small. The overall range of pixel values 
was reduced by 1% when subtracting the total scattering window. 
Linescans taken through the sources in the scattering corrected images 
gave the same dimensions as in the original photopeak image.
The photopeak image obtained using the long collimation is shown in 
Figure 7.28a. This image is noisier than that measured with short 
collimation as the counting statistics were poorer. However, a more 
noticable difference is that the intensity of source A, one of the 5 mm 
sources, appears considerably lower than the others. The relative 
intensities of the 2 mm sources are also generally lower than those in 
the short collimation image. The implication of this result is that 
there was a change in the distribution of activity within the test
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.25 Images of the Cr-Ti test object measured using the short 
collimation. (a) shows the photopeak image and (b) the scattering 
image.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.27 Scattering corrected images of the short collimation data, 
(a) shows the peak minus half the scattering and (b) shows the peak 
minus scattering image.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.28 Images of the Cr-Ti test object measured using the long 
collimation. (a) shows the photopeak image and (b) the scattering 
image.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.30 Scattering corrected images of the long collimation data, 
(a) shows the peak minus half the scattering and (b) shows the peak 
minus scattering image.
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the volume of active liquid within the holes was measured. It was found 
that the volume of liquid in source A and the small 2 mm sources had 
decreased from that originally placed within them. It is believed that 
the water was able to evaporate from these and that the active salt was 
concentrated in the liquid remaining at the bottom of each hole. This 
process removed activity from the measurement volume defined by the 
collimator as the plane under examination was above the majority of the 
activity in these holes.
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Figure 7.29 Linescans taken from the photopeak image of the Cr-Ti 
object using the long collimation.
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Linescans were drawn through the sources and a number of sections of 
these are shown in Figure 7.29. The dimensions of the sources were 
measured from the linescans and the FWHM values were 9.9 (+0.8) mm, 4.9
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(+0.8) mm and 4.3 (+1) mm. These figures are shown in Table 7.2. The 
use of the long collimator gave no apparent improvement in resolution. 
The ratios of FWHM to FWTM are also shown in Table 7.2. These ratios 
give an indication of how sharp the images are as a perfect 
reconstruction would give ratios of 1. It can be seen that there was a 
slight increase in the values for the 5 mm and 10 mm sources when using
the long collimator but the differences were small. The point spread
functions measured for the two collimators gave FWHM values of 1.35 and 
1.17 mm for the short and long respectively, the difference being about 
14%. This change was not detectable in the scans due to the level of 
noise present and the use of a 1 mm step length. With the use of a 
smaller step and much improved counting statistics it should be 
possible to see a difference in the images.
The noise value estimated for this image using Equation 2.57 was 
approximately 20%. However, a calculation of the average value of 46 
pixels making up the centre of the 10 mm source gave a value of 489 
counts per pixel with a standard deviation of 40 i.e. about 8%.
The image reconstructed from the scattering window data is shown in 
Figure 7.28b. This again shows the general distribution of activity 
within the test object as it is reconstructed from small angle 
scattering events. Two scattering subtracted images were produced as 
for the short collimation. These were formed by subtracting the full
value and half the value of the scattering image from the photopeak 
image. The resulting images are shown in Figure 7.30. The difference 
between the photopeak image and the total scattering subtraction image 
was less than 2% and no difference in the size of the sources was
measurable.
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These experiments demonstrated the ability of the system to detect and 
reconstruct images of sources within an object with an overall 
attenuation similar to that of a nuclear fuel pellet. The spatial 
resolution was of the order of the collimator width and the sizes of 
all the sources could be determined accurately.
The predominant interaction process in titanium is Compton scattering 
at the photon energy used. However, this was not found to be a great 
problem in providing good images due to the use of a high resolution 
detector and a narrow energy window. The subtraction of the scattering 
information which was collected in a second window produced little 
change in the images as it comprised only 1 or 2% of the counts in the 
photopeak. The problem with using the high resolution detector was the 
loss of efficiency. A higher counting rate would have permitted the use 
of finer collimation and a greater number of raysums which would have 
yielded better spatial resolution.
7.4 Fuel Rod Scan
7.4.1 Introduction
During the later stages of this work the Chemistry Division at Harwell 
modified a micro-gamma scanning device to perform tomography within a 
hot cell facility. They used this to scan an AGR fuel pellet and 
provided the data for analysis. The pellet was scanned for the 662 keV 
emissions of Cs-137 using a germanium-lithium, Gejji), semiconductor 
detector. The fuel pellet was approximately 13 mm in diameter with a 
cylindrical central void of approximately 4 mm diameter. The 
collimation used was very poor and the reconstructed images reflected
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and it was estimated that the point spread function of the collimator 
was a few millimetres wide at the object causing blurring of the image. 
It is also likely that the system was not aligned sufficiently well to 
prevent the artefacts described in Section 5.3.1.
7.4.2 Results
The scan comprised 85 projections over 360° each of 55 raysums. The 
data lay on a high background which was subtracted assuming it to be a 
linear function across each projection. The data were then 
reconstructed to give an image which showed the general features of the 
pellet but was very blurred. It was possible to discern the outline and 
central void and a gradient in activity across the pellet could be seen 
which had been shown on a micro-gamma scan of the face of the pellet.
An estimate was made of the collimator response at the object using the 
somewhat vague details of the collimator and the object positioning 
which were available. Using this an attempt was made to deconvolve the 
effects of the collimator from the projections prior to reconstruction. 
This led to an image in which the definition of the boundaries was 
increased slightly but the noise was increased dramatically.
These images could not be included here due to the need for clearance 
procedures, however they appear in a Harwell report on some of this 
work (HUD86).
7.4.3 Summary
These images were very poor, however this is not surprising when the 
collimation and alignment is considered. They show promise as they do
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scanning system using good collimation and geometry which is capable of 
accurate alignment can be built in a hot cell, then it should yield 
very good images of fuel pins.
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CONCLUSIONS
Neutron Induced Emission Tomography (NIET) has applications for spatial 
elemental analysis and non-destructive testing. It may be used as an 
extension to neutron activation analysis in situations where it is 
necessary to know the spatial distribution of a nuclide in addition to 
the quantity. It can also be used in the nuclear industry to examine 
waste storage drums or active components such as irradiated nuclear 
fuel. It has the advantage of being a non-destructive method so the 
object can be reused and also, in the case of fuel, no waste is
CT5 UOU.I&
produced, cutting a rod open for conventional gamma scanning.
There are many methods of reconstructing an image from projections and 
of these, iterative methods have many advantages for emission 
tomography. However, they require a considerable amount of memory and 
are lengthy to perform. The microcomputer used for reconstruction 
during this work was slow and limited in memory, hence iterative 
algorithms were not used and a filtered back-projection routine was 
implemented as this was relatively fast and memory efficient.
In Chapter 2 various optimum scanning criteria relating to the number 
of projections and raysums were discussed. In general these have not 
been applied due to limits in the overall scanning time due to the 
radioactive decay of the radionuclide being scanned or simply to keep 
the experimental time within reasonable limits. If more time were 
available or the count rate could be increased then the noise in the 
images could be reduced as well as increasing the spatial resolution.
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are attenuation and scattering. This work has concentrated on the 
effects of scattering. Related work has been carried out by a group at 
Harwell to look at various methods of attenuation correction. They 
developed the Ratio Correction Method described in Chapter 4. However, 
this is limited to cases where there is 'a priori' information about 
the attenuation distribution. In other cases the interaction of the 
operator could have too much influence on the final image as the first 
reconstruction of the activity distribution is used to specify the 
attenuation values of regions yet the attenuation distribution cannot 
normally be determined by inspection of an image of activity.
The problem of scattering can be divided into two areas: scattering 
from the photopeak being measured and scattering from higher energies. 
The effects on the photopeak measurement occur because of scattering in 
the detector, the collimator and shields, and the test object. The 
experiments have been designed to perform NIET with single and 
multienergetic sources using high resolution detectors. Compensation 
for the effects of scattering has formed an important part of the 
experiments and the use of high resolution detectors has the immediate 
advantage that a great deal of scattering can be rejected by the use of 
narrow energy windows.
The mechanical parts of the scanning system at Harwell proved reliable 
and capable of giving good results although alignment of the collimator 
systems could be difficult and time consuming. The detector and 
acquisition system were adequate but improvements are possible. The 
energy resolution of the detector was good but its efficiency was low. 
Control of the mechanics of the scanner was an easy task for the 
computer but its disk storage capacity was limited and data packing was 
necessary as described in Chapter 5. The two single channel analyzers
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difficult and time consuming to set accurate windows on the narrow 
peaks from the high purity germanium (HPGe) detector.
The early experiments with Si(Li) and Ge(Li) detectors showed the need 
for a system based upon a high resolution detector for scanning 
multienergetic sources such as Eu-152. They also showed the feasibility 
of using a multichannel analyzer (MCA) to provide fixed time counting 
of a number of energy windows provided that a reliable link to large 
scale storage can be used. The ideal system being a computer controlled 
MCA connected to a microcomputer with a large hard disk.
A comparison of a sodium iodide scintillation detector and the HPGe 
semiconductor detector showed the improvement in emission tomography 
images made possible by the rejection of scattered radiation by using a 
narrow energy window on a high resolution detector. Scans with Tc-99m 
showed how the presence of scattered radiation can, in simple objects, 
give the appearance of less attenuation. These experiments also showed 
the use of a simple mathematical attenuation correction for simple 
circular distributions and demonstrated the ability of the system to 
detect narrow rings of activity as could be found deposited on the 
walls of pipes.
The principal aim of this work was to investigate the applicability of 
NIET to scanning irradiated fuel rods. Hence the later experiments used 
test objects designed to model various characteristics of fuel. 
However, it is difficult to produce models which accurately 
characterize the continuous variation in spatial distribution of a 
radionuclide and so discrete sources were used in attenuating media.
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gave projections containing only small angle scattering and small 
attenuation effects. Hence, the emissions were representative of the 
source distribution. However, the reconstructed image showed strongly 
the effects of partial volumes and the tantalum tubes were barely 
visible. Finer collimation and step lengths would have improved the 
representation of the tubes and would also have shown the attenuation 
within the tantalum rods.
At 100 keV the attenuation of the tantalum sources was very high and 
the majority of emissions detected originated from close to the surface 
of the sources. This results in the tubes appearing as tubes and the 
rods appearing as solid objects of lower activity.
Two principal scans were performed at 100 keV using step lengths of 0.5 
mm and 0.25 mm. The finer step gave an image with better spatial 
resolution despite the same collimation being used for both. This is 
due to the collimators being more sensitive in the middle and not of 
uniform sensitivity across the complete 0.5 mm width. This can be seen 
by examining the point spread function which shows a FWHM value of 1 mm 
for a 1 mm source. Hence, the 0.5 mm collimator gave better spatial 
resolution when stepped through a smaller distance. The improvements 
could be seen in the separation of the two rods 0.5 mm apart near the 
centre of the image and in the resolution of the tubes which appeared 
as solid objects in the lower resolution scan.
The first images at 100 keV were produced after the subtraction of an 
assumed linear background but this subtraction did not remove all the 
effects due to scattering from higher energies. These images appeared 
artificially good as the presence of the high energy effects improved 
the contrast. This occured because most of the scattering originated in
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energy photons from the sources scattered by Compton interactions in 
the detector. The effects of this scattering were removed by 
subtracting the total scattering window from the photopeak window. The 
resulting images showed the effects of the high attenuation of the 
tantalum at 100 keV. The images differed considerably from that at high 
energy with the central rod suffering badly from the attenuation and 
all the sources having similar intensities. The latter being due to 
partial volume effects in the tubes; the same effect can also be 
attributed to the rods, as only emissions from close to the surface 
could be seen.
Transmission tomography of an object emitting photons with energies 
higher than the transmitted photons is possible provided that the 
effects of the emitted photons are removed by the use of a second 
energy window. The transmission scan of the tantalum/titanium object 
was sucessful although it was not possible to see the tantalum tubes. 
This was expected and was due to partial volume effects and relatively 
high image noise which could be removed by the use of finer collimation 
and better counting statistics.
The discrete sources in the chromium/titanium test object had low self 
attenuation. The overall attenuation of the object was close to that of 
a fuel pin at 662 keV but the degree of scattering was much higher in 
the titanium. Yet little scattering was included in the photopeak image 
due to the use of a narrow energy window. The scattering window images 
were subtracted from the peak images resulting in only 1-2% changes. 
Good measurements of the dimensions of the sources were obtained and 
little improvement was seen when using longer collimation because of 
the noise in the image. These scans demonstrated the ability of the 
system to detect and reconstruct images of sources in an object which
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determine the sizes of the objects. The reconstructed intensity of the 
2 mm sources was lower than that of the larger ones due to partial 
volume effects. The use of the high resolution detector and narrow 
energy windows reduced the scattering in the image to a very small 
effect.
The one scan of an AGR pellet which was performed in a hot cell by the 
Chemistry Division at Harwell did not use good collimation and was not 
carefully aligned to prevent artefacts. However, taking these into 
account, the results were very promising and a well aligned scanner 
using good collimation should provide a very useful system for the 
study of radionuclide distributions within irradiated fuel.
These experiments have shown the advantages of using high resolution 
detectors for emission tomography both for scanning multienergetic 
sources and for reducing the effects of scattering. When using high 
resolution detectors to perform tomography with multienergetic sources 
the primary task is to correct for the effects of scattering from 
higher energies and then the secondary task is to correct for the 
effects of scattering from the photopeak energy. This scattering 
correction has been performed by the use of a scattering window set 
below the photopeak, however the use of two windows set either side of 
the photopeak would prove more flexible.
8.1 Further Work
Further work on NIET should continue in two areas; fundamental 
investigations using the prototype scanning system and the development 
of scanning systems for particular applications within the nuclear 
industry.
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multienergetic spectra from more than one radionuclide. Initially, two 
liquid sources should be mixed so that there are different ratios of 
radionuclides in various areas of a test object. The object should be 
scanned with many energy windows and images of the individual 
radionuclides reconstructed. Scattering correction should be applied to 
remove effects of 'crosstalk' between the images. The radionuclides 
should have reasonably long half lives so that the ratios do not change 
appreciably during the scan. Further work would then include nuclides 
requiring decay correction to the photopeak data. The experiments 
should then be extended to scanning objects containing many 
radionuclides.
These experiments will give further information regarding the effects 
of scattering with multienergetic spectra from many radionuclides but 
the sources will still be discrete and therefore not an accurate model 
of a fuel rod. One method of producing distributed sources of spatially 
varying activity is to mix powders. An active powder could be mixed 
with an inactive powder with the same attenuation characteristics and 
provided that the whole object is packed to the same density it will 
produce a uniform attenuation. However, variation in attenuation could 
also be produced by the correct choice of materials. The method could 
be used to produce controlled gradients of activity within the object 
and could be extended to mixtures of radionuclides.
The fundamental work has reached a stage where it has been shown that 
NIET is a useful method of non-destructive testing. Therefore, systems 
should be developed to use the technique in practical situations. This 
will also provide further information to improve and develop the 
technique. The first application should be to develop an improved 
system for the scanning of nuclear fuel pins. Other applications
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examination of areas within processing vessels where deposition of 
activity is likely.
The systems used should be based upon reliable mechanical units which 
can be aligned accurately and simply. The acquisition system should be 
based upon a computer controlled multichannel analyzer such that either 
complete spectra or many windows can be collected and stored for later 
analysis. An MCA also has the advantage of simplifying the process of 
setting up narrow energy windows over the relevant photopeaks and 
scattering areas. The systems would benefit from a more efficient high 
resolution detector than that used on the prototype system in order to 
improve collection statistics or reduce counting times. The use of good 
shielding and possibly anti-coincidence detectors would help to reduce 
background counts.
The systems will require a controlling computer with sufficient storage 
for all the data collected and fast enough to reconstruct the images in 
a reasonable time. A faster computer with more memory will also allow 
the investigation of other reconstruction methods such as completely 
iterative techniques which could include attenuation correction. If 
high speed becomes paramount then thought could be given to the use of 
dedicated image processing devices and array processors. These would 
provide reconstruction times of a few seconds and would permit rapid 
processing of the images. If data are collected in three dimensions to 
build up many reconstructed slices through an object, then it is 
possible to produce three dimensional surface images. These could aid 
the visualization of the position and size of highly active volumes 
within waste drums for example. The speed of an array processor would 
also make the use of iterative reconstruction techniques more 
acceptable.
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time taken to analyze the data hut it is likely that the collection 
time will be the limiting factor. The use of efficient detectors helps 
reduce the scanning time as does the high activity of samples such as 
irradiated fuel. However, the use of very fine collimation reduces the 
count rate significantly. In all situations it will be necessary to 
reach a compromise between improving spatial resolution and reducing 
image noise.
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